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The Batesburg-Leesville area of Lexington 
County, South Carolina during the first half of the 
twentieth century was a rural farming community. 
Leesburg’s Charles Decania Barr (usually called 
C.D. Barr, Sr.) begun his undertaking business in 
1890, combining it with his general store, lumber, 
and cotton businesses. The business was 
eventually taken over by Clyde Barr and beginning 
in January 1938 Barr created a set of ledgers 
designated his “Casket Accounts.” Using pre-
printed funeral records, he kept track of client’s 
funerals and payments.  
 
This report provides a transcription of the 
first volume (or at least the first surviving 
volume), tracking funerals from January 1, 1938 
through December 31, 1949. A total of 435 
funerals are documented, providing much the 
same information as found on death certificates 
(which South Carolina began collecting in 1919), 
as well as considerable additional information 
regarding caskets, outer boxes, vaults, burial 
practices and locations, and costs.  
 
The funeral record seems to support the 
idea that even as late as the 1940s, funerals were 
not a substantial part of Barr’s business. 
Nevertheless, they reveal that in the late 1930s 
embalming was still not a common practice in 
rural South Carolina. While perhaps a feature of 
rural cultural conservatism, it may also have been 
simply a matter of economics, with embalming not 
readily affordable to many farm families. It wasn’t 
until the late 1940s that embalming became a 
generally routine practice adopted by 80% of 
Barr’s clientele.  
 
Families were far more likely to purchase 
clothing for the deceased and the record provides 
details on the items purchased. Barr also 
documented the use of grave arches and cement 
covers commonly used in rural Lexington County. 
 
While there were a number of competing 
funeral homes in nearby Batesburg, Barr appears 
to have had little competition in Leesville. In the 
absence of African American funeral homes, Barr’s 
accounts also reveal 38 black clients, most for the 
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Cotton gradually became more important 
in Lexington’s agricultural base, so that by 1900 
the county’s second largest crop (by acreage) was 
cotton, with the 32,904 acres planted in cotton 
producing 13,637 bales. The only crop on more 
land was corn, planted on 51,408 acres and 
yielding 401,390 bushels.  Nevertheless, there 
was substantial acreage in wheat and oats. Truck 
farming was increasing, with 1,818 acres in 
vegetables. 
 
The 3,518 farms in Lexington County had 
an average size of 134 acres, ranking Lexington 
third behind Georgetown and Horry counties in 
average farm size. Moreover only 38% of the 
county’s farms were operated by tenants (22% by 
cash tenants and 16% by share tenants).  
  
In 1915 Lexington County was home to 
three cotton mills. In Lexington there were the 
Lexington Manufacturing Company with 6,784 
spindles and 214 looms producing ticking, and 
Saxe Gotha Mills with 11,200 spindles and 274 
looms producing sheetings and pajama checks. In 
Batesburg there was the Middleburg Mill with 
10,624 spindles and 328 looms producing 
shirtings and tickings. All three were owned by 
I.R. Stewart and they used nearly 7,800 bales of 
cotton yearly. The mills employed 389 whites and 
28 African Americans (Watson 1916).  
 
 There was a single cotton seed oil mill in 
Lexington County, the Leesville Cotton Seed Oil 
Mill Co. in Leesville. Nearby Richland County had 
three, Aiken had one, and Edgefield had two. 
 
 There were six timber and saw mills in 
Lexington, including two in Batesburg (D.R. Rawl 
and J.M. Hook). There were three flour and grist 
mills in Lexington in 1915, including one in 
Leesville, C.D. Barr. The Brodie Light and Power 
Co. provided electricity to Leesville, while the 
Lexington Electric Light and Power Co. operated 
in the immediate Lexington area. Lexington also 
boasted a single bottling plant, the Batesburg 
Bottling Co. Richland County had five, including 
Coca-Cola, Pepsi-Cola, Chero-Cola, Gay-Ola, and 
Bloodwine.  
 
The Leesville Coffin and Casket Co. was 
one of at least four casket manufacturers in South 
Carolina (the others were Branchville Casket and 
Novelty Works in Orangeburg, Witherspoon 
Brothers in Sumter, and Kingstree Manufacturing 
in Williamsburg County) (Watson 1916). Just a 
few years earlier the list also included J.M. 
Connelly & Co. in Charleston (Wolfe 1913:51). 
 
The Leesville Coffin and Casket Co. was 
begun in 1903 by C.D. Barr, Sr. and C.D. Barr, Jr. 
(Anonymous 1984:184). This manufacturing 
process was apparently an outgrowth of Barr’s 
saw mill operations, as well as his undertaking 
business. In 1912 Barr’s businesses were rated as 
between $50,000 and $75,000 in “pecuniary 
strength” and was given a credit rating of “good” 
(R.G. Dun & Co. 1912:90). The 1924-1925 Thomas’ 
Register listed Leesville Casket & Coffin Co. as 
manufacturing cloth covered, metallic, and 
wooden caskets. They were identified has having 
about $25,000 capital (Thomas Publishing Co. 
1924:1545). By February 1929 the company was 
incorporated as Imperial Casket Company. The 
company distributed throughout the Southeast, 
with warehouses in Raleigh, NC, Lynchburg, VA, 
Charleston, SC, and Daytona, FL. The company 
ceased its casket business in 1985 when the name 
was changed to Imperial Woodlands (South 
Carolina Secretary of State, Columbia).  
 
The Barr family was also involved in the 





Palmetto Casket Company which had begun at 
least by 1925 under the ownership and 
management of Robert E. Allen, who had married 
Alma Barr, the sister of Clyde Barr. With Robert 
Allen’s death in 1938, the firm was taken over by 
his wife and continued through at least the 1950s.  
 
Travel through Lexington County in the 
early twentieth century was difficult. The county 
had 1,600 miles of roads; 1,100 miles of these 
were classified as “unimproved – ungraded earth, 
clay or sand” (Watson 1916). The main road from 
Columbia to Aiken was identified as  
 
fair-to-good with occasional 
stretches of sand. One clay 
stretch which is practically 
impassible after heavy rains; 
detour thru woods (Anonymous 
1912:702). 
 
By 1920 the average farm size in South 
Carolina had dropped to 78.6 acres and the rate of 
farm tenancy had climbed to 46.2%. The 1920s, as 
one historian has noted, did not roar very loudly 
in the Midlands (Edgar 1998:483). While cotton 
prices opened high in 1921 (around 40¢ a pound), 
they dropped steadily, so that in December the 
price was down to 13½¢. A crop that cost farmers 
$250 million to plant was worth only $140 million. 
County populations showed little growth, rural 
poverty was rampant, and the boll weevil sucked 
what little life was left out of cotton. Farmers who 
had been on a spending spree in the teens had no 
ability to weather the economic crisis and Edgar 
observes that, “by 1930, after nearly a decade of 
difficulties, South Carolina agriculture was about 
to go under” (Edgar 1998:485). 
 
Things were marginally better in 
Lexington County. While a third of the state’s 
farms were mortgaged, only 29% were mortgaged 
in Lexington. And tenancy had actually dropped 
slightly — to about 42%. In spite of this, Lexington 
was still a poor county.  
 
 In 1927 nearly 74% of its occupants lived 
outside villages or towns – in what was called 
“open country” (Shealy 1927:326). The economic 
base of the county were its “sturdy small farm 
owners” and it was reported that “no county in the 
state is more self-sufficing, none produces a 
greater variety of crops” (Shealy 1927:327). Truck 
crops were becoming an important staple to 
Lexington farmers, who brought most of their 
produce to Columbia markets.  
 
 One of the disruptions in South Carolina 
agriculture was the arrival of the boll weevil. At 
the door to Savannah in 1917, the weevil had 
spread through much of South Carolina by 1919 
(including Richland County) and by 1922 had 
covered most of North Carolina as well. Planters 
paid their tenants a penny per weevil in an effort 
to slow the spread and millions of pounds of 
arsenical dusts (primarily calcium arsenate) were 
 
Figure 1. Notepad for Imperial Casket Company, 
which grew out of Barr’s Leesville Coffin 






applied. In spite of these efforts, losses ranged 
between 30 and 60% of a crop (Haney et al. 1996). 
The most devastating year was 1922, when 
production statewide was only 30% of that it had 
been two years earlier (Anonymous 1927:130).  
 
 Edgar notes that in 1930 the situation 
among South Carolina farmers was dire. Having 
gone on a spending spree when money was  
flowing, they had no reserves, and the decade of 
the 1920s was so bad that: 
 
South Carolina agriculture was 
about to go under. Farmland and 
buildings had lost more than 
one-half their value. One-third of 
the state’s farms were 
mortgaged, and 70 percent of the 
state’s farmers survived on 
borrowed money (Edgar 
1998:485). 
 
Moore adds to this that, “except for foodstuffs and 
bare necessities, hundreds of families living in 
Richland and surrounding counties seldom could 
buy what Columbia merchants were trying to sell” 
(Moore 1993:329). Schultz remarks that many 
remember the Depression years not for the 
“coming” of hard times, but instead “recall those 
days as a continuation of long-standing hardship” 
(Schultz 1992:3). By 1933 state government itself 
was on the verge of collapse – state employees 
were laid off and those that remained were paid 
with “state I.O.U.’s.”  
 
 By 1930 the number of farms in 
Lexington had dropped from 4,816 in 1920 to 
3,295 – a decline of 32%. Most of these (77%) 
 
Figure 2. Batesburg-Leesville area in 1927. 





were operated by whites. The average size had 
also declined, from 76.9 acres in 1920 to 78.6 
acres in 1930.  
 
 Statewide the proportion of tenancy had 
increased from 64.5% in 1920 to 65.1% in 1930. 
In Lexington County, however, the proportion had 
actually declined, from 46.2% to 42.3% in 1930. In 
addition, although statewide 33.6% of the farms 
were mortgaged, only 28.9% in Lexington County 
were mortgaged.  
 
 Statewide the average farm value per acre 
was $38.10 and the average mortgage debt per 
acre was $15.26. In other words, the mortgage 
debt was about 40% of the total value. In contrast, 
while Lexington farms were worth slightly less 
per acre – $36.30 – the mortgage debt per acre 
was only $10.26, or about 28%. Thus, Lexington 
farmers were in better overall economic condition 
than many throughout the 
state. 
 
 Lexington remained 
a rural area. Of the nearly 
3,300 farms, only 167 (5.1%) 
had electricity and only 748 
(22.7%) had telephones. 
Piped water was available in 
141 (4.3%) of the farms. Over 
1,755 (53.3%) were still 
located on unimproved dirt 
roads. The entire county had 
only 2,133 automobiles and 
the 3,295 farms continued to 
rely on mule and horse 
drawn plows – there were 
only 104 tractors in the county.  
 
 The population of Lexington in 1940 was 
35,994, a decline of 1.4% from a decade earlier. 
The urban population was still very small – only 
7.6%, although the proportion of those living in 
the rural areas of Lexington declined by 1.9%. 
Batesburg boasted a population of 2,933, a slight 
increase from 1930, while Leesville had only 
1,217 residents, a decline of over 100 people from 
a decade earlier. 
 
 There were 2,914 farms according to the 
1940 census and most of these (2,430 or 83%) 
had white operators. This represented a decline of 
381 farms since 1930. The average farm size was 
just over 94 acres, an increase of 
over 17 acres since 1930. While size 
increased, both total and average 
values dropped. In 1940 the average 
farm value was $2,339, a decline of 
$567 since 1930. 
 
Table 1 reveals that whites 
dominated farming in Lexington County – both as 
owners and also as tenants. Blacks dominated 
only in the classification of cropper, a sub-class of 
tenants. They were also known as share-tenants; 
owners provided croppers with all of the work 
animals or tractor power in lieu of work animals. 
It was a form of tenancy usually practiced by only 
the poorest farmers. 
 
Figure 3 reveals a bell curve of farm size 
weighted toward the small end, with the most 
common farms ranging from 30-49 acres. This is 
indicative of farming dominated by tenancy even 
Table 1. 
Farms by Major Operator Class and Race 
 
 Owners All Tenants Croppers 
White 1,535 612 191 


































into the middle twentieth century. Nevertheless, 
there were still 12 farms of a thousand or more 
acres, suggesting that there were pockets of 
wealth in the county. While 32.6% of Lexington’s 
farms were mortgaged, this was still somewhat 
lower than the state average of 34.4%. 
 
This wealth continued to be built largely 
on cotton, which was grown by 2,315 farms on 
18,806 acres in 1940. The production that year 
was 15,470 bales. While gross yields in the early 
1940s were often $100 per acre on cotton, after 
deducting expenses most of the profit went to the 
owner. The gross income per capita in South 
Carolina was only $121. 
 
Farming remained an isolated task. Only 
792 of the farms (27%) were lighted by electricity; 
only 420 (14%) had telephones; and nearly a third 
were still located on unimproved dirt roads. Over 
92% of the Lexington County farms lacked 
running water and 95% lacked an indoor toilet. 
Barr-Price Funeral Home 
 It was within this historic framework that 
Charles Decania Barr (usually called C.D. Barr, Sr.) 
is reported to have begun his undertaking 
business in 1890.  
 
 C.D. Barr’s father, James M. Barr, served in 
the 5th SC Cavalry, Company I and was wounded 
at Trevilians Station, Virginia on June 11, 1864, 
dying at a Charlottesville, Virginia hospital on 
August 29, 1864.  
 
 Although not listed in the 1890 census, 
Barr (37 years old and born March 13, 1863) and 
his wife, Eula L. (36 years old), are listed in the 
1900 census, along with seven children (James M., 
11; Decany D., 10; Alma, 8; John W., 7; Franklin A., 
5; McKendre, 3; and Charles, 2). Charles and Eula 
had been married 13 years at the time and he was 
listed as a merchant who owned his house free of 
a mortgage. 
 
 The 1910 census lists Barr as a retail 
merchant specializing in general merchandise and 
equipment, probably catering to the farming 
community. The census indicates that he was 
farming by this time as well. Clyde Barr, a son that 
would eventually take over his business had been 
born on April 12, 1902 and was 8 years old. The 
1920 census reveals that Barr was 56 years old, 
but still operating his general store. Two of his 
children, Frank and Elida, were clerking in the 
store and another, Charlie, was a laborer in a flour 
mill. Charlie D. Barr’s WWI registration card listed 
his occupation as a miller in Leesville. 
 
 By 1930 the Barr household included only 
Charles, now 67 years old; his wife, 66 years old; 
Clyde M. Barr, 27 years old and the manager of his 
father’s business; Ruth Barr, 20 years old; and a 
sister-in-law, Lidie Mitchell, who was 55 years old. 
They were still living on Main Street in Leesville 
and the census documents that their home was 
valued at $10,000. In addition, they owned a radio. 
 
 Eula Barr had died by 1940, but Charles 
Barr, now 77 years old, was still listed as the 
owner of a mercantile store. His sister-in-law, 
Lidie Mitchell, was listed as a saleswomen in the 
store. Also living with them was Monne Brabham, 
another sister-in-law. By this time his house had 
declined in value to $5,000.  
 
 C.D. Barr, Jr., living on College Street with 
his wife Frances and their two children, was listed 
as the president of a casket factory. Next door was 
his brother McKendre Barr, who was an attorney. 
Clyde Barr, now 37, listed four years of college and 
was living with wife Minnie Lee, and their two 
children, on Main Street. He listed his occupation 
as a salesman for a retail store, probably the 
family business.  
 
 The elder Barr died in 1951, while the 
business was continued by Clyde Barr, who died in 
1989. The obituary for Clyde Barr notes that he 
was “the former general manager of Barr’s Store, a 
former cotton buyer for the Leesville Oil Mill and 
the former owner and operator of the Leesville 
Piggly Wiggly store”, as well as the former owner 
of the Barr Funeral Home and Ridge Crest 
Memorial Park (The State, April 25, 1989, pg. 4D). 
While it is certain that Clyde Barr and his father 
before him operated a thriving undertaking 





business, the census records suggest the family 
preferred to focus on their retail operations.  
 
 In 1978 Landis Price, who had been 
working for Clyde Barr since 1972, became a 
licensed funeral director. Price purchased the 
business in 1985, changing the name to Barr-Price 
Funeral Home in 1988. The Barr-Price Funeral 
Home remains the oldest family owned funeral 
home in the Midlands of South Carolina. 
 
Barr Records 
 We have been unable to identify any of 
the records associated with either the Leesville 
Coffin and Casket Co. or the later Imperial Casket 
Co. and we aren’t aware of any records associated 
with the Barrs’ mercantile activities. 
Recently, however, we learned through 
conversations with Mr. Landis Price that 
there are records associated with the Barr 
Funeral Home. 
 
 These records consist of multiple 
bound volumes measuring 14¾ by 10 
inches. The spine is labeled “Funeral 
Records” and the book consists of 152 
numbered pages of preprinted forms. The 
volume was published by F.J. Feinman of St. 
Louis, Missouri and was entitled, “The 
American Funeral Record: A Ready 
Reference Day Book for Undertakers” with a 
1932 copyright. The publisher announces 
that, “This Record Book will be great 
assistance to your profession in entering up 
funerals and arrangements for same, 
correctly, intelligently, and completely.”  
 
 Attached to the front of the volume 
is a paper label printed with, “C.D. Barr 
General Merchandise.” Below is a line with 
“Undertaker and Embalmer” and “Cotton 
Buyer – Fertilizers” separated by a company 
seal. Below that is “Leesville, S.C.” Typed on 
the label at the top is “Casket Accounts, 
1938” with a pen notation, “thru 1949.” At 
the bottom is a similar typed notation, 
“Casket Accounts, Jan. 1st, 1938” again with 
the pen addition of “-1949.” 
 
 Inside the front cover are notations 
regarding the size of caskets, the size of 
vaults, and the necessary size of the grave 
(Figure 5). Caskets were typically 86 to 
87½ inches in length, vaults were 89 inches, and 
graves were dug 95 inches in length.  
 
The forms themselves provided the 
typical personal information, including name, 
race, and address, who was paying, the date of  
 













































































death, the date and location of the funeral, the 
religion of the deceased, the place and cause of 
death, as well as information on the deceased 
mother, father, and spouse. There was also 
information on the type of casket, a complete 
itemization of the funeral expense, and a record of 
payment (Figure 6).  
 
 According to Mr. Price this is the earliest 
volume of records that he has found associated 
with the funeral home. Whether there were earlier 
records, now lost, is unknown.  
 
 These records, beginning in 1938, well 
post-date the introduction of death certificates to 
South Carolina. This may suggest that the 
transcription of these records is of little 
consequence. We disagree. Take for example, 
Figure 6, the death record of Perry Wayne Barnes 
and compare it to Figure 7, the South Carolina 
death certificate for the same individual.   
 
 The death certificate does not indicate 
where Barnes was born, who paid for the funeral, 
the religion of the individual, where the funeral 
took place, and the location of the burial is only 
listed to a town – not church and plot as it is in the 
Barr records. In addition, the funeral home 
 






records provide a wealth of social information 
regarding the services provided and the cost of 
these services, as discussed in the following 
section. Thus, while there is certainly considerable 
overlap, the Barr records often provide a fuller, 
more useful account that will be of special interest 
to individuals tracing their family history. 
 
 As much information as possible about 
each burial is included since we believe that it 
offers a unique opportunity to race the 
development of different funeral services, better 
understand the costs associated with these 
services, evaluate social implications of different 
burial activities, and so forth. 
 
 This particular Barr volume also provides 
some interesting information on Barr’s business 
activities between 1927 and 1950. During that 24 
year period 1,078 burials were handled by the 
firm, with an average of 43 per year or just less 
than one a week. The peak occurred in 1926 when 
76 burials were recorded. Over the 24 years Barr 
recorded nearly $179,000 in funerals, with a 
yearly average of $7,454 and a per funeral average 
of $166.  
 
 Figure 8 shows that while the number of 
burials handled by the firm slowly declined from 
1927 through 1950, the average burial cost 
increased, especially after 1942. Even taking into 
consideration inflation, the average burial cost 
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Figure 8. Barr Funeral records detailing number of burials and funeral costs 
from 1927 through 1950. 





























































There are 435 burials itemized in this 
volume, spanning 12 years for an average of 36 
burials a year. Most of the burials were of whites; 
only 38 African American burials are reported for 
an average of 3 per year. It is nevertheless notable 
that Barr served both blacks and whites. 
African American Burials 
Twenty-five of the 38 African American 
burials were infants or children. Fourteen were 
infants less than a year old and six were still births 
(representing 15.7% of the black burials). In 
contrast, there are only 18 white still births 
handled by Barr, representing only 4.5% of the 
total burials. The disparity is likely associated 
with differences in black and white healthcare. 
 
The average African American burial cost 
$34.14, although burials ranged from as little as 
$4.50 for the burial of a still born to $225 for the 
burial of Anna Lark Andrews in 1948. This burial 
may be anomalous, however. The individual’s 
death certificate indicates here burial was handled 
by Bush Home in Saluda, with the burial taking 
place in Rock Hill, SC. Barr’s entry reveals 
payment, in code, being provided by two African 
American firms, Amos & Sons and Bush Funeral 
Home. The code likely represented some 
discounted wholesale price while Barr entered a 
retail price. Since the burial was being shipped, it 
may be that the black firms did not have the 
expertise, license, or caskets necessary and 
subcontracted the work out.  
 
Regardless, if that burial is excluded, the 
most expensive was that of Drayton Langford in 
1938, with the cost of $182. This would have been 
a very elaborate funeral for an individual 
identified as a farmer.  
 
If only the 12 adults are considered 
(excluding the one anomalous sale discussed 
above), the average burial cost was $63.00. Two of 
these individuals were shipped back to South 
Carolina in caskets; two others were buried in 
caskets provided by the county. One was 
apparently buried either without a casket or, more 
likely, in one made at home. Of the remaining 
seven, three were burial in Imperial caskets and 
four in caskets made by the Piedmont Casket 
Company. 
 
Seven were buried in outside boxes, 
including both individuals using county caskets. 
Only one of the individuals received an “arch” with 
five bags of cement. Usually the grave arch 
consisted of wood planks placed on ledges over 
the coffin in order to support the backfilled soil. 
The use of cement is still found occasionally today 
in rural Lexington County. Bags of dry mix 
concrete (e.g., Quikcrete®) are cut open and 
spread over the grave arch prior to backfilling the 
grave when no vault is used. Funeral directors 
explain that the practice will help locate the grave 
with a probe in the future; thus, it is thought of as 
a means of better marking a burial that has only a 
casket (Trinkley et al. 2011:115). 
 
 Only four individuals (including, we 
presume the two shipped from out of state) were 
embalmed. Thus, it appears that many African 
Americans could either not afford embalming or 
found the practice culturally unacceptable. This is 
clearly an issue needing additional investigation 
through the study of larger samples, perhaps from 
the records of an African American funeral home.  
 





 In contrast, six of the remains 
were dressed and six used funeral cars 
provided by Barr.  
White Burials 
 Most of Barr’s business was with 
the white community around Lexington 
and 397 of the burials in this volume are 
of whites (91%). Of these burials, 162 
(44.5%) are females and 202 (55.5%) are 
males (the remaining 33 are stillborn or 
infants for whom no sex was given). The 
disparity between males and females is 
far less in the 1940 census and is weighted toward 
males (50.1% males, 49.9% females). The 
difference found in these records likely represents 
societal factors (for example, a higher death rate 
among males as a result of occupation).  
Age at Death 
 Figure 9 is a mortality graph, showing the 
age at death for the combined male and female 
populations buried by Barr. It shows the percent 
dying by age classes and it reveals that if an 
individual was able to survive the few 11 months 
after birth, the likelihood of dying dropped 
dramatically. The likelihood of death peaks 
between 71 and 80. This graph stands in stark 
contrast to those developed from the McCormick 
records (Trinkley and Hacker 2004a:3, 2004b:5), 
although the difference is likely the result of the 
McCormick records reflecting the period between 
1903 and 1915. It is likely that health care 
improved significantly by the 1940s. This data 
certainly suggests such an improvement. 
 
 While the records provide considerable 
information, Barr virtually never indicated the 
cause of death, although the attending physician 
was almost always noted.  
 
 When the month of death is examined, 
deaths appear to have peaked in 
January, April, and June – the middle of 
winter, the middle of spring, and the 
early summer. There is a less 
pronounced peak in October or middle 
of the fall. Thus, it appears that no 
particular season was particularly 
unhealthy; rather it seems that it was 
the change of season that brought on 
health issues leading to death. The 
fewest deaths occurred in August. 
Burial Practices 
 The records offer the most 
information about burial practices in 
Lexington County during the late 1930s and 
1940s. 
 
 Of the 368 burials which listed a casket 
manufacturer, nearly three-quarters (275 or 
74.7%) chose a model manufactured by Imperial – 
the firm owned by the Barr family. The remaining 
clients chose a Palmetto Casket Company model. 
Not a single family went outside the immediate 
































Figure 9. Mortality graph for whites listed in the Barr volume. 





the national firms, such as Boyertown or National. 
This stands in contrast to the much more eclectic 
tastes exhibited by McCormick’s clients in nearby 
Columbia. While this may simply be a case of 
supporting the local economy, it certainly helped 
to maximize Barr’s profits, keeping wholesale 
costs down. 
 
 We have no catalogs for either Imperial or 
Palmetto, so there is little that we can say about 
the specific models selected. Most of the Imperial 
casket designations include a size, such as 6/0, 
followed by a model number, such as “S55 gray” 
or “E28 H/C”. Some references can be guessed. For 
example, H/C may reference a half-couch model. 
Others, such as “½ Shr,” are today ambiguous. 
Some notes provide bits of information, such as 
the single reference to a casket “w/ end handles,” 
suggesting that the use of end handles was not 
popular in the Leesville area. There are also 
occasional references to metal caskets, although 
most appear to be wood or cloth covered. These 
are both less expensive and may have been 
considered more traditional designs.  
 
 Rarely is the price of the casket itself 
noted. It appears that Barr was careful to “fold” in 
costs without providing – even in his presumably 
private journals – specific prices. It is therefore 
possible only to compare the total cost of funerals 
using Imperial with Palmetto caskets. This 
assumes that the casket was likely the most costly 
item and allows at least a vague comparison of the 
two manufacturers. 
 
 The average cost of a funeral using an 
Imperial casket was $294.65, while the average 
cost for a funeral using the Palmetto caskets was 
$155.07. Thus, the funerals using the Imperial 
caskets were about twice as expensive.  
 
 Less than a quarter of the burials (23%) 
used an outer box. This is in contrast to the finding 
20-30 years earlier, when McCormick’s clients 
seemed to routinely use an outer box (Trinkley 
and Hacker 2004b:11). There is a difference in box 
use by brand of casket. Only 17.8% of those using 
an Imperial casket also used a box, while 39.8% of 
those using Palmetto caskets also used an outer 
box.  
 
 When pine boxes were purchased during 
the late 1930s and early 1940s, their costs 
averaged between $7.00 and $8.00 (for example, 
Miller Casket Company 1931:6 and Boyertown 
Burial Casket Company 1938:100). It is likely that 
Barr and his family, with access to a saw mill and 
casket factory, were able to produce these boxes 
for only $1.00 or $2.00, further increasing their 
profit over typical wholesale costs. 
 
 In contrast, over half (54.6%) of the 
burials received some vault or vault-like 
protection. At first glance this seems to be a 
noticeable increase from 20 years earlier, when 
only 7% of McCormick’s clients chose this 
additional expense (Trinkley and Hacker 
2004b:11). This is not, however, the case.  
 
 The 225 vaults or vault-like coverings 
include 95 combinations of grave arches and 
concrete. If these are removed from the 
calculations, then only 130 true vaults remain – 
reflecting a use rate of only 3.5%. This is half the 
use seen two decades earlier in Columbia, 
suggesting that the use of vaults was more quickly 
adopted in urban populations. 
 
 The use of grave arches and concrete has 
already been briefly mentioned in the burial of 
African Americans, where it was found in only one 
case. It appears far more prevalent among whites, 
where a quarter of burials were protected and/or 
identified in this fashion. The data available 
reveals that between one and seven bags of 
concrete might be used, with an average of 4.5 and 
a median of 5. While the number of bags is related 
to the size of the grave, there appear to be other 
factors since there are numerous adult graves 
where only two bags were used. The quantity used 
is probably related to cost, with each bag being 
billed at $1.95.  
 
 The use of an arch and concrete may well 
be a conservative practice, although this is difficult 
to demonstrate since the average age of those 
receiving an arch and concrete was 62, while the 
average age of those receiving a vault was 66 







 While the use of concrete may have made 
relocating the grave easier, it causes considerable 
problems for the bioanthropologist. As the grave 
arch collapses, the overlying concrete falls on the 
well decayed casket, causing extensive damage to 
the skeletal remains.  
  
 It seems more likely that the grave arch 
and concrete was simple more affordable for 
many rural Lexington residents. The average cost 
of burials using an arch and concrete was just over 
$203. In comparison, the average cost of burials 
where a conventional vault of some type was used 
more than double - $427.  
 
 There were three graves (representing 
less than 1% of the total burials) where a brick 
vault was constructed, with the bricks used being 
itemized by Barr and ranging from 125 to 815. 
The disparity in bricks suggests that some may 
have been laid as only one course, while others 
may have been more substantial. In an additional 
two cases a metal vault was enclosed by the 
brickwork.  
 
 The average cost of the three burials with 
brick vaults was $263.26 – more than a simple 
arch and some bags of concrete, but substantially 
less than a metal vault. 
 
 Where a metal vault was enclosed by 
brickwork, the average burial cost was $571.64. 
 
 Thirty-four of the 130 vaults were 
identified simply as “vaults” and only two entries 
provide information on the retail price – one for 
$100 and another for $150. These are associated 
with burials having a wide range of costs and it 
seems likely these entries simply neglected to 
provide the manufacturer. 
 
 The most common named vault (n=45) 
was manufactured by Clark Grave Vault Company 
in Columbus, Ohio. This firm began in 1898 and is 
still in business. Most are identified only as Clark 
vaults, although one is distinguished specifically 
as the “Clark Custodian.” The standard vault was 
an “air sealed” model that was “welded inside and 
out” using 12 gauge Armco Ingot Iron (Boyertown 
Burial Casket Company 1936:158). The air sealed 
model was explained by companies as constructed 
like a “diving bell” so that air was trapped in the 
vault. However, water (a euphemism for body 
fluids) was allowed to drain between the bottom 
(which was separate) and a side that was not 
sealed. The Armco Ingot Iron was first developed 
in 1909 and was the purest steel mill iron 
produced.  
 
 In contrast, the Custodian vault was a 
higher end model with its body formed from one 
piece of metal (the same Armco steel) using 
hydraulic presses.  
 
 Wholesale prices for the standard Clark 
vault, depending on the size, ranged from about 
$51 to $72 in the early 1930s (Milwaukee Casket 
Company 1932:10; National Casket Company 
1931:40).  
 
 Wilbert Vaults were the next most 
common, being used with 17 burials. Begun in 
1880 as the L.G. Haase Manufacturing Company, 
initially simple two-piece concrete vaults were 
produced. By 1919 the name was changed to 
American Vault Works. In 1930 the company 
began lining the vaults with asphalt to make them 
waterproof and in 1938 the company became the 
world’s largest manufacturer of asphalt and 
concrete burial vaults with 76 franchises in 22 
states. We have not identified a wholesale price 
list for the general period. 
 
 The third most common vault was 
produced by a company we have yet to identify, 
U.S. Vault. These account for an additional 15 
burials 
 
 The remaining models include 10 
Perfection vaults, four Protection vaults, one 
Springfield vault, one Wyandot vault, and one 
vault made by the U.S. Granite Vault Company.  
 
 The Perfection Burial Vault Company of 
Galion, Ohio was apparently part of the Perfection 
Steel Body Company that made truck bodies  













Figure 11. Examples of vaults used by Barr. First row left is the Clark Standard, first row right is the Clark 
Custodian, second row left is the asphalt-lined concrete Wilbert Vault, second row right is 
Perfection Rex, third row left is the Perfection President, third row right is the Springfield vault, 
and bottom row is a patent drawing for a Wyandot vault. 





during the same period. Those used by Barr 
include unnamed models, six Rex models, and one 
President model. The unnamed model may have 
the basic Rex Air Seal Vault, made of 12 gauge 
metal (New York and Brooklyn Casket Company 
n.d.:265). The Rex Vault was also 12 gauge metal, 
but was produced from copper-bearing steel 
which combines a small amount of copper with 
the steel to provide increased resistance to 
corrosion. The President vault was also produced 
by Perfection using 12 gauge copper-bearing steel, 
but also had a “beautiful Marbleized finish” 
(Boyertown Burial Casket Company 1936:160). 
 
 The basic-line Perfection vaults seem to 
be among the least expensive available. One 
catalog lists the price as $35.00. In fact, they even 
offered discounts if three Perfection vaults were 
purchased at a time. In contrast, this same 
company sold the Clark vault for $50.00 (Miller 
Casket Company 1931:10). 
 
 Four were listed as Protection vaults, 
probably a reference to the Protection Burial Vault 
Company, also of Galion, Ohio. We have not 
identified additional information concerning this 
particular company. 
Embalming 
 While embalming was introduced during 
the American Civil War, its acceptance has been an 
issue of uncertainty. 
Laderman has suggested that 
while there are no statistical 
data, anecdotal evidence 
suggested that “embalming 
rapidly became a standard 
feature of the undertaking 
work” (Laderman 2003:6). 
Our work suggests that at 
least in the south, this may 
not have been the case. For 
example, in urban Columbia 
in the first two decades of 
the twentieth century, more 
than 40% of McCormick’s 
clients were not embalmed 
(Trinkley and Hacker 
2004b:10). Figure 12 shows 
a graph of its use among rural Lexington County 
families from 1938 through 1949. The practice 
began with very limited popularity and it wasn’t 
until 1941 that half of Barr’s clients were 
embalmed. By 1946 the number appears to have 
stabilized at two-thirds of the clientele, with 80% 
or more of the bodies being embalmed by the late 
1940s. 
 
 Thus, it seems to us that the acceptance of 
embalming was far slower in the south than 
perhaps elsewhere in the country and practices 
were even more conservative in the rural south 
than in urban areas. 
 
 While the average burial cost was about 
$250, the average cost for those burials which did 
not include embalming was $107.31 – significantly 
lower in overall cost. As a practical matter, 
children under a year in age, including still births, 
were generally not embalmed – and these account 
for 59 of 159 burials that lacked embalming. If 
these are removed, the average age of those 
foregoing embalming was 60 years – not 
appreciably older (or we assume conservative) 
than those receiving embalming. 
 
 The length of time between death and 
burial for those remains lacking embalming 
averaged under a day, with a median of 1 day. The 
range, however, might extend to four days in a few 


















Figure 12. Acceptance of embalming, showing a linear trend line. 





difference in the period between death and burial 
for embalmed bodies – the average was about a 
day and a half, while the mean was one day. In one 
case, however, the burial occurred six days after 
death. 
 
 Religion may have played a role, but this 
is difficult to determine from the evidence in the 
Barr records. Lutherans were the most common 
religion and over a third of these individuals did 
not embalm. Among the Baptists, 29% were not 
embalmed, and 24% of the Methodists were not 
embalmed. Thus, it seems that a nearly equal 
proportion of all major Protestant religions were 
buried without embalming. 
 
 Thus, it appears that it was not religion, 
length of time to burial, or age that dictated an 
individual be embalmed – rather it seems the 
most likely factor was cost. Barr, however, 
indicates this cost, $25, for only one burial. 
Other Services 
 Figure 13 shows the breakdown of 
services provided by Barr, including embalming 
only; dressing the body only; dressing and 
embalming; dressing, embalming, and hair 
dressing; and hair dressing only.  
 The majority of Barr’s clients who 
selected additional services, opted for both 
embalming and dressing the body. While there is 
very little difference by sex in the categories of 
dressing or embalming only, when both were 
performed, three-fifths were males. This may 
suggest that in rural Lexington males had a more 
limited wardrobe and it was felt that the purchase 
of clothing was more necessary for them than for 
females. Alternatively, it may be that males were 
considered patriarchal and the additional cost for 
new clothing was necessary. 
 
 Regardless, while the cost of funerals for 
males and females was essentially the same when 
only embalming was performed (an average of 
$389.56 for females and $389.74 for males), in the 
categories of dressing only and dressing an 
embalming, male funerals were noticeably more 
expensive.  
 
 The average funeral cost for females 
when dressing only was specified was $115.08. 
The average cost for males was $165.46 – 44% 
higher. 
 
 When both embalming and dressing was 
specified, male funerals were still more expensive, 
but less so -- $359.08 compared to $321.02. This is 
a difference of only 12%.  
 
 Clothing purchased for females included 
dresses, hose, underwear, slippers, a slip, and 
bloomers. Most of these items have 
obvious meanings today. The term 
“underwear” is ambiguous. In 
contrast, the two pair of “bloomers” 
were likely baggy underpants 
common earlier in the century, but 
still worn by older women into the 
1950s.  
 
 The most common 
purchase was a dress, followed by 
hose and underwear. The Miller 
Casket Company (1931:11) offered 
a variety of women’s dresses in 
prices ranging from $14.30 
(messaline in white, silver, or 
orange) to $5.85 (a silk crepe in 
white, silver, or black). “Robes” were far less 
expensive (as little as $2.75), suggesting that the 







Figure 13. Services provided by Barr. 





actually have been robes – or open back items that 
could be easily slipped on bodies. 
 
 A National catalog reminded funeral 
directors that, 
 
When selling burial garments to a 
family do not overlook hosiery. 
Correct hosiery is as important at 
such a time as the correct dress, 
negligee, suit, or shoes. Hosiery 
should be included with every 
garment sale. It is not only 
logical but profitable for the 
funeral director. The family 
will receive the suggestion as 
added proof of the 
thoughtfulness and 
understanding of the man in 
whom they have placed their 
trust. 
 
It is not fair to clients to 
assume that hosiery and other 
apparel will be supplied by 
them. Few people there are 
who, in time of bereavement, 
have any desire to go 
“shopping” in the local stores 
for clothing to be used in 
burial. They will welcome the 
opportunity of letting their 
funeral director care for such 
things (National Casket 
Company 1930:109).  
 
 The term slipper was used in 
the burial industry for both soft devices 
with “quilted satin innersoles” that 
were elastic, allowing them “to fit any 
foot perfectly, regardless of shape or 
condition” (National Casket Company 1930:105) 
which sold for about $2.00 a pair and for more 
natural appearing shoes that were laced at the 
back to allow easy adjustments. They, too, were 
wholesaled at $2.00.  
 
 The only items priced in the Barr records 
were a dress at $5.00 and hose at .25¢. These seem 
to be low prices, but we have identified very few 
funeral clothing catalogs for this period. 
 
 The most common items purchased for 
men were suits, followed by underwear and hose 
(which is far more common than socks). Suits in 
the Miller Casket Company catalog ranged from 
$7.85 to as high as $12.75 and were offered in a 
range of fabrics and colors. Also offered were 
men’s robes, ranging from as little as $2.50 to 
$7.00 (Miller Casket Company 1931:10).  
 
 Underwear – probably for both women 
and men – might have designated what National 
called their “Burial Undergarments.” They were 
advertised as “clean, white, and absorbent,” noting 
that they afford the funeral director’s equipment 
“great protection from leakage, etc., due to the 
remarkable absorbent qualities of the garment 
















Figure 14. Clothing items purchased from Barr for the burial of 
women (top) and men (bottom). 





 The only items priced by Barr were a 
man’s shirt at $1.00 and socks at .15¢. 
 
 The purchase of clothing for burial is an 
area where little data has been collected by 
anthropologists and it is not well understood who 
purchased what clothing and for what ultimate 
purpose. Additional investigations such as this 

























































































































 The transcription follows as faithfully as 
possible the original material. Misspellings are 
retained (except where they were so egregious 
that they would result in ambiguity or 
uncertainty). The information is entered in the 
Excel appendix to this report in roughly the same 
order as found in the original volume. Where 
there were multiple payments, we have simply 
indicated the span in months that was required 
for payment, rather than the specific payment 
schedule. Barr, like McCormick in Columbia (see, 
for example, Trinkley and Hacker 2004a:3), seems 
to have been fairly successful in obtaining 
complete payment and only about 6% of his 
clients failed to make full and complete payment 
(although Barr did accept not only payments as 
small as 50¢ as well as a cow in trade).  
 
 For ease of identifying specific 
individuals, the following list has been 
alphabetized, although the original page number 



































Date Paid  Amount Misc
108 Able John P., Mrs. F W Leesvil le, SC 83-8-0 Methodist W.T. Gibson 9/3/1940 9/5/1940 House Leesvil le Cemetery Clark Vault EB, DB dress Yes PS, ambulance, DS $450.00 9/27/1940 $450.00 b. 1-3-1883;  husband = J.P. Able;  parents = James C, & 
Caroline (Asbil l) Bodie
21 Able Magnolia Lee, 
Miss
F W Leesvil le, SC 73-8-20 Baptist Karl Able 7/18/1938 7/20/1938 Leesvil le Baptist Church Leesvil le Cemetery 6-3, 352 BB3 Palmetto Casket Co Yes EB, DB Yes LG PS, death notice, door spray $359.00 7/21/1938 $359.00 b. 10-28-1938; parents = John G. & Sarah (Howard) Able
190 Able Mary Christine, 
Miss
F W Leesvil le, SC 71-6-23 Baptist K.L. Able 6/24/1942 6/25/1942 Barr Funeral Home Leesvil le Cemetery R. Felder Able 6/3  #31-39  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Springfield 12 
gauge Vault
EB, DB Yes PS; folding chairs, door spray $375.00 6/27/1942 $375.00 b. 12-1-1870;  parents = John C. & Sarah (Howard) Able
408 Adams Julius Ira M W 62-7-0 2/23/1949 2/25/1949 St Pauls Southern Methodist 
Church
Leesvil le Cemetery 6/6  Roturn  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Clark Vault EB, DB shirt, 
underwear, 
hose
Yes PS $675.00 2/26/1949 $675.00 b. 7-23-1886;  wife = Birdie Addy Adams;  parents = 
George M. & Louise (Lowman) Adams
236 Addy Carrol Eugene M W 50-6-5 Lutheran 9/10/1943 9/15/1943 Cedar Grove Cedar Grove Cemetery Mrs. Addy 6/3  #28 H/C Imperial Casket Co. 2 bags cement, 
arch
EB, DB PS; bringing remains from 
Columbia
$160.00 10/9/1943 $160.00 b. 3-5-1893;  wife = Nezzie Hendrix;  parents = E.H. & 
Mary J. Addy;  died at Baptist Hospital
161 Addy Henry Lloyd M W 59-4-29 Lutheran W.W. King 12/31/1941 1/1/1942 Cedar Grove Lutheran Church Cedar Grove Church Cemetery Ms. L. Addy 6/6  5-49  H/C Imperial Casket Co Vault DB door spray $285.00 1/24/1942 $285.00 b. 8-2-1882;  wife = Hattie E. Epting;  parents = Dixon U. 
& Carrie (Crout) Addy




7/4/1941 7/5/1941 Cedar Grove Cedar Grove Cemetery Mrs. Mary G. Addy 6/3  E24 H/C Imperial Casket Co bringing remains from Columbia $80.00 7/5/1941 $80.00 parents = Dr. Will iam & Caroline (Grant) Addy
89 Addy Lizzie, Mrs. F W 66-11-22 Lutheran [Baptist Hospital] 4/27/1940 4/29/1940 Cedar Grove Cemetery Cedar Grove Cemetery Mrs. R.N. Derrickson, 
Minn.
6/3, 1422B3 Palmetto Casket Co Perfection Vault 
#81718
EB, DB FC Ambulance, grave, door spray $255.00 4/30/1941 $255.00 b. 5-5-1873;  widow of J. Thomas Addy
337 Addy Mary Josephine, 
Mrs.
F W 80-5-24 Lutheran W.W. King 3/3/1947 3/5/1947 Cedar Grove Cedar Grove Cemetery J.A. Caughman 6/6 King H/C Imperial Casket Co. Clark Vault EB, DB dress, hose LD, LG PS; death notice $700.00 11/7/1947 $700.00 b. 9-9-1866;  widow of E.H. Addy;  parents = Dr. Will iam 
L. & Caroline (Crout) Addy
359 Addy Will iam Lloyd M W 79-1-0 Lutheran J.H. Mathias 12/13/1947 12/14/1947 Grace Lutheran Church Grace Lutheran Church Cemetery J.I. Adam 6/6  M49  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Arch, 2 bags 
cement
EB PS $350.00 1/10/1948 $350.00 b. 11-13-1868;  wife - Mary Jane Price;  parents =  Dr. 
W.L. & Mary Jane (Price) Addy [sic]
296 Alewine Rufus Samuiel M W 71-0-0 Jim Crosson 8/15/1945 8/16/1945 Shiloh Methodist Church Shiloh Church Cemetery Miss Iva Alewine 6/3  E24  H/C Imperial Casket Co. EB, DB suit, hose LD, LG PS, death notice, tent rental $140.00 10/22/1946 $140.00 b. 8-15-1874;  parents = James L. & Martha (Lomanich) 
Alewine
306 Alewine stil lborn W 0-0-0 James Crosson 1/19/1946 1/19/1946 Pleasant Hil l  Baptist Church Pleasant Hil l  Cemetery 1/9 Imperial Casket Co. $11.00 8/10/1946 $11.00 parents = Esky & Agnes (Taylor) Alewine
114 Allen Aubrey Joel M W Waterloo, SC 59-11-23 J.L. Fennell 11/5/1940 11/6/1940 Home of T.M. Mitchell Leesvil le Cemetery wife 142 Palmetto Casket Co Yes 5 bags cement, 
arch
EB, DB Yes PS; bringing remains from 
Waterloo, SC
$205.00 1/25/1941 $205.00 b. 11-12-1880;  wife = Bessie Mitchell  Allen;  parents = 
James & Mary Allen
5 Allen Robert Lee M W Leesvil le, SC 52-4-28 Methodist W.W. King 2/3/1938 2/4/1938 House Leesvil le Cemetery wife 6-3, 352BB3 Palmetto Casket Co EB, DB shirt Yes A, PS, BP, deliver flowers $40.00 2/15/1938 $40.00 b. 9-9-1885; wife = Alma Barr Allen; parents = Benjamin 
& Bettie (Parker) Allen; casket & vault furnished by wife
46 Amick Fay Annette F W Prosperity, 
SC
0-11-24 6/2/1939 6/2/1939 Pinewood Cemetery father 2/6, 1L1 Palmetto Casket Co wood $14.00 6/2/1939 $14.00 b. 6-8-1938;  parents = Jonnas  & Bertah (Haltiwanger) 
Amick
64 Amick Thomas I. M W 75-7-8 Lutheran 10/24/1939 10/26/1939 Cedar Grove Cemetery Cedar Grove Cemetery H.C. Amick (son), Mrs. 
T.I Amick,  Estate
6/3, 142, #2B3 Palmetto Casket Co Vault DB shirt, tie, 
underwear, 
hose ($1.70)
FC PS, ambulance, door spray, 
clean suit (0.25)
$226.95 1/1/1941 $226.95 b. 3-16-1864;  parents = John Wiley & R.C. (Frick) Amick
47 Anderson Ardella Rowe, 
Mrs.
F W near 
Leesvil le, SC
79-2-7 Methodist 6/4/1939 6/5/1939 Emory Chapel Emory Chapel Cemetery Fate Anderson Palmetto Casket Co wood DB, HD dress FC PS; door spray, folding chairs, 
tarpaulin
$80.00 6/5/1939 $75.00 b. 3-27-1860;  parents = Reube & Sarah (Leppeord) 
Rowe
360 Anderson Mickael M W 87-3-1 K.L. Able 12/22/1947 12/24/1947 St James Lutheran Church St James Lutheran Church 
Cemetery
6/3  #31  H/C Imperial Casket Co. arch, 5 bags 
cement
EB, DB suit PS $325.00 12/27/1947 $325.00 b. 9-21-1860;  parents = Steven & Drusil le (Alewine) 
Anderson
259 Anderson Oscar Fate M W 31-4-13 2/2/1944 2/4/1944 Barr Funeral Home Leesvil le Cemetery Mrs. Mollie E. Bands, 
Will ie T. Anderson
6/6  #5-49 H/C Imperial Casket Co. 5 bags cement, 
arch
EB, DB suit, 
underwear, 
hose
PS $265.00 12/30/1944 $265.00 b. 9-19-1912;  parents = Fate & Claudia (Warren) 
Anderson
229 Anderson Stil lborn C Saluda Co 0-0-0 D.S. Keisler 6/7/1943 6/8/1943 St Johns Cemetery cash 2/0 Imperial Casket Co. $12.50 6/8/1943 $12.50 parents = Nathan & Mary (Marshall) Anderson
297 Anderson stil lborn C 0-0-0 W.T. Gibson 8/19/1945 8/19/1945 St Marks Cemetery P.W. Epting 2/0 Imperial Casket Co. $10.00 8/19/1945 $10.00 parents = Tobie & Laura (Devenport) Anderson
428 Anderson Will ie M C 0-0-2 K.L. Able 9/24/1949 9/24/1949 St Johns St Johns Cemetery 1/9  #11  H/C Imperial Casket Co. $12.00 9/24/1949 $12.00 b. 9-22-1949;  parents = Nathan & Mary (Marshall) 
Anderson
396 Andrews Anna Lurk F C 6/3  #33  H/C Imperial Casket Co. dress $225.00 10/18/1948 $225.00 only other info is penciled in: "Amos & Son (11-4-48)"  /  
"Bush Funeral Home (11-4-48)" with coded figures
303 Asbell Albert Lewie M W 61-3-29 12/29/1945 12/31/1945 Methodist Church, Ridge 
Spring
Ridge Spring Cemetery 6/6  York  D/H/P  Full  length; 
oval glass, si lver shaded 
lustre
Imperial Casket Co. Vault EB, DB Yes LD PS, tent rental, pressing suit, 
labor for bricking
$885.00 2/2/1946 $885.00 b. 8-30-1884;  wife = Etta Scarborough;  parents = Luke 
& Adeline (Cato) Asbell
23 Asbil l E.L., Col. M W Leesvil le, SC 67- - D.S. Keisler 9/6/1938 Leesvil le Cemetery 6-3, 149B3 Palmetto Casket Co Silver President EB, DB FC Yes LD, LG PS, door spray, 4 phone calls $325.00 10/15/1938 $325.00 b. 4-3-1871; parents = P.B. & Emiline (Satcher) Asbil l
351 Asbil l Jesse Jonas M W 29-10-17 Weston Cook 9/20/1947 9/22/1947 Union Lutheran Church Union Lutheran Church 6/6  King Imperial Casket Co. wood EB, DB suit PS $750.00 12/16/1947 $750.00 b. 11-3-1917;  parents = Pace & Minnie (Holley) Asbil l;  
died at Columbia Hospital
401 Asbil l Ralph McKenly M W Gilbert, SC 0-2-23 W.T. Gibson 12/25/1948 12/26/1948 Pleasant Hil l  Baptist Church Pleasant Hil l  Baptist Church 
Cemetery
Ward Asbil l 2/o H/T Imperial Casket Co. $18.00 1/14/1949 $18.00 b. 10-2-1948;  parents = Ward & Bessie (Miller) Casbil l
218 Asbil l Will iam Beerdette M W Monetta, SC 69-0-6 G.H. Bunch 1/14/1943 1/15/1943 Home Ridge Spring Cemetery Mrs. Asbil l 6/6 "Martha" metal  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Yes 7 bags cement, 
arch
EB, DB PS; bringing  remains from 
Columbia
$315.00 2/6/1943 $315.00 b. 1-8-1874; wife = Addie Cato;  parents = Malachi & 
Nancy (Mitchell) Asbil l;  died at Columbia Hospital
407 Atell Will iam Horace M W 82-1-25 W.T. Gibson 2/22/1949 2/24/1949 Home Batesburg Cemetery 6/6 Squarurn  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Clark Vault EB, DB Yes PS; notice in paper $400.00 11/5/1949 $400.00 b. 12-27-1866;  wife = Sall ie O. Adams Atwell;  parents = 
Joseph Francis & Mary Jane (Bagesgy) Atwell
373 Aull Clarence Jacob M W 56-1-18 Methodist 4/27/1948 4/28/1948 Wittenburg Lutheran Church Leesvil le Cemetery 6/6  M49  H/C Imperial Casket Co. U.S. Vault EB, DB Yes PS; pressing suit $480.00 5/19/1948 $480.00 b. 3-9-1892;  wife = Gula Bedenbaugh Aull;  parents = 
W.B. & Dolly (Rhinehart) Aull
313 Aull Samuel David M W 72-10-22 W.W. King 5/17/1946 5/19/1946 St Marks Lutheran Church St Marks Cemetery M.V. Amick, Evelyn Aull  
Amick, Emmie Lee 
Rinehart
6/3  #330  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Clark Vault EB Yes LD, LG PS; death notice $340.00 7/31/1946 $149.00 b. 6-25-1873; parents = John A. & Esther (Taylor) Aull; 
P&L 12-31-1948 = $191
287 Banks Fannie Etta Shealy F W White Rock, 
SC
75-5-13 Lutheran [Lowman Home] 4/4/1945 4/5/1945 Barr Funeral Home Leesvil le Cemetery Lowman Home, White 
Rock, SC
6/3  #28  H/C Imperial Casket Co. 6 bags 
cement,arch
EB, DB dress Yes PS, bringing remains from 
Lowman Home
$195.00 5/14/1945 $185.00 b. 10-21-1869;  husband = J. Lee Banks;  parents = P. 
Hil lard & Frances (Epting) Shealy
160 Banks John Lee M W Leesvil le, SC 70-9-2 D.S. Keisler 12/14/1941 12/15/1941 Barr Funeral Home Leesvil le Cemetery Troy F. Banks 6/3  E28 Med. St. Emb 
Doeskin, H/C
Imperial Casket Co 5 bag cement, 
arch
EB, DB Yes PS; notice in paper $160.00 1/20/1942 $160.00 b. 3-12-1870;  wife = Fanny Shealy;  parents = Frank & 
Eddie (Shealy) Banks
324 Banks stil lborn W 0-0-0 W.A. Hart 10/14/1946 10/15/1946 Grave Family Cemetery Walter Banks 2 #13 1/2 Imperial Casket Co. Yes $20.00 10/25/1946 $20.00 b. 10-14-1946;  parents = Dessie Ree (Poole) & J. Walter 
Banks;  died at Columbia Hospital
346 Barfield Annie Lou Burkett, 
Mrs.
F W 53-8-24 K.L. Able 4/14/1947 4/16/1947 Mt. Ebal Baptist Church Mt. Ebal Cemetery James Barfield & Lewie 
Risinger
6/3  #280  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Wood EB PS $175.00 10/3/1947 $175.00 b. 8-20-1893;  husband = James Barfield;  parents = 
Andrew & Emmie (Abner) Burkett
1 Barnes Perry Wayne M W Ridge Spring, 
SC
91-0-5 Methodist Jo Anna Barnes 1/10/1938 1/11/1938 M.E. Church, Ridge Spring Ridge Spring Cemetery Dr. Joanna Barnes 6-3, 147B3 Palmetto Casket Co wood C, Arch Yes A, PS $135.00 2/19/1938 $135.00 b. 1-5-1847; wife = Geneva A. Barnes; parents = Wm. & 
Damarius Barnes
83 Barr Eula Lil l ian 
Mitchell, Mrs.
F W Leesvil le, SC 76-4-12 Methodist W.W. King 2/22/1940 2/24/1940 House Leesvil le Cemetery 6/3, 352BB3 Palmetto Casket Co Vault EB, DB b. 10-10-1863;  wife of C.D. Barr, Sr.;  parents = 
McKendru & Susan (Scurry) Mitchell
389 Beckham Eula Rose, Mrs. F W 63-9-28 [Providence 
Hospital]
9/10/1948 9/11/1948 Barr Funeral Home Leesvil le Cemetery 6/6  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Clark Vault EB Yes PS; bringing remains from 
Providence Hospital
$325.00 3/26/1948 $325.00 b. 11-12-1884;  parents = Alonzo & Florence Amand 
(Quattlebaum) Rose
302 Bedenbough stil lborn W 0-0-0 W.W. King 12/13/1945 12/13/1945 Union Union Church Cemetery J.B. Bedenbough 1/9 Imperial Casket Co. $11.00 12/13/1945 $11.00 parents = J.B. & Nell  (Craps) Bedenbough
338 Bedenbough stil lborn W 0-0-0 K.L. Able 3/7/1947 3/7/1947 Union Church Cemetery E.W. Bedenbough 1/9 Imperial Casket Co. $13.00 3/7/1947 $13.00 parents = Leon & Margaret (Koon) Bedenbough
380 Bedenbough Will iam Ell iot M W 19-10-15 5/29/1948 5/30/1948 Wittenburg Lutheran Church Leesvil le Cemetery Clark Vault Yes PS $200.00 6/14/1948 $200.00 b. 7-14-1928;  parents = W.L. & Fannie (Long) 
Bedenbaugh; died in wreck, West Columbia
19 Black Bertha Mary Ella, 
Mrs.
F W Leesvil le, SC 54-9-2 Lutheran D.S. Keisler 7/1/1938 7/2/1938 St. James St. James Cemetery husband 6-3 Palmetto Casket Co wood 6 sacks cement DB FC PS $105.00 7/9/1938 $105.00 b. 9-29-1883; husband = U.E. Black; parents = Davis & 
Sarah (Taylor) Hite
320 Black Harden C. M W 53-11-15 Charles M. Lide 8/7/1946 8/8/1946 Cedar Grove Cedar Grove Cemetery Mrs. Gary B. Risinger 6/6  #49  H/C Imperial Casket Co. cement, arch DB suit PS, bringing remains from 
Columbia
$260.00 10/29/1946 $260.00 b. 8-22-1892;  parents = Mary Etta (Goff) & W.E. Black;  
died at Columbia Hospital



































Date Paid  Amount Misc
172 Black Mary Etta 
Cornelia Goff, 
Mrs.
F W Leesvil le, SC 79-5-13 W.W. King 2/20/1942 2/21/1942 Cedar Grove Ceda Grove Cemetery O.E. Black 6/3  #32 Imperial Casket Co. 5 bags cement, 
arch
DB dress PS $175.00 9/11/1942 $175.00 b. 9-7-1862;  parents = James E. & Martha Ann (Fisher) 
Goff
262 Black Washington 
Elmore
M W 79-9-10 D.F. Adcock 4/10/1944 4/12/1944 Cedar Grove Cedar Grove O.E. & H.C. Block 6/6  #5-49 H/C Imperial Casket Co. 6 bags cement, 
arch
EB, DB suit LD, LG PS, 2 trips to Columbia $250.00 11/10/1944 $250.00 b. 6-30-1864;  parents = Jasper & Lydia (Craps) Black;  
died at Providence Hospital
331 Black Wesley Edd M W 73-5-17 W.E. McCuerry 1/17/1947 1/18/1947 Good Hope Good Hope Cemetery E.L. Black 6/6  King  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Clark Vault EB, DB suit, hose, 
underware
Yes LD, LG PS; flowers $685.00 1/29/1947 $685.00 b. 8-8-1873;  parents = Til lman & Sall ie (Hil ler) Black
32 Blanchard Charles Wayland, 
Dr.
M W Leesvil le, SC 79-10-24 A.L. Ballenger 1/4/1939 1/5/1939 Fuquay Springs, NC P.R. Alderman Yes EB, DB PS, transport to NC, door spray $175.00 1/10/1939 $175.00 b. 2-11-1859;  parents = Dr. Jack & Harriett (Utley) 
Blanchard
429 Boland Alsie Eugene M W 54-8-29 W.E. Boland 10/30/1949 11/1/1949 Middleburg Methodist ChurchBatesburg Cemetery 6/6  Webb  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Clark Vault EB, DB Yes PS; bringing remains from 
Columbia Hospital
$800.00 2/24/1950 $800.00 b. 1-31-1895;  parents = W.E & Nance Rebecca (Rikard) 
Boland
431 Boland Nell Campbell 
Roof, Mrs.
F W 37-5-3 Lutheran E.B. Ell is 11/17/1949 11/18/1949 Graveside Leesvil le Cemetery H.E. Roberts, Admin. 6/6  Webb  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Clark Vault EB Yes PS $800.00 10/12/1949 $800.00 b. 6-14-1912;  parents = J.H. & Lelon (Campbell) Roof
78 Boozer Ollie Asia M W 58-7-12 Lutheran James Crosson 1/25/1940 1/27/1940 Cedar Grove Cemetery Cedar Grove Cemetery 6/3, 41ED3 Palmetto Casket Co Yes DB underwear door spray $100.00 1/27/1940 $100.00 b. 6-13-1881; wife = Martha Leaphart Boozer;  parents = 
Henry & May Alice (Price) Boozer
345 Boozer Virgil  Young, Jr M W 37-11-14 Lutheran Alvin V. Majoska 4/12/1947 5/7/1947 Wittenburg Lutheran Church Leesvil le Cemetery 6/3  #319  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Vault Yes PS $425.00 5/8/1947 $425.00 b. 4-28-1909;  parents = Dr. V.Y. & Essie (Wyse) Boozer; 
died in Honolulu City, accidental fall; was a food 
broker for Food Mfg. Co.
56 Bouknight J.R. M W Leesvil le, SC 81-0-12 9/5/1939 9/6/1939 Leesvil le Cemetery Palmetto Casket Co wood 5 bags cement/ 
arch
DB Limo grave $175.00 9/7/1939 $175.00 b. 8-13-1858;  wife = Anna Derrick Bouknight;  parents = 
Samuel & May (Coogler) Bouknight
192 Bowers Albert Oscar M W 64-2-2 W.W. King 8/1/1942 8/2/1942 St Marks St Marks Cemetery Ameritte Bowers 6/3  S33  1/2 Shr. Imperial Casket Co. Clark Vault #2 EB, DB Yes PS $295.00 8/11/1942 $295.00 b. 5-29-1878;  wife = Ethel taylor;  parents = George & 
Elizabeth Bowers
16 Bryant J.R. M W Leesvil le, SC 74-11-15 6/20/1938 Leesvil le Cemetery Mrs. J.R. Bryan yes Protection Vault EB, DB suit PS, door spray $300.00 7/28/1938 $300.00 parents = B.B. & Catherine (Witt) Bryan
53 Burkett Infant W 6 hrs. W.W. King 6/21/1939 6/22/1939 Mt. Cemetery  father Yes $6.50 12/1/1939 $6.50 b. 6-21-1939;  parents =  Julian & Rosa Lee (Rikard) 
Burkett
181 Burkett Nina Orah 
Bedenbaugh, Mrs.
F W 61-5-3 Lutheran [State Hospital] 5/4/1942 11/6/1942 Mount Ebel Mount Ebel Cemetery husband 6/3 Imperial Casket Co. 5 bags cement, 
arch
EB, DB dress, hose Yes PS; bringing remains from 
Columbia
$163.00 9/25/1942 $163.00 b. 12-1-1880;  husband = Perry Burkett;  parents = Jacob 
& Nannie (Adams) Bedenbaugh
65 Burkett Noah H. M W 65-2-1 O.C. Holley 10/27/1939 10/28/1939 Pleasant Hil l Pleasant Hil l  Cemetery Estate, Marvel & 
Douglas Burkett
Palmetto Casket Co EB $135.00 5/4/1944 $135.00 b. 8-26-1874;  wife = Ella Atkinson Burkett;  parents = 
Samuel & Laura (Kneece) Burkett
162 Burkett Rufus Til lman M W 65-1-17 W.W. King 1/2/1942 1/3/1942 Mount Ebel Mt. Ebel Cemetery Alma Burkett 6/3  E28 Imperial Casket Co 5 bag cement, 
arch
DB yes PS; flowers $158.50 2/11/1942 $158.50 b. 11-15-1876;  husband = Lindy Alwine; parents = 
Frank  & Eliza Dora Belle (Boatwright) Burkett
60 Cameron Mattie Luther, 
Mrs. 
F W Batesburg, SC 65-10-28 Baptist W.W. King 10/3/1939 10/4/1939 Sardis Baptist Church Sardis Cemetery T.L. Cameron, A,C. 
Bedenbaugh, H.M. 
Boozer
Palmetto Casket Co C & A EB, DB dress FC Death notice, door spray $160.00 9/30/1943 $160.00 b. 65-10-28;  husband = T.L. Cameron;  parents = Luther 
& Ellen (Waites) Fulmer
328 Cannon Charles Robert M W 73-0-21 Catholic James Crosson 11/18/1946 11/20/1946 St Peters Catholic Church St Peters Cemetery Jacob O. Cannon 6/6  #M-49  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Clark Vault EB, DB Yes LD PS; taking remains to Columbia; 
cross [$10.00]; rental of tent
$525.00 11/21/1946 $525.00 b. 10-27-1873; parents = Owen & Ann (Goff) Cannon;  
wife = Estelle Crimm




6/6  M49  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Clark Vault Yes PS; taking remains to Columbia $515.00 4/23/1949 $515.00 b. 11-30-1877;  widow of Charles R. Cannon;  parents = 
Jacob. M. & Elizabeth (Sawyer) Crim
393 Carlson John Edwin M W 62-10-5 M.H. Bridgers 10/26/1948 10/27/1948 Graveside Leesvil le Cemetery Claire Y. Carlson, 
Venice, FL
6/6  Squarurn  H/C Imperial Casket Co. 6 bags cement, 
arch
EB, DB suit, 
sl ippers
Yes PS $550.00 b. 12-21-1885;  wife = Claire Yanbell;  parents = "don't 
know" - they were born in Norway, he was born in 
Detroit
375 Carwile Richard E. M W 70-8-18 P.A. Brunson 5/1/1948 5/2/1948 Grace Episcopal Church Watson Cemetery, Ridge Spring J.E. Bolser 6/6  Morris  H/C Imperial Casket Co. wood 7 bags cement, 
arch
Yes PS $550.00 4/25/1949 $550.00 b. 8-13-1877;  widower;  parents = W.E. & Chloe Ann 
(Watson) Carlisle
102 Cato Pervis M. M W Monetta, SC 49-6-17 Methodist A.L. Ballenger 7/5/1940 7/6/1940 Ridge Spring Baptist Church Ridge Spring Cemetery  wife 6/3, 149B3 Palmetto Casket Co #4 Rex Silver 
Vault
EB, DB PS,  grave, door spray, pressing 
suit & tie
$300.00 8/30/1940 $300.00 b. 12-18-1890;  wife = Annie Mae Reames Cato;  parents 
= D.L. & Sall ie (Asbil l) Cato




LD, LG A, BP, death notice, deliver box, 
door spray
$325.00 4/29/1938 $325.00 b. 7-14-1853; widow of Marria Drafts Caughman; 
parents = George & Marria (Drafts) Caughman
323 Caughman George Erastus M W 63-7-4 Lutheran [Charleston] 9/24/1946 9/26/1946 Lutheran Church Leesvil le Cemetery Hubert M. Caughman 6/6  M-49  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Clark Vault EB, DB Yes LD, LG PS; bringing remains from 
Charleston; death notice; 
telephone; out-of-town 
undertakers charges
$500.00 11/15/1946 $500.00 b. 2-20-1883;  wife = Minnie Mae Risinger Caughman;  
parents = Jane (Keisler) & Irvin A, Caughman
29 Caughman James A. M W Leesvil le, SC 88-4-12 Lutheran D.S. Keisler 12/16/1938 Home of Mrs. C.Q. Gantt Old Salem Cemetery Mrs. C.Q. Gantt 41 ED3 Palmetto Casket Co DB suit PS $85.00 8/5/1939 $85.00 b. 8-4-1850;  parents = Andrew & Betsy (Harmon) 
Caughman
322 Caughman Johnnie Emanuel M W 70-9-2 O.C. Holley 9/2/1946 9/3/1946 Mt Hebron Lutheran Church Mt Hebron Cemetery Mrs. Mary Alice 
Caughman
6/6  $49  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Clark Vault EB, DB Yes LD, LG PS $415.00 9/6/1946 $415.00 b. 11-30-1875;  wife = Mary Alice Bodie Caughman;  
parents = Laura Ann (Derrick) & John C. Caughman
203 Clamp Henry Harley M W 62-3-28 W.T. Gibson 11/16/1942 11/19/1942 Senn Cemetery Geo. Clamp #28 Imperial Casket Co. 5 bags cement, 
arch
EB, DB death notice $150.00 11/20/1942 $150.00 b. 7-18-1880;  wife = Minnie Taylor;  parents = David 
Crockett & Elizabeth (Boatwright) Clamp
2 Coker Enola Sidelle 
Watson, Mrs.
F W Leesvil le, SC 63-5-18 Methodist James Crosson 1/21/1938 1/23/1938 M.E. Church, Ridge Spring Leesvil le Cemetery husband 6-3, 342D3 Palmetto Casket Co wood C, Arch EB A, PS $150.00 1/28/1938 $150.00 b. 8-3-1874; husband = W.P. Coker; parents = Rev, J.E. & 
Lavinia (Riche) Watson
127 Coker Will iam Pearle M W Leesvil le, SC 68-0-9 D.S. Keisler 2/21/1941 2/22/1941 House Leesvil le Cemetery Lavinia Coker 6/3, 342D3 Palmetto Casket Co wood 5 bags cement, 
arch
EB, DB shirt $1.00 Limo Yes PS $151.00 Mar-41 $151.00 b. 2-12-1873;  wife = Enola Sidil le Watson Coker;  
parents = W.P. & Caroline Montas (Hughes) Coker
238 Coleman Stil lborn C 0-0-0 K.L. Able 9/21/1943 9/22/1943 father 1/9 Imperial Casket Co. $8.50 9/22/1943 $8.50 parents = Henry & Gladys (Pope) Coleman
25 Collum James Cleve M W Batesburg, SC 53-5-29 10/25/1938 10/26/1938 Estate 6-6, S49 Imperial Casket Co U.S. Silver WR EB, DB underwear Grave, folding chairs, door 
spray
$235.00 11/19/1938 $235.00 b. 4-26-1885;  wife = Mrs. Marinia Collum; parents = 
Jesse & Laura (Corder) Collum
165 Cook Beverly Elaine, 
Miss
F W Gilbert, SC 0-0-14 J.S. Liverman 1/12/1942 1/13/1942 Cedar Grove Church Cemetery Ethen Cook, W.M. 
Taylor
1/9 Imperial Casket Co $9.00 2/3/1942 $9.00 b. 12-28-1941;  parents = Ethen & Sarah Ruth (Taylor) 
Cook
152 Cooley John Young M W 73-3-5 Methodist D.S. Keisler 9/14/1941 9/15/1941 Methodist Church Leesvil le Cemetery wife 6/3  S33 1/2 Shr. Imperial Casket Co 5 bags cement, 
arch
EB, DB Yes PS; door spray $185.00 9/30/1941 $185.00 b. 6-9-1868;  wife = Lucy Adams;  parents = Will iam 
Pickney & Nancy (Lanford) Cooley
174 Cooley Lucy Nancy 
Adams, Mrs.
F W 73-4-7 Methodist W.W. King 3/7/1942 3/8/1942 Leesvil le Methodist Church Leesvil le Cemetery V.E. Wessinger 6/3  S33  1/2 Shr. Imperial Casket Co. 5 bags cement, 
arch
EB, DB Yes PS $185.00 3/20/1942 $185.00 b. 10-30-1868;  husband = J.Y. Cooley;  parents = 
Thomas Hil l  & Eliza (Kelly) Adams
173 Cooper Will ie H. M C 36-10-20 2/19/1942 2/22/1942 Calvary Church Cemetery Imperial Casket Co. grave $25.00 $25.00 2/21/1942 $25.00
399 Counts Mary Eleanor 
Monts, Mrs.
F W Little 
Mountain, SC
78-1-2 Lutheran J.C. Sease 12/18/1948 12/19/1948 Holy Trinity Lutheran Church Little Mountain Cemetery 6/6  S55  1/2 couch Imperial Casket Co. Clark Vault EB dress Yes PS $500.00 12/21/1948 $500.00 b. 11-16-1870;  husband = W.A. Counts;  parents = Geo. 
M. & Catherine (Feagle) Monts
418 Counts Will iam Arthur M W 84-2-5 Lutheran [Mullins 
Hospital]
6/20/1949 6/22/1949 Holy Trinity Lutheran Church Church Lt. Mts. Cemetery 6/6  #55  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Clark Vault EB, DB Yes PS; bringing remains from 
Mullins (Cox Funeral Home)
$530.00 8/2/1949 $530.00 b. 4-15-1949;  widow of Mary Eleanor Monts Counts
97 Craps Albert Erastus M W 83-7-24 Lutheran James Crosson 6/4/1940 6/5/1940 St. James St. James Cemetery Lura Craps 6/3, 42D3 Palmetto Casket Co Yes 5 bags cement, 
arch
EB, DB underwear PS, grave, door spray $160.00 6/6/1940 $160.00 b. 10-10-1856;  wife = Lura E. Shealy Craps;  parents= 
James & Eliza (Addy) Craps




PS $65.00 9/12/1946 $65.00 b. 9-7-1940; parents = Ernest B. & Estelle (Oswald) 
Craps
376 Craps Estelle Oswald, 
Mrs.
F W 46 - - Lutheran L.R. Oswald 5/14/1948 5/15/1948 St James Lutheran Church St James Lutheran Church 
Cemetery
6/3  33  H/C Imperial Casket Co. 5 bags cement, 
arch
DB dress, hose Yes PS; bringing remains from 
Baptist Hospital
$290.00 9/16/1948 $290.00 b. 1902;  husband = Ernest B. Craps;  parents = L.R. & 
Sally (Whittle) Oswald
140 Craps Floye Aurelia, 
Miss
F W Leesvil le, SC 2-1-17 O.C. Holley 5/24/1941 5/25/1941 Cedar Grove Cedar Grove Cemetery father 3/0 Imperial Casket Co $22.00 6/14/1941 $22.00 b. 4-7-1939;  parents=  Hoyt & Iva (Caughman) Craps
39 Craps Infant W Leesvil le, SC 0-0-2 K.L. Able 3/25/1939 3/26/1939 St James St. James Cemetery (Summit) father 1-9, 1L1, white Palmetto Casket Co $9.00 3/25/1939 $9.00 b. 3-23-1939; parents = E.B. & Estil l  (Oswalt) Craps
109 Craps Infant M W 0-0-1 K.L. Able 9/8/1940 9/9/1940 Summit Cemetery father 1/9 Palmetto Casket Co $6.50 9/9/1940 $6.50 b. 9-7-1940;  parents = E.B. & Estil l  (Oswalt) Craps  































Date Paid  Amount Misc
325 Craps Lenori Evlyn Black, 
Mrs.
F W 90-4-13 Lutheran O.C. Kelly 10/25/1946 10/27/1946 Cedar Grove Cedar Grove Cemetery Elon Craps 6/3  H/C Imperial Casket Co. 2 bags cement, 
arch
EB, DB, HD Yes PS $282.00 11/7/1946 $282.00 b. 6-2-1856;  widow of George Craps;  parents = Hannah 
Sarena & David Black
272 Craps Loney E. M W 62-5-24 Lutheran W.T. Gibson 11/24/1944 11/26/1944 Cedar Grove Cedar Grove check 6/6  #75 H/C Imperial Casket Co. Wood EB, DB suit, 
underwear, 
hose
PS; death notice $390.00 12/9/1944 $390.00 b. 5-30-1882;  wife = Cora Lee Craps;  parents = George 
P. & Evelyn (Black) Craps
224 Craps Lura Evelene 
Shealy
F W 82-9-16 W.W. King 4/30/1943 5/2/1943 St James Lutheran Church St James Church Cemetery Mrs. Evast B. Shealy 6/3  #33 Imperial Casket Co. 4 bags cement, 
arch
EB, DB dress, 
underwear, 
hose
PS $175.85 5/28/1943 $175.85 b. 7-14-1860;  husband = Albert E. Craps;  parents = 
Louis & Elizabeth (Risinger) Shealy
394 Craps Will iam Dalton M W 68-1-22 James T. 
Quattlebaum
11/22/1948 11/23/1948 St Pauls Lutheran Church Hollow Creek Cemetery 6/6  #49  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Yes Clark Vault EB, DB suit, 
underwear, 
socks
Yes PS; A; bringing remains from 
Columbia Hospital
$485.00 12/1/1948 $485.00 b. 9-30-1880;  wife = Minnie Hoover;  parents = Paul H. 
& Rosa Ann (Crout) Craps
103 Craps Will iam Tolland M W 79-11-11 K.L. Able 7/8/1940 7/9/1940 Grace Lutheran Church Craps Cemetery R.D. & R.L. Craps 6/3, 41ED3 Palmetto Casket Co 5 bags cement, 
arch
EB, DB suit, 
underwear, 
hose
PS, door spray $150.00 8/2/1941 $150.00 b. 7-19-1860;  wife = Madora Sease Craps;  father = 
John Lawrence Craps
253 Crosby Mary Bonsanquet 
McCullough
F W 91-5-15 W.W. King 1/4/1944 1/5/1944 York ARP Sharon Ruth Livingston & 5 
other women, split 
evenly
6/3  #319H/C Imperial Casket Co. EB Yes PS, death notice, taking remains 
to Sharon & York
$325.00 9/27/1944 $303.28 b. 7-19-1852;  husband = Allen B. Crosby;  parents = 
Judge Will iam & Lou (Smith) McCullough
347 Crosson Horace David M W 68-5-4 Lutheran 6/29/1947 7/1/1947 Lutheran Church Leesvil le Cemetery 6/6  #44  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Clark Vault EB, DB Yes PS $485.00 9/8/1947 $485.00 b. 1-25-1879;  wife = Nettie McCartha;  parents = J.T.P. & 
Rosa (Cook) Crosson
45 Crosson Sall ie Caroline, 
Mrs.
F W Leesvil le, SC 77-0-15 5/30/1939 5/31/1939 Grave Leesvil le Cemetery estate of husband Palmetto Casket Co Protection Vault EB, DB Limo Door Spray, folding chairs, 
tarpauline
$325.00 8/1/1939 $325.00 b. 5-15-1862;   widow of Dr. D.M. Crosson; parents = 
James E. & Caroline (Asbil l) Bodie
343 Crouch Centell ia, Mrs. F W 64-10-20 Methodist W.W. King 4/27/1947 4/29/1947 Methodist Church Leesvil le Cemetery 6/3  #330  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Clark Vault EB, DB dress Yes LD, LG PS $375.00 5/16/1947 $375.00 b. 6-7-1882;  husband = Thomas B. Crouch; parents = 
Melmoth & Nancy (Martin) Fleming
207 Crouch Cora, Miss F W Leesvil le, SC 64-7-10 Methodist D.S. Keisler 11/24/1942 11/25/1942 Methodist Church Mrs. Lula E. Rinehart 6/3  #33 H/C Imperial Casket Co. 5 bags cement, 
arch
DB dress Yes PS $160.00 12/12/1942 $160.00 b. 4-14-1878;  parents = S.R. & Eliza (Smith) Crouch
121 Crouch Martin Gary M W Methodist [Baptist Hospital] 12/29/1940 12/30/1940 Boiling Spring Church Boiling Spring Church Cemetery wife 6/3, E28 w/ end handles Imperial Casket Co 5 bags cement, 
arch
EB, DB Yes PS; ambulance $145.00 1/11/1941 $145.00 wife = Bessie Clarke Crouch
290 Crout Laura Shealy, Mrs F W 82-8-7 O.C. Holley 6/14/1945 6/15/1945 Mt. Hebron 6/3 #319 H/C Imperial Casket Co. Wilbert Vault EB, DB PS, death notice, flowers, phone $396.94 10/18/1945 $396.94 b. 10-7-1862;  widow of Henry Crout;  parents = S. 
Richard & Mary Ann (Corley) Shealy
14 Crout Leila Moffett, Mrs. F W Leesvil le, SC 75-7-13 Lutheran James Crosson 4/29/1938 4/30/1938 Mt. Hebron Mt. Hebron Cemetery H.A. Crout 6-3, 342D3 gray Palmetto Casket Co Vault EB, DB, HD A, door spray, flowers $5.00 $230.00 6/27/1938 $230.00 b. 9-16-1862; husband = H.A. Crout
299 Crout Luther M W 85-2-1 W.W. King 11/18/1945 11/19/1945 Mt Hebron Lutheran Church Mt Hebron Cemetery H.A. Crout, Mrs Hattie 
Nochols
6/3  #330  H/C Imperial Casket Co. U.S. Vault EB, DB Yes PS, flowers $310.00 12/19/1945 $310.00 b. 9-12-1860;  widow of Henry Crout;  parents = Elias & 
Jane (Hil lman) Crout
183 Crout Paul Simon M W Gilbert, SC 85-6-24 Lutheran W.W. King 5/9/1942 5/10/1942 Pond Branch Pond Branch Cemetery P.L. Crout 6/3 Imperial Casket Co. Rex Vault EB, DB suit, 
underwear, 
hose
Yes PS; ambulance, death notice $275.00 7/4/1942 $275.00 b. 10-15-1856;  parents = Will iam & Caroline (Shealy) 
Crout;  died at Jones Hospital
131 Davenport Iorah Robinson F C Leesvil le, SC 54-7-3 W.T. Gibson 3/14/1941 3/15/1941 St. Marks St. Marks Cemetery husband; Red 
Davenport; F.F. 
Seatrunk
6/3, E23 Imperial Casket Co wood FC PS $75.00 10/17/1942 $75.00 b. 8-11-1886;  husband = James Davenport;  parents = 
Jordon & Vennie (Crosskey) Robinson
113 Davis Charles Lee M W Gilbert, SC 0-0-0 James Crosson 11/5/1940 11/5/1940 Grace Lutheran Church Grace Lutheran Church Cemetery father & E.C. Davis 1/9 Palmetto Casket Co Yes 1 bag cement PS $7.25 8/16/1941 $7.25 b. 11-5-1940; parents = Lee W. & Lil l ie Bell  (Risinger) 
Davis
66 Davis Ossie Ford F C 49-11-0 Baptist W.W. King 11/14/1939 11/15/1939 Zion-Hopewell Baptist Church Zion-Hopewell Cemetery F.H. Hendrix, Jr. Imperial Casket Co 2 FC PS; ambulance $70.00 11/18/1939 $70.00 b. 12-14-1889; husband = George Dennis;  parents = 
Charlie & Amelia (Jackson) Ford
309 Davis sti l lborn C 0-0-0 K.L. Able 4/7/1946 4/7/1946 St Johns Cemetery Box Imperial Casket Co. $4.50 4/7/1946 $4.50 parents = Will ie Henry & Lucile (Abney) Davis
125 Deans Leila Evelyn, Miss F W Leesvil le, SC 56-8-7 James Crosson 2/13/1941 2/14/1941 Ebeneezer Church Ebeneezer Cemetery Mrs. O. Rufus Shealy Imperial Casket Co 2 bags cement, 
arch
PS $120.00 10/3/1942 $95.00 b. 6-6-1884;  parents = Sam & Gene Lucil la (Hallman) 
Deans;  one more payment 3-2-1988 by Haskell  Shealy, 
$95.00
189 Dennis Morris M C Leesvil le, SC 0-4-3 Jim Crosson 6/13/1942 6/14/1942 Mt Crosson Mt Crosson Cemetery Bil l  Dennis 2/0 Imperial Casket Co. $12.50 Jun-42 $12.50 b. 1-30-1942;  parents = Charlie & Josephine (Will iams) 
Dennis
381 Derrick Alma Whittle, 
Mrs.
F W 68-9-19 Lutheran W.T. Gibson 6/6/1948 6/7/1948 Graveside Leesvil le Cemetery Alba B. Etheredge 6/6  Webb  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Clark Vault EB, DB dress Yes LD, LG PS $800.00 7/2/1948 $800.00 b. 8-17-1879;  widow of Noah Andrew Derrick;  parents 
= M.Q. & Elizabeth (Etheredge) Whittle
319 Derrick Arnold Eugene M W 29-0-8 Lutheran O.C. Holley 7/30/1946 7/31/1946 Union Lutheran Church Union Church Cemetery Til lman Derrick 6/3  #330  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Clark Vault EB, DB suit, 
underwear, 
hose
LD, LG PS $300.00 8/28/1936 $300.00 b. 7-22-1917;  parents = Lettie (Price) & Til lman Derrick
202 Derrick John Henry Lee M W 70-9-6 Quattlebaum 11/7/1942 11/9/1942 Rehobeth Rehobeth Cemetery Mrs. J.H. Derrick Yes Imperial Casket Co. Rex Vault EB, DB FC PS; Closing grave $375.00 11/12/1942 $375.00 b. 2-1-1872;  wife = Lil ly Taylor;  parents = Anderson P. 
& Rosannah (Holley) Derrick
336 Derrick Joseph Daniel M W 78-1-26 Lutheran O.C. Holly 2/21/1947 2/23/1947 Union Lutheran Church Union Lutheran Church D. Broodus 6/6 #M-49 H/C Imperial Casket Co. Yes EB, DB shirt, tie, 
pressing
LD, LG $435.00 10/7/1947 $435.00 b. 12-25-1868;  parents = Anderson P. & Rosanna K. 
[Holley] Derrick
348 Derrick Laura Cathrine, 
Miss
F W 56-0-10 W.T. Gibson 8/13/1947 8/13/1947 Mt. Hebron Mt. Hebron Cemetery C.R. & E.O. Derrick 6/3  #330  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Clark Vault EB, DB, HD dress Yes LD PS $375.00 8/16/1947 $375.00 b. 8-3-1891;  parents = Will iam Henry & Ida Elizabeth 
(Swygert) Derrick
276 Derrick Leopard Scott M W 89-2-8 W.W. King 12/22/1944 12/24/1944 Cedar Grove Cedar Grove Cemetery N.E. Derrick 6/6  #75 H/C Imperial Casket Co. Wilbert Vault EB, DB tie, cleaning 
suit
PS, death notice $500.00 12/22/1944 $500.00 b. 10-14-1855;  wife = Sall ie Shealy;  parents = W. 
Thomas & Sall ie (Shealy) Derrick
76 Derrick Martha Ellen 
Elizabeth
F W 95-1-21 Lutheran O.C. Holley 1/14/1940 1/16/1940 Macedonia Church Macedonia Cemetery S.F. Derrick 6/3, 142D3 Palmetto Casket Co Vault DB dress $5.00, 
hose $0.25
flowers $21.50, door spray, 
glove $0.35
$277.10 1/20/1940 $277.10 b. 11-14-1844;  widow of James Derrick;  parents = 
Andrew & Nettie (Stockman) Moore
403 Derrick Mary Hunter, Mrs. F W 76-1-19 W.T. Gibson 1/22/1949 1/23/1949 Wittenburg Lutheran Church Leesvil le Cemetery 6/6  M49  H/C Imperial Casket Co. wood 2 bags cement, 
arch
EB Yes $350.00 2/12/1949 $350.00 b. 12-3-1872;  widow of S. Pickens Derrick;  parents = 
Thomas T. & Juriah (Fellows) Hunter
416 Derrick Nancy Ann F W 9-1-5 [Duck's Hospital] 6/19/1949 6/21/1949 Rehobeth Methodist Church Rehobeth Methodist Church 
Cemetery
4/6  T15  S/H/T Imperial Casket Co. U.S. Vault EB, DB LD tent rental; bringing remains 
from Durham, NC
$375.00 6/25/1949 $375.00 b. 5-4-1940;  parents = Silas & Leona (Nichols) Derrick
332 Derrick Noah Andrew M W 73-3-17 Lutheran W.T. Gibson 1/24/1947 1/26/1947 Home Leesvil le Cemetery C.W. Whittle & Mrs. 
Eunice W. Eubanks
6/6 Titus H/C; l ining #1400 
Eggshell  Mozart (P&L)
Imperial Casket Co. Clark Vault EB, DB Yes LD, LG PS $800.00 1/30/1947 $800.00 b. 10-7-1873;  parents = John Samuel & Elizabeth 
(Caughman) Derrick;  wife = Alma Whittle
107 Derrick S. Pickens M W Batesburg, SC 79-5-22 Lutheran 9/1/1940 9/2/1940 Leesvil le Lutheran Church Leesvil le Cemetery wife 6/3, 149B3 Palmetto Casket Co Yes 5 bags cement, 
arch
EB, DB shirt Yes PS, ambulance, DS $225.00 9/5/1940 $225.00 b. 3-9-1861;  husband of Alice Shealy Derrick & Mary 
Hunter Derrick;  parents = John S. Elizabeth (Caughman) 
273 Derrick Sarah Julia F W 0-8-10 [Columbia 
Hospital]
11/29/1944 11/30/1944 Grave Leesvil le Cemetery Lever Craps 2/6 Imperial Casket Co. Wood DB Yes PS; bringing remains from 
Columbia
$35.00 12/2/1944 $35.00 b. 3-19-1944;  parents = Cleaters & Dorothy (Craps) 
Derrick
316 Derrick Will iam Henry M W 78-3-0 W.T. Gibson 6/13/1946 6/14/1946 Mt Hebron Lutheran Church Mt Hebron Cemetery E.O. Derrick Imperial Casket Co. EB Yes PS; death notice $400.00 6/29/1946 $400.00 b. 3-13-1868;  wife = Ida Elizabeth Swygert Derrick;  
parents = Laura Catherine (Fulmer) & Oliver Asel 
Derrick
144 Dominick Caroline Elizabeth 
Queen Victoria 
Counts, Mrs.
F W 82-3-16 Methodist 6/5/1941 6/8/1941 Grave Prosperity Cemetery Mrs. A.H. Wessinger Imperial Casket Co EB dress, sl ip, 
bloomers
PS $65.00 6/10/1941 $65.00 Imperial Casket Co
355 Dowd Maggie Derrick, 
Mrs
F W 70-2-16 R.E. Madden 10/10/1947 10/12/1947 Macedonia Lutheran Church Macedonia Cemetery S.F. Derrick 6/6  M49  H/C Imperial Casket Co. wood EB suit [sic] bringing remains from Baptist 
Hospital
$350.00 1/1/1948 $350.00 b. 7-24-1877;  widow of John H. Dowd;  parents = James 
A. & Mattie E. (Moore) Derrick;  died at Edgewood 
Sanitarium, Aiken, SC
198 Drafts Daisy Maybelle 
Wise Bouknight
F W 63-3-9 D.S. Keisler 10/22/1942 10/23/1942 Home Leesvil le Cemetery O.H. Swygert 6/3  #31-39  H/C Imperial Casket Co. cement, arch EB, DB Yes PS $250.00 11/9/1942 $250.00 b. 7-13-1879;  husband = Will  A. Drafts;  parents = 
Frederick & Lavinia (Bodie) Wise
43 Drafts Eudora Isabel, 
Mrs.
F W Leesvil le, SC 83-6-23 K.L. Able 5/16/1939 5/17/1939 Grave Leesvil le Cemetery Lem T. Smith 149, B3 Palmetto Casket Co wood FC PS; Door Spray, ambulance, 
folding chairs, tarpaulin
$84.00 5/17/1939 $84.00 b. 10-23-1855;  husband = John C. Drafts;  parents = 

































Date Paid  Amount Misc
227 Drafts Infant C Lexington Co. 2 hrs. Effie W. Norris, 
Nurse
5/26/1943 5/27/1943 St Johns St Johns Cemetery Mrs Frank Hendrix 1/9 Imperial Casket Co. $10.00 6/18/1943 $10.00 b. 5-26-1943;  parents = Jinkons & Mable (Will iams) 
Drafts
18 Drafts James P., Dr. M W Leesvil le, SC 62-8-11 Lutheran W.P. Timmerman 7/1/1938 7/2/1938 Wittenburg Lutheran Church Leesvil le Cemetery Estate 6-3 Palmetto Casket Co U.S. Granite 
Vault
EB, DB suit, 
underwear
PS, door spray, death notice $300.00 8/11/1938 $300.00 b. 10-20-1875; wife = Lucia Oswald Drafts; parents = 
Tom P. & Sarah Drafts
339 Dreher Lucius E., Dr. M W 66-2-12 Lutheran [Baptist Hospital] 3/27/1947 3/29/1947 Wittenburg Lutheran Church Leesvil le Cemetery Mrs. Dreher & Mrs. 
Mathias
6/6  F75  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Vault EB Yes PS: remains from Baptist 
Hospital
$550.00 3/29/1947 $550.00 b. 1-15-1881;  wife = Victoria Phinehart;  parents = 
Jacob W. & Ann (Hil ler) Dreher
135 Eargle Bessie Lee Moore, 
Mrs.
F W 60-6-21 Lutheran O.C. Holley 4/21/1941 4/22/1941 Mt. Hebron Mt. Hebron Cemetery husband & P.M. Eargle 6/3  30H/C Imperial Casket Co EB dress PS; door spray, death notice $250.00 8/22/1942 $250.00 b. 9-30-1880;  husband = J.L. Eargle;  parents = T.C. & 
Kathryn (Derrick) Moore
312 Ell is Alice Crosson, 
Mrs
F W 89-0-15 [Prosperity] 4/20/1946 4/22/1946 Grave side Leesvil le H.D. Croson, James 
Crosson
6/3  #330  H/C Imperial Casket Co. wood 7 bags cement, 
arch
EB, DB Yes LD, LG PS; bringing remains from 
Prosperity
$200.00 5/23/1946 $200.00 b. 4-5-1897; parents = J.P.T. & Rosa (Cook) Crosson
257 Epting Charles Adam M W 75-4-22 D. Quattlebaum 1/14/1944 1/15/1944 Mt Tabor Cemetery J.H. Epting 6/6  #75 H/C Imperial Casket Co. Wilbert Vault EB, DB shirt Yes LD, LG PS, bringing remains from 
Columbia, death notice, $25.00 
to Dunbar FH
$517.00 1/18/1944 $517.00 b. 6-22-1868;  wife = Florence M. Shealy;  parents = 
Jacob & Elizabeth (Kinard) Epting;  died at Providence 
Hospital
69 Etheredge Sall ie Riser, Mrs. F W Columbia, SC 88-4-23 W.T. Gibson 11/22/1939 11/23/1939 House Leesvil le Cemetery Mrs. D.E. Pendarvis, 
Mrs. Rose Yarborough
6/3, 149B3 Palmetto Casket Co 6 bags cement, 
arch
EB, DB PS, grave, door spray $200.00 6/4/1943 $200.00 b. 6-29-1851;  widow of Tyre Etheredge;  parents = H.H. 
& Caron (Kappuch Kinard) Riser
269 Etheridge Mary Anne Hair F W 83-11-2 9/7/1944 9/8/1944 Lutheran Church Leesvil le Cemetery check ($135.00) Imperial Casket Co. Vault ($100.00) EB ($25.00) Yes 
($15.0
0)
PS ($25.00); bringing remains 
from Pageland ($25.00)
$225.00 9/19/1944 $225.00 husband = George T. Ethridge;  parents = Mike & Salley 
(Vaughn) Hair
26 Eubanks Stil lborn Leesvil le, SC 0-0-0 11/11/1938 11/11/1938 grave Leesvil le Cemetery father service $5.00 11/25/1938 $5.00 b. 11-11-1928;  parents = S.Q. & Eunice (Whittle) 
Eubanks
153 Franklow George David M W 80-4-1 Lutheran D.S. Keisler 9/26/1941 9/26/1941 St. Peters St. Peters Cemetery M.L. Franklow 6/3  E28 Imperial Casket Co DB PS; death notice in paper $110.00 4/1/1942 $110.00 b. 5-25-1861; parents = Jacob & Mary (Harmon) 
Franklow
315 Franklow Sarah Elizabeth 
Long, Mrs.
F W 83-10-10 Lutheran W.T. Gibson 6/4/1946 6/5/1946 St Peters Lutheran Church St Peters Cemetery Marconi L. Franklow 6/3  #330  H/C Imperial Casket Co. EB Yes PS $190.00 7/3/1946 $190.00 b. 7-24-1862;  widow of George Franklow;  parents = 
Katherine & A.M. Long; 
84 Frazier J.W. M W Leesvil le, SC 84-2-17 Methodist Z.T. Pinner 3/7/1940 3/8/1940 Zion Methodist Church Zion Methodist Church Cemetery J. Claude & F.L. Frazier 6/3, E30 Imperial Casket Co 2 trips $120.00 1/4/1941 $120.00 b. 12-20-1855;  wife = Matie R. Frazier;  parents = 
Will iam & Mary Ann (Moore) Frazier
170 Frazier Joseph Hamilton M W 71-2-28 Methodist O.C. Holley 2/16/1942 2/17/1942 Rehobeth M.E. Church Rehobeth Church Cemetery 6/3  S33  1/2 shr. Imperial Casket Co. DB PS; notice in paper $150.00 5/3/1943 $150.00 b. 11-18-1870; parents = Bates B. & Priscil la 
(Chambers) Frazier
241 Frazier Martha Erentha 
Crumpton
F W 85-6-0 Methodist O.C. Holley 10/11/1943 10/12/1943 Beulah Methodist Church Beulah Methodist Church 
Cemetery
J.C. & John C. Frazier, 
L.B. Ricard
6/3  #33 H/C Imperial Casket Co. dress LD PS $135.00 4/8/1944 $135.00 b. 4-11-1858;  husband = J.W. Frazier;  parents = 
Alexander & Marian (Setzler) Crumpton
231 Frick Lonnie Jones M W 55-0-1 James T. Quattleba 6/30/1943 7/1/1943 St James Church (Summit) St James Church Cemetery Mrs Frick 6/3 Palmetto Casket Co 2 bags cement, 
arch
EB, DB underwear, 
hose
PS; bringing remains from 
Columbia, family flowers $5.00
$270.00 7/8/1943 $270.00 b. 6-29-1888; wife = Catherine Snelgrove;  parents = 
Benson D. & Mary Jane (Anderson) Frick;  died at 
Columbia Hospital
412 Frontis Annie McKay, Mrs. F W 86-6-10 J.E. Lipscomb 4/15/1949 4/17/1949 Batesburg-Leesvil le 
Presbyterian Church
Ridge Spring Cemetery J.B. Frontis, Clinton, SC 6/6  Webb  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Clark Vault EB, DB Yes PS; bringing remains from 
Greenvil le
$850.00 7/9/1949 $850.00 b. 10-5-1862;  widow of Dr. D.B. Frontis;  parents = 
James & Mary (McDougal) McKay; died at home of Mrs. 
M.B. Watson, Greenvil le, SC
268 Frye Stil lborn F W Gilbert, SC 0-0-0 D.S. Keisler 6/28/1944 6/29/1944 Providence Providence Cemetery father 1/9 Imperial Casket Co. $10.00 6/29/1944 $10.00 parents = Monroe & Myrtlean (Shealy) Frye
390 Frye stil lborn W 0-0-0 K.L. Able 9/12/1948 9/12/1948 Pleasant Hil l  Baptist Church Pleasant Hil l  Baptist Church 
Cemetery
1/9 $12.00 9/12/1948 $12.00 b. 9-12-1948;  parents = Monroe & Myrtleen (Shealy) 
Fry
133 Fulmer Ione Eula Mitchell  
Fulmer, Mrs.
F W Leesvil le, SC 62-4-23 O.C. Holley 3/29/1941 3/30/1941 St. Marks St. Marks Cemetery husband; W.J. Fulmer 6/3, 30H/C Imperial Casket Co Vault EB, DB PS, door spray $240.00 4/28/1941 $240.00 b. 11-6-1878;  husband = Tyre Fulmer;  parents = 
Andrew & Olivia (Hendrix) Mitchell
235 Fulmer Minnie F W Leesvil le, SC 67-7-15 8/29/1943 8/30/1943 Zion Methodist Church Zion Methodist Church Cemetery husband 6/3  #33 H/C Imperial Casket Co. EB, DB dress, 
underwear, 
hose
PS; bringing  remains from 
Columbia, death notice
$180.00 2/17/1945 $180.00 b. 1-14-1876;  husband = J.B. Fulmer;  died at Baptist 
Hospital
278 Fulmer Tyre Will iam M W 72-3-20 O.C. Holley 1/2/1945 1/3/1945 St Marks St Marks Cemetery J.C. Fulmer 6/3  #319 H/C Imperial Casket Co. Wilbert Vault EB, DB Yes PS $390.00 3/15/1945 $390.00 b. 9-12-1872;  wife = Ione Eula Mitchell;  parents = 
Noah & Carrie (McNeary) Fulmer
252 Gantt Henry Quitman M W 58-5-16 Methodist D.S. Keisler 1/2/1944 1/5/1944 Home Leesvil le Cemetery Margaret Gantt 6/6  #75 H/C Imperial Casket Co. Wilbert Vault EB, DB Y PS, death notice $495.00 1/11/1944 $495.00 b. 5-16-1885;  wife = Louise Tennant;  parents = R.V. & 
Georgiane (Quattlebaum) Gantt
117 Gantt Julia Hall,Mrs. F W Leesvil le, SC 62-4-28 M.W. Webb 12/10/1940 12/11/1940 Grave Pine Grove Cemetery M.C. Gantt 6/3, 41ED3 Palmetto Casket Co Yes PS; DS $115.00 12/21/1940 $115.00 b. 7-12-1878;  husband = M.C. Gantt;  parents = James & 
Florence (Gantt) Hall
86 Gardner Marie Ewald, Mrs. F W Leesvil le, SC 52-9-12 K.L. Able 3/27/1940 3/28/1940 grave Leesvil le Cemetery D.L. Thornton Palmetto Casket Co 5 bags 
cement/arch
DB PS $60.00 11/11/1940 $60.00 b. 6-15-1887;  parents = Herman & Sara (Thornton) 
Ewold
37 Gill ian Stil lborn Leesvil le, SC 0-0-0 3/4/1939 3/5/1939 Pleasant Hil l Pleasant Hil l  Cemetery father 1-9 Palmetto Casket Co cap, hose $8.50 3/9/1940 $8.50 b. 3-4-1993;  Nernor P. & Naomi (Black) Gil l ian
264 Gobbel Joseph Henry M W Leesvil le, SC 0-0-4 K.L. Able 4/17/1944 4/18/1944 Home & Beulah Church Beulah Church Cemetery father 1/9 Imperial Casket Co. FC Yes PS, flowers $19.00 5/11/1944 $19.00 b. 4-13-1944; parents = Albert L. & Laura Dania (Brown) 
Gobbel
304 Goff Irvin Patric M W 73-4-5 K.L. Able 1/6/1946 1/7/1946 Providence Baptist Church Providence 6/3  #320  H/C Imperial Casket Co. suit Yes PS $165.00 2/6/1946 $165.00 b. 9-1-1946;  wife = Mary Jane Pool;  parents = Dave & 
Nance (Black) Alewine
8 Goff Janie Lou Lida F W Leesvil le, SC 8-5-0 Baptist D.S. Keisler 4/7/1938 4/7/1938 Providence Cemetery Providence Cemetery R.E. Sheely 4-6, 1L1, white Palmetto Casket Co wood DB $15.00 4/15/1938 $15.00 b. 9-7-1929; parents = Void & Lida (Boatwright) Goff
413 Goff Mary Poole, Mrs. F W 69-5-15 K.L. Able 4/28/1949 4/29/1949 Providence Baptist Church Providence Baptist Church 
Cemetery
C.E. Shealy, Leesvil le 6/3  #33  H/C Imperial Casket Co. EB dress, hose Yes PS $265.00 4/30/1949 $265.00 b.  11-13-1879;  widow of Irwin Goff;  parents = Felix & 
McNearvia (Holley) Poole
352 Goldman Frances Carrie 
Fox, Mrs.
F W 73-6-14 Baptist K.L. Able 9/30/1947 10/1/1947 Graveside Leesvil le Cemetery Mr. W.P. Goldman 6/3  #330  H/C Imperial Casket Co. wood Arch, 6 bags 
cement
EB, DB Yes PS $250.00 10/3/1947 $250.00 b. 3-3-1874;  husband = W.P. Goldman;  parents = John 
Sidney & Sophia (Watkins) Fox
88 Gortman James M C Leesvil le, SC 1-6-29 W.T. Gibson 4/22/1940 4/22/1940 Pie Norris & Al Sligh 2/6 No. 11 Imperial Casket Co $13.00 1940 $13.00 b. 9-23-1938;  child of Jasper & Ramay Gortman
36 Gortman Mildred F C 1-8-26 James Crosson 2/20/1939 2/21/1939 St. Marks St. Marks Cemetery father 2-6, white Palmetto Casket Co $10.00 3/4/1939 $10.00 b. 5-24-1937; parents = Lesker & Cecil  (Wise) Gortman
182 Gregg Anna Myrtle F C 30-9-28 [St. Albans, NY] 5/3/1942 5/8/1942 Calvary Church Leesvil le Cemetery father [shipped in casket] 5 bags cement, 
arch
FC Yes PS; ambulance, folding chairs, 
tarpaulin
$70.00 5/8/1942 $70.00 b. 7-5-1911;  parents = Edward & Bettie (Hartley) Gregg
196 Gunter Daniel Lee M W Leesvil le, SC 70-6-5 Methodist K.L. Able 10/11/1942 10/12/1942 Grave Leesvil le Cemetery Mrs. Li lo Gunter Yes Imperial Casket Co. 6 bags cement, 
arch
EB, DB underwear Yes PS $230.00 10/22/1942 $230.00 b. 4-6-1872; wife = Lila Bouknight Gunter;  parents = 
Daniel B. & Amanda (Lybrand) Gunter
404 Gunter infant W 22½ hrs W.T. Gibson 1/23/1949 1/24/1949 Oak Grove Cemetery 1/9 Imperial Casket Co. Yes $13.00 1/23/1949 $13.00 b. 1-22-1949;  parents = Lewis & Rosa Lee (Burkett) 
Gunter
119 Gunter Levi M W 59-9-24 12/26/1940 12/27/1940 Oak  Grove Baptist Church Oak Grove Cemetery Leon Gunter & Gary 
Hallman
Imperial Casket Co DB suit, 
underwear, 
hose
PS; trip to Columbia, death 
notice, flowers
$125.00 3/4/1942 $125.00 b. 3-2-1881;  parents = G.E. & Lorin (Smith) Gunter
24 Hall E.O., Mrs. F W near 
Leesvil le
71-0-7 Baptist James Crosson 10/15/1938 10/17/1938 Oak Grove Baptist Church Oak Grove Cemetery husband 6-3, 42D3 Palmetto Casket Co wood EB, DB dress, 
underwear, 
hose
PS, death notice, door spray $165.00 6/4/1940 $165.00 b. 10-8-1867;  husband = E.O. Hall;  parents = T.J. & 
Elizabeth (Smith) Lewis
176 Hall Edward Daniel M W Batesburg, SC 69-11-9 Budove 3/10/1942 3/11/1942 Hall Cemetery Hall  Cemetery Allen Hall 6/3  #22 Imperial Casket Co. suit PS; notice in paper $65.00 2/27/1943 $65.00 b. 4-1-1872;  wife = Alafair Gunter;  parents = Wing & 
Lavinia Hall
291 Hall Rufus M W 37-8-6 J.B. Avera 6/28/1945 Oak  Grove 6 bags cement, 
arch
LD remains from Columbia $55.00 6/30/1945 $55.00 parents = E.O. & Alice (Lewis) Hall; COD = mangled in 
asphalt mixer, Brunswick, GA
292 Hall sti l lborn C 0-0-0 Jim Crosson 6/23/1945 6/23/1945 Carrie Batesburg Cemetery 1/9 Imperial Casket Co. $11.00 6/23/1945 $11.00 parents = Parler & Lousie (Car) Hall
411 Hallman Beatrice, Mrs. F W 50-8-17 Lutheran E.B. Ell is 4/12/1949 4/13/1949 Bethlehem (Black Creek) 
Lutheran Church
Bethlehem (Black Creek) Lutheran 
Church Cemetery




PS $575.00 6/3/1950 $575.00 b. 7-25-1898;  husband = Elzie Hallman;  parents = L.Z. 
& Ethel (Sawyer) Hallon
344 Hallman Gerrel Jerome M W 0-0-10 K.L. Able 5/1/1947 5/1/1947 Pleasant Hil l  Cemetery 1/9 Imperial Casket Co. $11.00 5/1/1947 $11.00 b. 4-21-1947;  parents = E.E. & Winnie L. (Crider) 
Hallman
206 Hallman Martha Elizabeth 
Alewine
F W 83-1-9 [Baptist Hospital] 11/22/1942 11/24/1942 Pleasant Hil l Pleasant Hil l  Cemetery J.O. Hallman [pd 104$ 
by cotton]
6/3  #33 1/2 Shr. Imperial Casket Co. 2 bags cement, 
arch
EB, DB dress, 
underwear, 
hose
PS; bringing  remains from 
Columbia
$189.00 8/5/1943 $189.00 b. 10-13-1859;  husband = Will iam A. Hallman;  parents 
= James A. & Emilene (Fisher) Alewine
246 Hallman Martin Luther M W [State Hospital] 11/7/1943 11/9/1943 Black Creek Black Creek Cemetery Elzie Hallman 6/3  #319 H/C Imperial Casket Co. Wood 2 bags cement 
($1.20), 400 
bricks ($6.40)
EB, DB suit PS, remains from Columbia $274.60 1/11/1944 $274.60
 































Date Paid  Amount Misc
204 Hare Edgar Allen M W 48-3-9 Lutheran O.C. Holley 11/17/1942 11/18/1942 Mt Hebron Lutheran Church Mt Hebron Cemetery Mrs. Hare 6/3  #28 Imperial Casket Co. EB, DB hose PS $140.00 10/21/1944 $140.00 b. 8-8-1894;  wife = Anna Hare;  parents = Will iam 
Henry & Mary Hare
75 Hare Mellie 
Bedenbaugh, Mrs. 
F W Leesvil le, SC 65-2-19 Lutheran 1/11/1940 1/12/1940 St. Marks St. Marks Cemetery  husband Palmetto Casket Co EB PS, door spray $125.00 1/16/1940 $125.00 b. 11-22-1874;  husband = J. Allen Hare;  parents = M.H. 
& Georgiana (McCullough) Bedenbough
178 Hare Noah E. M W 68-5-28 O.C. Holley 3/23/1942 3/24/1942 St. Marks Lutheran Church St. Marks Cemetery W.B. Hare 6/3  #30  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Vault EB, DB Yes PS; notice in paper $275.00 10/16/1942 $275.00 b. 9-25-1873;  wife = Dottie Derrick;  parents = James & 
Elizabeth (Black) Hare
424 Hare Richard Talmadge M W 22-10-25 J.S. Liverman 8/14/1949 8/15/1949 Mt Hebron Lutheran Church Mt Hebron Cemetery 6/6 Imperial Casket Co. EB Yes $455.00 11/2/1949 $455.00 b. 9-19-1926;  parents = Edgar A. & Anna Hare
363 Harley Algohnie C 0-3-26 W.T. Gibson 12/27/1947 12/27/1947 St Johns St Johns Cemetery 2/0 Imperial Casket Co. $15.00 2/12/1948 $15.00 b. 9-1-1947;  parents = W.V. & Ruby (Etheredge) Harley
72 Harmon Leila Cedecia, 
Mrs.
F W 53-4-8 [Baptist Hospital] 12/22/1939 12/23/1939 Rehobeth M.E. Church Rehobeth Cemetery  husband Palmetto Casket Co Yes DB dress, 
underwear
FC PS, trip to Columbia, flowers 
($3.00), door spray
$138.00 12/11/1940 $138.00 b. 8-14-1886;  husband = Paul S. Harmon;  parents = 
Luther & Elizabeth (Holly) Shealy
256 Harris Robert Leon M C 0-1-15 Jim Crosson 1/9/1944 1/9/1944 Friendship Cemetery cash 2/6 #11 Imperial Casket Co. $15.00 1/9/1944 $15.00 b. 9-24-1943;  parents = Leon & Mary L. (Hair) Harris
201 Hartley Basil  Hoyt M W 64-1-0 W.W. King 10/30/1942 11/1/1942 Barr Funeral Home Batesburg Cemetery Mrs. J.H. Watson 6/3  #119 Imperial Casket Co. cement, arch EB, DB Yes PS $300.00 11/30/1942 $300.00 b. 9-30-1878;  parents = D.P. & Alice (Hoyt) Hartley;  
died at Rutland Hotel
158 Hartley Sam M C Ohio 68 - - Methodist [Baptist Hospital] 11/1/1941 11/4/1941 Calvary Church Calvary Church Cemetery M. Hartley [shipped in casket] PS; bringing remains from 
Columbia
$20.00 12/16/1941 $20.00
362 Haynes Mattie Jean 
Adams, Mrs.
F W 73-3-14 12/26/1947 12/28/1947 Leesvil le Cemetery Mrs. T.R. Shields 6/3  #36   1/2 Imperial Casket Co. Vault bringing remains from NC; out of 
town Undertaker's charges = 
$40.00
$450.00 1/3/1948 $450.00 b. 9-12-1874;  widow of Prof. L.B. Haynes; parents = 
Thomas Hil l  & Eliza Carlisle (Kelly) Adams; died at 
home of Mrs. T.R. Shields, Hendersonvil le, NC
85 Hendrix Fredrick Hampton M W 77-9-18 Lutheran W.W. King 3/24/1940 3/25/1940 Lutheran Church Leesvil le Cemetery Estate "Momus" 1b gauge metal 
$500.00
 Vault $150.00 EB PS, grave work $675.00 5/4/1940 $675.00 b. 6-6-1862; wife = Rosa Etheredge Hendrix;  parents = 
S.F. & Lavinia (Crout) Hendrix
263 Hendrix Henry Franklin M W 74-11-8 W.W. King 4/14/1944 4/15/1944 Lutheran Church Leesvil le Cemetery Mrs. F.H. Hendrix 6/6 "Lombard" H/C Imperial Casket Co. Wilbert Vault EB, DB Yes LD PS, death notice, flowers, tent 
rental
$550.00 4/24/1944 $550.00 b. 5-6-1869;  parents = S.F. & Lavinia (Crout) Hendrix
357 Hendrix Rosa Etheredge, 
Mrs.
F W 78-6-24 Lutheran Yost 11/20/1947 11/22/1947 Wittenburg Lutheran Church Leesvil le Cemetery 6/6  York sealer Imperial Casket Co. Vault EB Yes PS $950.00 11/12/1947 $950.00 b. 4-26-1869;  parents = Tyre & Matilda (Mathews) 
Etheredge; died at Edgewood Sanitarium, Aiken, SC
194 Hendrix Walter Drafts M W Leesvil le, SC 69-7-4 [T.B. Sanitarium, 
Columbia]
9/10/1942 9/11/1942 Grave Leesvil le Cemetery Fred Hendrix Yes Imperial Casket Co. EB, DB Yes LD, LG PS; bringing remains from 
Columbia
$450.00 9/25/1942 $450.00 b. 2-6-1873;  wife = Marcie Swearinger;  parents = S.F. & 
Lavinia (Crout) Hendrix
420 Hill Ethel Gene F C 0-7-4 E.B. Ell is 6/30/1949 7/1/1949 St Marks St Marks Cemetery Imperial Casket Co. $20.00 7/7/1949 $20.00 b. 11-26-1948;  parents = Tommie, Jr & Johnnie Queen 
(Hil l) Addy
212 Hills George Will iam M C Leesvil le, SC 3-7-0 O.C. Holley 12/16/1942 12/17/1942 St Marks Cemetery Frank Gortman 2/0 Imperial Casket Co. $13.00 b. 9-9-1942;  parents = J.L. & Lil l ian (Abney) Hil ls
188 Hite Amanda Lugenia, 
Mrs.
F W W. Columbia, 
SC
90-7-15 Lutheran O.C. Holley 6/4/1942 6/4/1942 Cedar Grove Cedar Grove Cemetery A.W. Hite 6/3  31-39  H/C Imperial Casket Co. DB Yes PS; flowers $10 $235.00 8/14/1942 $235.00 b. 10-19-1861; husband = D. Walter Hite;  parents = 
Ephzain & Polly (Black) Shealy
400 Hite Sally Taylor 
Steele, Mrs.
F W 58-5-9 Lutheran [Baptist Hospital] 12/24/1948 12/26/1948 Cedar Grove Lutheran Church Cedar Grove Cemetery 6/6  #55  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Clark Vault EB, DB Yes PS $425.00 1/19/1949 $425.00 b. 7-15-1890;  husband = Luther Hite;  parents = Jacob 
W. & Georgeann Taylor
377 Holley Harold Fletcher, 
CORP
M W 19-10-21 1/12/1945 5/16/1948 Union Lutheran Church Union Lutheran Church cemetery Govt. casket Yes PS $75.00 5/29/1948 $75.00 b. 2-21-1925;  parents = Brinton Fletcher & Lil l ian 
(Halman) Holley;  died in France, WWII
12 Holly Mary Evalyn Rawl, 
Mrs.
F W Leesvil le, SC 66-6-28 Lutheran A.L. Ballenger 4/22/1938 4/23/1938 Union Church Union Church Cemetery V.A. & J.M. Holley, Ben 
D. Wyse
6-3, 150B4, gray Palmetto Casket Co Yes $105.00 April  - Sept 1938 $105.40 b. 9-24-1871; 1 cow as part of payment ($30.00); 
parents = O.D. & Sarah (Addy) Rawl
305 Hopper Lil l ie Hartfelder, 
Mrs.
F W Leesvil le, SC 73-7-11 W.W. King 1/15/1946 1/17/1946 Sipple Brothers, Savannah, 
GA
Laurel Grove, Savannah, GA W.T. McDaniel 6/6  "King" sealer Imperial Casket Co. EB PS, taking remains to Columbia $525.00 1/19/1946 $525.00 b. 6-4-1872; parents = Christain & Johanna (Kerner) 
Hartfelder
91 Hutto Louisa Jane Clark, 
Mrs.





PS,  ambulance, door spray $200.00 11/8/1940 $200.00 b. 9-1-1854;  parents = A.J. & Mary Lybrand
99 Jackson Infant C Leesvil le, SC 30 
minutes
W.T. Gibson 6/9/1940 6/10/1940 St. Johns Cemetery  father Palmetto Casket Co $8.50 b. 6-9-1940; parents = Rev. H.B. & Elizabeth (Reid) 
Jackson
228 Janes Elizabeth F W Leesvil le, SC 55-3-6 F.E. Zemp 6/5/1943 6/6/1943 Leesvil le Cemetery Leesvil le Cemetery husband 6/3  S33  1/2 shr. Imperial Casket Co. Wilbert Vault EB, DB Yes LD, LG PS; bringing remains from 
Columbia, death notice, 
telephone
$336.32 6/24/1943 $336.32 b. 10-29-1887, Woolwick, England;  husband = George 
Jones;  parents = E.J. & Elizabeth Griffin;  died at 
Providence Hospital
146 Johns Bessie Viola 
Wheeler, Mrs.
F W 56-3-7 O.C. Holley 6/22/1941 6/24/1941 St. Marks St. Marks Cemetery son 6/3  E28 H/C Imperial Casket Co 2 bags cement, 
arch
EB, DB PS $140.00 12/12/1941 $140.00 b. 3-15-1885;  parents = H.L. & Aquilla (Ballentine) 
Wheeler;  son = Sgt. W.D. Johns
17 Johnson Mary F C 0-4-1 Spring Hil l  Church Cemetery yes $8.00 6/27/1938 $6.00 parents = Will ie & Pearl (Lytes) Johnson
124 Johnson W. Tyre M W 72-3-27 O.C. Holley 2/1/1941 2/2/1941 Wittlenburg Lutheran Church Leesvil le Cemetery wife Palmetto Casket Co 5 bags cement, 
arch
Yes PS; ambulance $93.00 7/22/1941 $93.00 b. 10-4-1868;  wife = Viola Wheeler Johns;  parents = 
Franklin & Marie (Drafts) Johns
369 Jones Arthur Stevens M W 69-0-23 W.W. King 3/25/1948 3/26/1948 Residence Batesburg Cemetery 6/6  York sealer oval glass Imperial Casket Co. Clark Vault EB, DB Yes LD, LG PS $985.00 6/28/1948 $985.00 b. 3-2-1879;  wife = Fay Lynch Jones;  parents = Elisha & 
Nancy Josephine (Stevens) Jones
334 Jones Elizabeth 
Churchil l , Miss
F W 75-4-22 Methodist [Columbia] 1/31/1947 2/1/1947 home of Mrs. J.J. Watson Ridge Spring Cemetery J.L. Jones, Jackson, 
Miss
6/6  #44 H/C Imperial Casket Co. Clark Vault EB $467.00 3/3/1947 $467.00 b. 9-9-1871;  parents = Lewis Pon & Matilda Virginia 
(Lomax) Jones
379 Jumper James F. M W 70-8-5 5/22/1948 5/24/1948 St James Lutheran Church St James Lutheran Church 
Cemetery
6/6  M49  H/C Imperial Casket Co. U.S. Vault EB, DB Yes PS $425.00 7/6/1948 $425.00 b. 9-17-1877;  wife = Daisy Alice Ricard Jumper;  
parents = Will iam & Mary Ann (Craps) Jumper
40 Jumper Patsy F W 0-10-10 Lutheran King 4/15/1939 4/16/1939 Cedar Grove Cemetery Cedar Grove Cemetery father 2/6 3L1, white Palmetto Casket Co Yes PS $20.00 4/16/1939 $20.00 b. 6-5-1938; parents = C.W. & Essie Mae (Oswalt) 
Jumper
122 Jumper Stil lborn W Gilbert, SC 0-0-0 James Crosson 1/21/1941 1/21/1941 St. Paul Cemetery father 1/9 Imperial Casket Co $7.00 1/22/1941 $7.00 b. 1-21-1941;  parents = B.O. & Addie Ray (Koon) Jumper
137 Jumper Theda Ruth, Miss F W Gilbert, SC 2-0-19 D.S. Keisler 5/3/1941 5/4/1941 St Pauls Lutheran Church father 3/6  12 1/2 Double #K, Pink 
#377 Emb. Doe
Imperial Casket Co PS $30.00 4/5/1941 $30.00 b. 4-14-1939;  parents =  Harold & Bessie (Risinger) 
Jumper
120 Kaminer Leonard Woodrow M W Leesvil le, SC 14-7-11 D.S. Keisler 12/27/1940 12/28/1940 Beaulah mother 5/6 Imperial Casket Co 4 bags cement, 
arch
EB, DB suit, 
underweaar
, hose
PS; death notice $125.00 9/11/1941 $125.00 b. 5-16-1926;  parents = D.C. & Mary Edna (Smith) 
Kaminer
217 Kaminer Vance DuVual M W Gilbert, SC 19-6-10 O.C. Lindler 1/13/1943 1/15/1943 Beulah Church Cemetery D.Z. Kaminer 6/3  #28  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Pine 2 bags cement, 
arch
EB, DB underwear, 
hose
PS $145.00 1/21/1943 $145.00 b. 6-3-1923;  parents = David James & Jadnil  (Keisler) 
Kaminer;  died at Baptist Hospital
419 Keisler John Walter M W 95-2-7 W.W. King 6/24/1949 6/26/1949 Cedar Grove Lutheran Church Cedar Grove Cemetery 6/6 Imperial Casket Co. wood EB PS $350.00 9/17/1949 $350.00 b. 4-17-1854;  parents = Fred & Jamia (Frazier) Keisler
106 Keisler Laura Ann Lavinia, 
Mrs.
F W near Gilbert, 
SC
82-5-26 Lutheran W.W. King 8/20/1940 8/21/1940 Cedar Grove Lutheran Church Cedar Grove Cemetery 6/6, 352BB3 Palmetto Casket Co Clark Vault EB, DB Yes PS, ambulanc,e tarpaulin, DS, 
death notice
$400.00 9/27/1940 $400.00 b. 2-24-1858;  widow of R.L. Keisler;  parents = Dr. 
Will iam Lloyd & Caroline (Crout) Addy
104 Keisler Pickens P. M W 51-6-18 Lutheran W.E. McCuerry 7/19/1940 7/21/1940 Bethel Baptist Church Kneece Cemetery  wife 6/3, 149B3 Palmetto Casket Co 2 bags cement, 
arch
EB, DB suit, 
underwear
LD, LG PS, tent, door spray $225.00 7/1/1940 $210.00 b. 1-1-1889;  Discount of $15.00; wife = Mrs. Li l l ie 
Hallman Keisler;  parents = J.M. & Amanda (Smith) 
Keisler
175 Keisler Rosa Bell, Mrs. F W 41-3-24 3/7/1942 3/9/1942 Shiloh Methodist Church Shiloh Church Cemetery husband 6/3  S33  1/2 shr. Imperial Casket Co. 5 bags cement, 
arch
EB, DB dress PS; notice in paper $185.00 3/18/1942 $185.00 b. 9-13-1900; husband = Alvin Keisler; parents = J.C. & 
Martha Frances (Wingard) Price
90 Kinard Evan Frances F C 55-0-16 K.L. Able 5/1/1940 5/3/1940 St. Johns Cemetery Hassie Davis & Joe 
Kinard
"county" Yes DB dress FC PS $25.00 10/21/1940 $25.00 b. 4-15-1885;  parents = Geo. & Texan Kinard
392 Kyzer James Edward 
Rawl
M W 85-2-9 Lutheran 10/7/1948 10/8/1948 Lutheran Church Leesvil le Cemetery E.D. Kyzer 6/6  F75  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Clark Vault EB, DB Yes LD, LG $625.00 12/28/1948 $625.95 b. 7-28-1863;  wife = Anna Meetze;  parents = John 
Bynum & Martha Elizabeth (Rawl) Kyzer
10 Langford Drayton M C 2326 Senate 
St, Columbia
50-7-8 Baptist O.C. Holley 4/9/1938 4/11/1938 St. Marks St. Marks Cemetery Estate 6-3, 141D3, gray Palmetto Casket Co wood EB, DB LD, LG A, BP, deliver box, door spray, 
flowers
$182.00 4/27/1938 $182.00 b. 9-1-1887; parents = Ben & Mary Langford
82 Langford John Lewis M W Leesvil le, SC 64-0-18 Baptist 2/20/1940 2/21/1940 Old Lexington Baptist Church John Lewis Langford, 
Oliver Boozer, Frank 
Langford, J.H. Taylor, 
Mrs W.L. Taylor, J.L. 
Langford, Wallace 
Langford
Palmetto Casket Co DB suit Limo Door spray $100.00 9/24/1940 $100.00 b. 2-2-1876; wife = Nisla Wallace Langford;  parents = 
Lewis J. & Louisa (Banks) Langford
284 Langford Lucy Frances 
Dominick
F W Leesvil le, SC 54-1-26 Lutheran 2/15/1945 2/16/1945 Colony Lutheran Church Colony Lutheran Church Cemetery husband 6/6 metal sealer H/C Imperial Casket Co. Wilbert Vault EB, DB dress, 
underwear, 
hose
Yes $600.00 7/14/1945 $600.00 b. 12-19-1890;  husband = Frank Langford;  parents = A. 


































Date Paid  Amount Misc
209 Langford Pink M C Batesburg, SC 0-0-7 D.S. Keisler 12/15/1942 12/16/1942 St Johns Cemetery father 1/9 Imperial Casket Co. $10.00 12/16/1942 $5.00 b. 12-8-1942;  parents = John H. & Mary (Hall) Langford
374 Leaphart Bradie Crosson 
"Doc"
M W 37-8-13 Baptist E.B. Ell is 4/28/1948 4/29/1948 Pleasant Hil l  Baptist Church Pleasant Hil l  Baptist Church 
Cemetery
wife 6/3 Imperial Casket Co. wood EB, DB suit, 
underwear, 
hose
LD PS $275.00 5/10/1948 $275.00 b. 8-15-1910; wife = Myrtle Taylor Leaphart;  parents = 
Henry & Bettie (Davis) Leaphart
398 Leaphart Catherine Martha 
Cornelia Taylor, 
Mrs.
F W 61-11-6 E.B. Ell is 12/9/1948 12/11/1948 Grace Lutheran Church 6/3  #28  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Yes 5 bags cement, 
arch
EB, DB Yes PS $240.00 12/11/1948 $240.00 b. 1-3-1887;  husband = J.W. Leaphart;  parents = 
Harrison Franklin & Laura Jane (Crout) Taylor
52 Leaphart David C. M C 0-1-5 A.L. Ballenger 6/22/1939 6/23/1939 Friendship Friendship Cemetery C.L. Leaphart, Lawrence 
Bryant
$6.50 9/19/1939 $6.50 b. 5-25-1939;  parents = C.L. & Annie C. (Bryant) 
Leaphart
433 Leaphart J. Harold M W 49-11-0 E.B. Ell is 12/14/1949 12/16/1949 Leesvil le Methodist Church Leesvil le Cemetery Mrs. Leaphart 6/3  #31  H/C Imperial Casket Co. EB Yes PS $475.00 1/23/1950 $475.00 b. 1-1-1900;  wife = Mamie Bagwell;  parents = J.J. & 
Sall ie (Ward) Leaphart
311 Leaphart Richard M. M W 23 - - [VAC, Columbia] 4/20/1946 4/21/1946 Grace Lutheran Church Gilbert Cemetery LD PS; bringing remains from 
Dunbar Funeral Home
$50.00 8/30/1946 $50.00
254 Leaphart Sall ie Ward F W Leesvil le, SC 76-2-23 Methodist D.S. Keisler 1/6/1944 1/8/1944 Methodist Church, Leesvil le Shiloh Cemetery Harold Leaphart 6/3  #319 H/C Imperial Casket Co. 5 bags cement, 
arch
EB, DB dress, hose PS $265.00 6/15/1944 $265.00 b. 10-13-1867;  husband = J.J. Leaphart;  parents = 
Milledge B. & Cordelia (DeLoatch) Ward
3 Lee Hassie F C Leesvil le, SC 54-4-21 Methodist K.L. Able 1/26/1938 1/30/1938 Calvary Church Calvary Cemetery Hassie Lee Estate 6-3, 141D3 Palmetto Casket Co wood EB, DB Yes A, PS, BP $100.00 2/19/1938 $100.00 b. 9-9-1883; parents = Frank & Jane Lee
4 Lee Robbie M C Leesvil le, SC 29-9-0 Methodist Barron 2/2/1938 2/4/1938 Calvary M.E. Church Calvary Cemetery Rob Lee Estate 6-3, 141D3 Palmetto Casket Co wood DB A, PS, BP $100.00 b. May 1908; parents = Hamp & Amanda Lee
211 Lindler Betty Miller F W 65-7-16 O.P. Wise 12/16/1942 12/17/1942 Home Travis Park (Saluda) W.P. Lindler 6/3  S31  1/2 Shr. Imperial Casket Co. Clark GA 
#11710
Yes PS $360.00 1/1/1943 $360.00 b. 4-20-1877;  husband = Joe G. Lindler;  parents = 
Shepherd Spincer & Lydia (Sawyer) Miller
432 Lindler Mary Elizabeth 
Roberts, Mrs.
F W 95-2-14 Lutheran O.C. Holley 12/7/1949 12/9/1949 St Marks Lutheran Church St Marks Lutheran Church 
CemeteryCemetery
Mrs Anna Snelgrove, 
Mrs Mattie Smith, H.L. 
Snelgrove, Mrs Lessie 
Derrick, Jesse (Jack) 
Derrick
6/6  M49  H/C Imperial Casket Co. EB Yes PS $350.00 1/8/1954 $350.00 b. 9-23-1854;  parents = Isiah & Enlen (Lindler)Roberts
42 Lindler Sarah Bebe, Miss F W Leesvil le, SC 19-5-25 Lutheran O.P. Wise 5/13/1939 5/14/1939 Home Travis Park (Saluda) Miss Mattie Bell  
Lindler
Half Couch Casket, gray Imperial Casket Co U.S. Vault Yes LD, LG PS; Door Spray, ambulance, 
folding chairs,tarpaulin, burial 
permit
$225.00 6/21/1939 $225.00 b. 11-18-1919; parents = Joe G. & Betty (Miller) Lindler
123 Livingston Charles Ernest M W 56-5-2 Methodist 1/26/1941 1/27/1941 Leesvil le Methoodist Church Leesvil le Cemetery 6/3, 352BB3 Palmetto Casket Co Clark Custodian 
Vault
EB Yes $275.00 6/19/1941 $275.00 b. 8-24-1884;  wife = Olive Varn Bodie Livingston;  
parents = C.H. & Leile (Barr) Livingston
333 Livingston Lil l ian Edith Riser, 
Mrs.
F W 64-4-2 Methodist K.L. Able 1/27/1947 1/28/1947 Home Leesvil le Cemetery L.B. 6/6 King H/C Imperial Casket Co. EB Yes PS $600.00 1/30/1947 $600.00 b. 9-25-1882;  parents = John Ebert & Mamie (Louzie) 
Riser;  husband = L.B. Livingston
55 Livingston W.R. M W Plant City, FL 56-7-20 A.L. Ballenger 8/18/1939 8/20/1939 Penn Branch Cemetery Penn Branch Cemetery (near 
North)
F.H. Livingston 6/3, 41ED3 Palmetto Casket Co Yes EB, DB Limo Yes PS; door spray $140.00 1/25/1940 $140.00 b. 12-28-1882;  wife = Ruth Crosby Livingston;  parents 
= Geo. W. & LeDella E. (Robinson) Livingston
354 Long (Nellie) Noah N.L., 
Miss
F W 27-3-10 Henry Madden 10/9/1947 10/10/1947 Cedar Grove Cedar Grove Cemetery 6/6  Cobb  1/2 shr. Imperial Casket Co. Vault EB dress Yes PS $845.00 10/29/1947 $845.00 b. 6-29-1920;  parents = Noah & Dollie (Black) Long; 
died Providence hospital
197 Long Stil lborn W Leesvil le, SC 0-0-0 T.W. Gibson 10/13/1942 10/13/1942 Pleasant Hil l  Cemetery Pleasant Hil l  Cemetery James E. Long 1/9 Imperial Casket Co. $10.00 10/13/1942 $10.00 parents = L.J. & Rosa Belle (Taylor) Long
35 Long Tom C., Mrs. F W near 
Leesvil le, SC
62-0-11 [Baptist Hospital] 2/20/1939 2/21/1939 St. Paul St. Paul Cemetery husband 6-3, 42D3 Palmetto Casket Co Yes DB dress door spray $150.00 3/4/1939 $125.00 husband = Tom C. Long
58 Longford J. Mid M W Aiken, SC 53-11-6 W.T. Gibson 9/12/1939 9/13/1939 Nazareth Church Nazareth Church Cemetery Dewitt & Legrand 
Langford
142 EB, DB underwear, 
hose, shoes
Door spray, flowers $157.75 12/9/1939 $157.75 b. 10-7-1885;  parents = Julius P. & Myetta (Oxner) 
Langford
13 Lowe James Franklin, 
Mrs.
F W Spartanburg, 
SC
76-9-0 Baptist D.S. Keisler 4/28/1938 4/29/1938 Mt. Zion Baptist Church Mt. Zion Baptist Church Cemetery E.O. Lowe 6-3, S55 gray Imperial Casket Co EB, DB, HD dress, 
underwear 
#1196, hose
A, door spray, death notice, trip 
to Spartanburg, remains to Floyd 
Funeral Home
$275.00 4/28/1938 $275.00 b. 7-28-1861; parents = James & Julian Cheek; died at 
Leesvil le Infirmary
200 Lybrand Newman Felder 
Sebastian
M W 80-0-19 W.T. Gibson 10/24/1942 10/25/1942 Old Lexington Baptist Church Old Lexington Baptist Church 
Cemetery
M.L. Lybrand 6/3  S33  1/2 Shr. Imperial Casket Co. DB PS $150.00 10/26/1942 $150.00 b. 10-5-1860;  wife = Almena Shealy;  parents = Samuel 
& Beulah (Fisher) Lybrand
148 Mason Eber Bell M W Leesvil le, SC 79-9-26 Methodist W.W. King 7/5/1941 7/7/1941 Bethel Methodist Church,  
Fairfield County
Bethel Church Cemetery, Fairfield 
County
son 6/6 Martha Metal  1/2 shr. Imperial Casket Co U.S. S.W. 
Mausolet #3
EB, DB PS; taking remains to Bethel 
Church in Fairfield Co
$400.00 7/29/1941 $400.00 b. 9-9-1861; wife = Janie Fuft;  parents: W.N. & Sarah 
(Andrews) Mason;  son = Rev. J.M. Mason
30 Matthews Henry Lee M W 59-10-21 James Crosson 12/19/1938 12/20/1938 Home Quattlebaum Cemetery wife 41 ED3 Palmetto Casket Co 7 sacks cement HD PS, door spray $94.90 1/5/1939 $94.90 b. 1-28-1879;  wife = Pauline Quattlebaum Matthews;  
parents = Will iam H. & Anna Matthews;  cement $4.90
126 Matthews Stil lborn 0-0-0 2/-/1941 2/-/1941 father 1 bag cement $8.25 12/18/1945 $8.25 father = Woodard Matthews
293 McCullough Eva Estelle, Miss F W 52-7-16 D.S. Keisler 8/6/1945 8/6/1945 Nazareth Nazareth Church Cemetery Martin L. McCullough 4/6 #13 1/2 H/C Imperial Casket Co. Yes PS $110.00 8/6/1945 $110.00 b. 12-10-1892;  parents = Forest W. & Adeline (Thomas) 
McCullough
366 McDaniel James Monroe M W 63-10-28 Methodist 1/27/1948 1/29/1948 Leesvil le Methodist Church Leesvil le Cemetery Mrs. McDaniels 6/6  Logan  1/2 couch Imperial Casket Co. EB Yes PS; bringing remains from 
Charlotte, NC
$780.00 3/30/1948 $780.00 b. 2-29-1884;  wife = Blanche Harkness McDaniel;  
parents = James M. & Janie (Swearingen) McDaniel; 
died at Charlotte Hotel
230 McDaniel Janie Swearingen F W Leesvil le, SC 79-1-8 W.W. King 6/24/1943 6/25/1943 Grave Leesvil le Cemetery W.T. McDaniel 6/6  sealer Wilbert Vault EB, DB underwear, 
hose
Yes LD PS; death notice, door spray $572.00 6/28/1943 $572.00 b. 5-16-1864;  parents = Larkin G. & Ann (Tony) 
Swearingen
435 McIntire Cornelius E. M W 42 - - 12/24/1949 Quattlebaum Cemetery Vault Yes $165.00 3/17/1950 $165.00 Note:  "R.E. Ell iott Sons, Augusta, GA"
155 Melton Mike Hampton M W Leesvil le, SC 10-1-5 Baptist K.L. Able 10/4/1941 10/5/1941 Grave Leesvil le Cemetery mother Yes Imperial Casket Co Vault EB, DB Yes PS $200.00 10/13/1941 $200.00 b. 8-29-1931; parents = W.H. & Norna (Trotter) Melton
385 Metts Henry Sligh M W 76-5-28 W.W. King 7/8/1948 7/9/1948 Union Lutheran Church Union Lutheran Church Cemetery 6/6  M49  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Wood EB, DB underwear PS $325.00 1/3/1949 $325.00 b. 1-1-1872;  wife = Biddie Singley;  parents = W.G. & 
Rebecca (Sligh) Metts
233 Miller Clarence Walker M W Trenton, SC 58-8-1 George H. Bunch 8/15/1943 8/17/1943 Grave Batesburg Cemetery W.W. Miller 6/6  #55 Imperial Casket Co. 5 bags cement, 
arch
EB Yes PS; bringing remains from 
Columbia
$230.00 9/20/1943 $230.00 b. 12-14-1943;  parents = D.W. & Mary Alice (Crocker) 
Miller;  died at Columbia Hospital
128 Miller Drayton Walker M W 84-4-24 2/24/1941 2/25/1941 House Batesburg Cemetery W.W. Miller 6/3, 31-39 H/C Imperial Casket Co Yes 5 bags cement, 
arch
DB Limo Yes PS; death notice $215.00 2/25/1941 $215.00 b.  9-30-1856; wife = Mary Alice Crocker Miller;  
parents = Zack & Mary Alice (Younger) Miller
248 Miller Miles Hoyt M W 41-2-1 K.L. Able 12/3/1943 12/5/1943 Bethlehem Black Creek Black Creek Cemetery check 6/6 "Lynn" metal 1/2 Shr. Imperial Casket Co. Wood 3 bags cement 
($1.95), 300 
bricks ($4.80)
EB, DB suit, 
underwear, 
hose
PS, death notice $358.95 12/29/1943 $358.95 b. 10-2-1902;  wife = Gladys Jones;  parents = Lewis & 
Lydia (Hallman) Miller;  place of death = "Buck Smith on 
high way"
266 Mims Infant M W Leesvil le, SC 7 hrs D.S. Keisler 5/19/1944 5/19/1944 Providence Cemetery father 1/9 Imperial Casket Co. $10.00 5/19/1944 $10.00 b. 5-18-1944;  parents = John R. & Birdie Alma (Clamp) 
Mims
310 Mims Paul Jones M W State 
Hospital
76 - - Methodist [State Hospital] 4/11/1946 4/12/1946 Methodist Church Leesvil le Cemetery 6/3  S330  1/2 Shr Imperial Casket Co. 6 bags cement, 
arch
EB, DB Yes PS, bringing remains from State 
Hospital
$235.00 4/12/1946 $235.00 b. 1870; parents = P.G. & Mary Belle (Hil l)  Mims; 
widowed
215 Mims Sara Lee F W Leesvil le, SC 0-0-0 W.W. King 1/9/1943 1/9/1943 Providence Church  Cemetery father 1/9 Imperial Casket Co. Yes $10.00 1/9/1943 $10.00 parents = John R. & Birdie Alma (Clamp) Mims
156 Mitchell Carrie Mae F C Leesvil le, SC 4-5-19 W.W. King 10/14/1941 10/15/1941 Friendship Friendship Cemetery Henry Mitchell Yes Imperial Casket Co $20.00 b. 4-25-1937;  parents = Henry & Lil l ian Mitchell
27 Mitchell Will ie Mae F C Leesvil le, SC 25-1-2 Baptist James Crosson 11/17/1938 11/18/1938 Friendship Friendship Cemetery husband 6-3, 25ED3 Palmetto Casket Co wood DB, HD FC Folding chairs $50.00 10/26/1940 $49.00 b. 10-15-1913;  husband = Silas Mitchell;  parents = 
Louis & Ivy (Smith) Marriett
44 Monts C. J., Mrs. F W near 
Leesvil le, SC
Baptist [Baptist Hospital] 5/26/1939 Pleasant Hil l Pleasant Hil l  Cemetery husband 6/3, 41ED9, Pink Emb 
Doeskin
Palmetto Casket Co Yes DB dress Limo PS; door spray $105.00 6/3/1939 $105.00 husband = C.J. Monts;  father = E.Z. Swygert
225 Moore John Thomas M W 70-1-27 Lutheran O.C. Holley 5/16/1943 5/17/1943 Mt Hebron Lutheran Church Mt Hebron Cemetery Mrs. Moore 6/3 Imperial Casket Co. EB, DB underwear, 
hose
PS, flowers $10.00 $250.00 6/28/1943 $250.00 b. 3-19-1873; wife = Ethel Hite;  parents = T.C. & 
Catherine (Derrick) Moore
34 Morgan Amanda Florence, 
Mrs.
F W [Miami, FL] 72- - Lutheran 2/7/1939 2/9/1939 Cedar Grove Cemetery Yes ship from Miami, FL $15.00 2/9/1939 $15.00
285 Myers Bertha Lee Clamp F W Leesvil le, SC 48-6-10 O.C. Holley 3/2/1945 3/4/1945 Nazareth Nazareth P.N. Myers #28  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Yes 2 bags cement, 
arch
EB, DB dress, 
underwear, 
hose
Yes PS $195.00 6/10/1953 $195.00 b. 8-22-1896;  parents = George & Hattie (Miller) Clamp
191 Myers John Wayne M W Batesburg, SC 5-9-5 O.C. Holley 7/11/1942 7/12/1942 Grave R.F. Matthews Burial Ground father; Mrs. Goldman, 
W.C. Baxly, J.F. Lake
Yes Imperial Casket Co. EB, DB PS $55.00 1/21/1943 $55.00 b. 10-6-1936;  parents = S.D. & Mattie (Lake) Myers
279 Myers Ruth G., Miss F W State Park 28-0-13 [State Park] 1/3/1945 1/4/1945 Nazareth Church Nazareth Church Cemetery father; W.C. Baxley, J.S. 
Goldman
6/3  #28 H/C Imperial Casket Co. 2 bags cement, 
arch
EB, DB dress, 
underwear, 
hose
PS, bringing remains from 
Columbia
$175.00 3/13/1948 $175.00 b. 12-20-1916;  father = P.N. Myers
 































Date Paid  Amount Misc
356 Nichols Thomas Samuel M W 68-4-14 Lutheran E.B. Ell is 11/5/1947 11/6/1947 Lutheran Church Leesvil le Cemetery 6/6  55  H/C Imperial Casket Co. U.S. Vault EB Yes PS $425.00 11/7/1947 $425.00 b. 6-21-1879;  wife = Gertrude Holley;  parents = 
Stanmore Samuel & Barbara (Taylor) Nichols
281 NO NAME F.E. Drafts, Eau Claire 
Lodge #344
6/3  #22 H/C Imperial Casket Co. $30.00 1/24/1945 $30.00 [casket only]
95 Norris Eddie Frank M C 27-9-14 W.W. King 6/1/1940 6/2/1940 House Friendship Cemetery Pie Norris "county" Yes DB PS $25.00 6/1/1940 $25.00 b. 8-17-1912;  parents = Berry & Agness (Mobley) Norris
243 Oswald David Austin M W Batesburg, SC 83-6-28 W.E. McCuerry 10/19/1943 10/20/1943 Mt Ebal Mt Ebal Cemetery Estate 6/3  #33 H/C Imperial Casket Co. Perfection Vault EB, DB suit, 
underwear, 
hose
LD, LG PS; death notice $270.00 2/14/1945 $270.00 b. 3-21-1860;  wife = Nicie Ann Oswald;  parents = 
David & Julia (Taylor) Oswald
391 Oswald Henry Cromwell M W 74-8-19 W.W. King 9/16/1948 9/17/1948 St James Lutheran Church St James Lutheran Church 
Cemetery
6/3  #31  H/C Imperial Casket Co. EB suit, 
underwear, 
hose
Yes PS $350.00 1/14/1952 $350.00 b. 12-27-1873;  wife = Sudella Shull;  parents = Robert & 
Elizabeth (Kirkland) Oswald
326 Oswald Mamie Harden, 
Mrs.
F W 74-0-7 Methodist W.W. King 10/26/1946 10/27/1946 Leesvil le Methodist Church Concord Cemetery John W. Oswald 6/3 #319 Imperial Casket Co. Yes EB, DB Yes $310.00 8/2/1947 $310.00 b. 1-29-1872;  widow of D.W. Oswald;  parents = 
Benson & Eliza (Smith) Harden
219 Oswald Nicie Ann F W Batesburg, SC 81-9-27 W.E. McCuerry 1/16/1943 1/17/1943 Mt Eble Mt Ebel Cemetery D.A. & Julian Oswalt 6/3  #33 Imperial Casket Co. Vault PS $245.00 2/14/1945 $245.00 b. 3-19-1861;  husband = David Austin Oswalt; parents 
= John & Lindy (Kneece) Guinette
186 Oswald Noah Vivian M W Gilbert, SC 56-0-20 Lutheran W.W. King 5/22/1942 5/24/1942 Cedar Grove Cedar Grove Cemetery J.B. Oswald, Mrs. 
Maggie Eargle
6/3  #28 Imperial Casket Co. EB, DB PS; death notice, tire $135.00 6/6/1942 $135.00 b. 5-2-1886;  parents J.B.  & Mary (Shealy) Oswald
171 Oswald Will iam Drayton M W Batesburg, SC 78-10-7 W.E. McCuerry 2/19/1942 2/20/1942 Home Kneece Cemetery Homer Oswald 6/3  E28 Imperial Casket Co. 3 bags cement 
($2.25), 125 
bricks ($2.00),  
Arch
DB suit PS $129.25 9/27/1945 $129.25 b. 4-12-1863;  parents = Will iam G. & Sarah Ann 
(Taylor) Oswald;  $42.50 worth of cotton paid as part 
of the bil l
81 Oxner Amanda 
Snelgrove, Mrs.
F W Leesvil le, SC 89-1-14 Lutheran O.C. Holley 2/6/1940 2/7/1940 Cedar Grove Cemetery Cedar Grove Cemetery R.L. Oxner 6/3, 342D3 Palmetto Casket Co Yes dress FC PS, door spray $125.00 5/16/1942 $125.00 b. 12-22-1850;  widow of Nathan Oxner;  parents = 
Celeslie & Rosa (Crout) Snelgrove
63 Oxner J.B. M W 64-8-22 Lutheran O.C. Holley 10/19/1939 10/21/1939 Cedar Grove Cemetery Cedar Grove Cemetery Estate Palmetto Casket Co Vault suit, 
underwear
PS, flowers $200.00 12/5/1941 $200.00 b. 1-27-1875;  wife = Aminee Asbil l  Oxner;  parents = 
Nathan & Amanda (Snelgrove) Oxner
378 Oxner James Levi Boyd M W 87-5-7 O.C. Holley 5/21/1948 5/22/1948 Mt Hebron Lutheran Church A.B. Oxner 6/3  #31  H/C Imperial Casket Co. U.S. Vault DB PS $425.00 6/24/1948 $425.00 b. 12-13-1860;  widower;  parents = Bennett & Suzanne 
(Shealy) Oxner
184 Oxner John Lester, Jr. M W 20-1-3 Lutheran Long 5/15/1942 5/15/1942 Mt Hebron Lutheran Church Mt Hebron Cemetery father 6/3  #33 Imperial Casket Co. Rex Vault 
#12798
Yes PS; death notice $250.00 6/8/1942 $250.00 b. 4-12-1922;  parents = John L. & Jessie (Shealy) Oxner;  
died on Prosperity Rd, Newberry Co
185 Oxner Kendall  Bruce M W 17-3-2 Lutheran E.G. Able 5/15/1942 5/16/1942 Mt Hebron Lutheran Church Mt Hebron Cemetery father 6/3  S33 Imperial Casket Co. Rex Vault 
#12803
EB, DB PS; death notice, remains from 
Newberry
$265.00 6/20/1942 $265.00 b. 2-13-1925;  parents = A.R. & Lil l ian (Shealy) Oxner;  
died at Newberry County Hospital
73 Oxner Lena Sedicia,  Mrs. F W Leesvil le, SC 72-4-23 Lutheran O.C. Holley 1/9/1940 1/10/1940 Mt. Hebron Lutheran Church Mt. Hebron Cemetery Rufus Oxner 6/3 42D3 Palmetto Casket Co U.S. Vault DB Door spray $200.00 3/9/1940 $200.00 b. 8-16-1867;  widow of J.L. Oxner;  parents = Albert 
Luther & Nancy (Hare) Eargle
93 Oxner Noah Dixon M W 73-7-26 D.S. Keisler 5/11/1940 5/12/1940 Rehobeth M.E. Church Rehobeth Cemetery wife 6/3, 41ED3 Palmetto Casket Co Yes PS, flowers $100.00 5/18/1940 $100.00 b. 9-15-1866;  wife = Bertha Oxner;  parents = Wm. 
Burnett & Susana (Shealy) Oxner
386 Padgett Albert, Mrs. F W 88-11-10 [Baptist Hospital] 7/9/1948 7/10/1948 Graveside Johnston Cemetery Mrs. Eva Rawl, Bil l  
Padgett
6/3  #31  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Vault EB, DB Yes PS $475.00 7/6/1966 $455.00 b. 7-29-1859;  widow of Albert Padgett;  parents = B.W. 
& Henrietta (Sawyer) Creed
421 Padgett Bessie Lou, Mrs. F W 51-2-19 7/14/1949 7/15/1949 West Creek Baptist Church West Creek Baptist Church 
Cemetery
6/3  #31  H/C Imperial Casket Co. 2 bags cement, 
arch
EB Yes PS; flowers [$20.00] $290.00 7/25/1949 $267.00 b. 4-25-1896;  husband = Mose Walton Padgett;  
parents = Judson & Victoria (Grandy) Johnson
195 Padgett Frank M W near 
Leesvil le
55-4-15 9/21/1942 9/22/1942 West Creek Baptist Church West Creek Cemetery Mrs. Padgett 6/3  #31-39  H/C Imperial Casket Co. 5 bags cement, 
arch
EB, DB shirt, 
underwear
Yes PS $275.00 10/12/1942 $275.00 b. 5-6-1887;  wife = Maggie Whittle;  parents = Silas & 
Savannah Padgett
395 Peaster Irvin M C 0-9-0 James Crosson 11/26/1948 11/27/1948 St Johns Cemetery Buster Peaster Yes Imperial Casket Co. $20.00 11/29/1948 $20.00 b. 2-26-1948;  parents = Melvin "Buster" & Mattie Mae 
(Johnson) Peaster
166 Peterson Nancy Isibella 
Evans, Mrs.
F W 94-1-24 Baptist Norman I. Budone 1/16/1942 1/18/1942 Sardis Baptist Church Sardis Baptist Church Cemetery Mrs. M.M. Matthews 6/3  30  H/C Imperial Casket Co Vault EB, DB yes PS $275.00 8/6/1942 $275.00 b. 11-22-1847;  husband = Boz Peterson;  parents = 
Martin & Sally (Wheeler) Evans
239 Poole Henry Belton M W Leesvil le, SC 71-2-17 D.S. Keisler 10/9/1943 10/10/1943 Providence Baptist Church Senn Cemetery Olin Franklin 6/3  #28 Imperial Casket Co. Yes 2 bags cement, 
arch
EB, DB suit, 
underwear, 
hose
PS; flowers $160.00 4/20/1944 $160.00 b. 7-22-1872;  wife = Cathrine Rebecca Mitchell;  
parents = Felix & Jane Manerva (Riscard) Poole
255 Porter Will ie M C 0-1-13 Jim Crosson 1/7/1944 1/7/1944 Friendship Cemetery Sam H. 1/9 Imperial Casket Co. $10.00 1/12/1944 $10.00 b. 11-24-1943;  parents = Henry & DeLoris (Porter) 
Jones
388 Pou Marion Ruffin M W K.L. Able 9/5/1948 9/7/1949 Residence Leesvil le Cemetery 6/6  M49  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Clark Vault EB Yes PS $450.00 9/9/1948 $450.00 b. 8-10-1863;  parents = James & Henrietta (Cooner) 
Pou
159 Price Beverly K., Miss F W Leesvil le, SC 6 - - Methodist 11/3/1941 11/4/1941 Beulah Church Beulah Church Cemetery R.V. Price yes Imperial Casket Co Yes DB LD PS; flowers, bringing remains 
from Columbia
$80.00 11/11/1941 $80.00
163 Price D. Franklin M W Gilbert, SC 86-1-10 Lutheran O.C. Holley 1/10/1942 1/11/1942 St. Paul St. Paul Cemetery O.C. Price 6/3  30  H/C Imperial Casket Co 2 bags cement, 
arch
DB suit notice in paper, door spray $165.00 7/14/1942 $165.00 b. 11-11-1855;  wife = Dora O. Hallman;  parents = 
Jacob & Mary (Lang) Price
57 Price D. Henry M W Leesvil le, SC 64-5-10 W.W. King 9/11/1939 9/12/1939 Cedar Grove Cemetery Cedar Grove Cemetery S. Aster Price 149, B3 Palmetto Casket Co Protection Vault EB, DB shirt & tie Door spray $225.00 9/26/1939 $225.00 b. 3-29-1875;  parents = Royston S. & Isabella (Holley) 
Price
77 Price James Edgar M W 0-5-2 O.C. Holley 1/21/1940 1/22/1940 Pleasant Hil l Pleasant Hil l  Cemetery J.W. Gil l ian;  father 2/6 Palmetto Casket Co $12.50 1/26/1940 $12.50 b. 8/19/1939;  parents = Ray & Leona (Gil l ian) Price
38 Price Jane All ison, Mrs. F W near Gilbert, 
SC
81-1-19 Lutheran Mathias 3/18/1939 3/19/1939 St. Paul St. Paul Cemetery Jessie Price 6-3, 352BB3, gray Palmetto Casket Co wood EB, DB LD, LG PS; death notice, door spray $250.00 5/1/1939 $250.00 b. 1-29-1858;  husband = S. Walter Price; parents = R.H. 
& Caroline (Louie) Leaphart
138 Price Maude Asbil l , 
Mrs.
F W Gilbert, SC 24-7-26 D.S. Keisler 5/6/1941 5/7/1941 Cedar Grove Cedar Grove Cemetery husband Imperial Casket Co EB, DB PS $165.00 10/10/1942 $165.00 b. 9-10-1916;  husband = H. Ray Price;  parents = H. Ray 
& Cora Edna (Risinger) Price
62 Price Stil lborn W 0-0-0 W.W. King 10/17/1939 10/17/1939 Samuel L. Price 1/9 Palmetto Casket Co $5.00 10/17/1939 $5.00 b. 10-17-1939;  parents = Horace R. & Teura (Price) 
Koon
136 Price Stil lborn W Gilbert, SC 0-0-0 D.S. Keisler 4/27/1941 4/27/1941 Beulah Cemetery father 1/9 Imperial Casket Co Yes Vault dress ambulance $10.00 10/10/1942 $10.00 b. 4-27-1941;  parents =  Ray & Maude (Asbil l) Price
342 Quattlebaum Edwin Vastine M W 65-11-9 W.T. Gibson 4/17/1947 4/18/1947 Quattlebaum Cemetery Samuel Quattlebaum 6/6  F75  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Wood Arch EB, DB tie PS $375.00 4/19/1947 $375.00 b. 5-8-1881;  widowed; parents = Elexander & Virginia 
(Woodward) Quattlebaum
68 Quattlebaum Lurah Able, Mrs. F W near 
Leesvil le
84-1-4 K.L. Able 11/19/1939 11/20/1939 Grave Quattlebaum Cemetery Julian C. Quattlebaum Palmetto Casket Co wood Cement, Arch FC PS; ambulance, door spray, 
folding chairs, tarpaulin
$120.00 1/23/1943 $120.00 b. 10-15-1855;  husband = Preston B. Quattlebaum;  
parents = John J. & Lucy (Cullum) Able
150 Quattlebaum Virginia 
Woodward, Mrs.
F W 90-3-0 Baptist Jim Crosson 7/28/1941 7/29/1941 Home Quattlebaum Cemetery C.R. Matthews & Mrs. 
Luther Matthews
6/3  E28 Imperial Casket Co 5 bags cement, 
arch
$115.00 9/20/1941 $115.00 b. 4-28-1941;  husband = A.S. Quattlebaum;  parents = 
Thomas Jefferson & Ava (Gunter) Woodward
415 Quattlebaum Will ie Emanuel M W 86-11-6 E.B. Ell is 6/6/1949 6/8/1949 Leesvil le Baptist Church Leesvil le Cemetery J.W. Boland 6/6  F75  H/C Imperial Casket Co. 6 bags cement, 
arch
EB, DB Yes PS; door spray $500.00 8/31/1949 $500.00 b. 6-30-1862;  wives = Georgia Courtney & Elizabeth 
Youmans;  parents = Emmanuel & Sarah (Johnson) 
Quattlebaum
364 Rawl Henry Jefferson M W 56-1-24 O.C. Holley 1/9/1948 1/11/1948 Union Lutheran Church Union Lutheran Church D.E.  & W.H. Rawl, Mrs. 
Rawl
6/6  M49  H/C Imperial Casket Co. wood EB, DB suit LD, LG PS $320.00 11/10/1948 $320.00 b. 11-15-1891;  wife = Lessie Frazier Rawl;  parents = 
Geo. Albert & Elizabeth (Holley) Rawl
387 Rawl Lessie Victoria 
Frazier, Mrs.
F W 48-1-27 O.C. Holley 7/24/1948 7/26/1948 Union Lutheran Church Union Lutheran Church Cemetery Mrs. R.E. Hall, Grady 
Snelgrave, B.B. Derrick
6/6  M49  H/C Imperial Casket Co. wood EB dress LD, LG PS $320.00 8/4/1949 $275.00 b. 5-27-1900;  widow of Henry Rawl;  parents = J.H. & L. 
(Oxner) Frazier
41 Ricard Minnie Hite, Mrs. F W near 
Leesvil le, SC
58-7-21 Lutheran D.S. Keisler 4/23/1939 4/24/1939 Cedar Grove Cemetery Cedar Grove Cemetery husband & Root Ricard 6/3 Palmetto Casket Co wood DB dress Door spray, death notice (State 
Paper)
$150.00 10/2/1939 $150.00 b. 9-2-1880;  husband = Oll ie A. Ricard;  parents = 
Joseph & Martha Hite; cotton used for part of bil l  
($50.00)
9 Rickard Stil lborn W Leesvil le, SC 0-0-0 D.S. Keisler 4/7/1938 4/7/1938 Summit Cemetery Summit Cemetery C.R. Ricard 1-9, white Palmetto Casket Co $5.50 b. 4-7-1938; parents = Algha & Teressa (Black) Rickard
80 Rikard Anna Senn, Mrs. F W Leesvil le, SC 71-0-0 Baptist W.W. King 2/6/1940 2/7/1940 House Senn Cemetery R.T. Senn 6/3, 31 Imperial Casket Co U.S. Vault EB, DB dress & 
underwear 
$20.00
FC PS, door spray, death notice $270.00 1/30/1941 $270.00 b. 2-6-1869;  widow of J.C. Rikard;  parents = Daniel & 
Sophie (Clamp) Senn
382 Rikard Emvie R. M W 65-8-6 W.W. King 6/8/1948 6/9/1948 Home Pleasant Hil l Mr. B.R. Rikard 6/6  M49  H/C Imperial Casket Co. 6 bags cement, 
arch
EB, DB suit Yes PS $375.00 May-54 $325.33 b. 10-2-1882;  wife = Lilar Mitchell  Rikard;  parents = 
Henry & W. Jane (Taylor) Rikard
251 Rikard George 
Washington
M W 88-6-22 12/31/1943 1/3/1944 Concord Concord Cemetery Mrs. George Rikard 6/3  S33  1/2 Shr. Imperial Casket Co. Wood 5 bags cement, 
arch
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283 Rikard James Lawson M W Leesvil le, SC 81-2-28 W.W. King 2/6/1945 2/8/1945 Leesvil le Methodist Church Concord Cemetery Nealy Rikard 6/3  #33  H/C Imperial Casket Co. EB, DB Yes PS $175.00 2/9/1945 $175.00 b. 11-8-1863;  wife = Luvenia Smith;  parents = Levie & 
Isabelle (Miller) Rikard
15 Rish Eddress, Mrs. F W 39-4-6 6/10/1938 Union Church Union Church Cemetery J.V. Rish, L.G. Rawl 6-3 $135.00 10/13/1942 $106.55 b. 2-4-1899; husband = J.V. Rish; parents = George & 
Elizabeth (Holly) Rawl;  1 hog as part of payment 
($16.55)
74 Risinger Arthur Voit M W Leesvil le, SC 0-1-24 1/10/1940 1/10/1940 Pleasant Hil l  Cemetery father & Grover Smith Palmetto Casket Co $10.00 2/21/1941 $10.00 b. 12-16-1939; parents = Carl & Annie (Smith) Risinger
383 Risinger Clarence Edward M W 66-10-23 W.W. King 6/15/1948 6/16/1948 Barr Funeral Home Risinger Cemetery 6/3  #280  H/C Imperial Casket Co. EB PS $200.00 8/16/1948 $200.00 b. 7-22-1881;  wife = Maggie Clemons Risinger;  parents 
= Lawson & Mary Zimerman (Oswalt) Risinger
384 Risinger Evea Belle Rikard, 
Mrs.
F W 45-4-15 Lutheran E.B. Ell is 7/4/1948 7/5/1948 Lutheran Church Leesvil le Cemetery 6/6  S55  1/2 couch Imperial Casket Co. Vault EB, DB Yes PS $500.00 8/2/1948 $500.00 b. 2-19-1903;  husband = Thomas Risinger;  parents = 
J.L. & Jeannie (Smith) Rikard
280 Risinger Hattie Clara 
Moore
F W 73-3-14 W.W. King 1/14/1945 1/15/1945 Cedar Grove Cedar Grove Thomas E. Risinger 6/3  S301  1/2 Shr Imperial Casket Co. 7 bag cement, 
arch
EB, DB LD PS, door spray $200.00 1/18/1945 $200.00 b. 9-30-1871; husband = Erastus Risinger;  parents = 
T.C. & Cathrine (Derrick) Moore
132 Risinger Henry Arthur M W 80-3-28 [Jones Hospital] 3/27/1941 3/28/1941 Pleasant Hil l Pleasant Hil l  Cemetery Imperial Casket Co $110.00 10/17/1941 $110.00 b. 11-29-1860;  parents = Thomas & Frances (Seay) 
Risinger
98 Risinger Ida Mae Brown F W Leesvil le, SC 71-0-11 Lutheran W.W. King 6/4/1940 6/6/1940 Leesvil le Lutheran Church Leesvil le Cemetery  husband 6/3, 149B3 Palmetto Casket Co 6 bags cement EB, DB PS, grave, door spray $225.00 6/29/1949 $225.00 b. 5-5-1869;  husband = Rev. P.D. Risinger;  parents = 
R.H. & Susan A. Brown
31 Risinger Levane Irene F W 0-0-23 12/23/1938 12/23/1938 Pleasant Hil l  Cemetery Pleasant Hil l  Cemetery father 1-9 Palmetto Casket Co $7.50 12/7/1938 $7.50 b. 11-30-1938;  parents = Carl  & Annie (Smith) Risinger
289 Risinger Sylvia Elizabeth F W 4-5-12 Will iam Weston 4/23/1945 4/25/1945 Cedar Grove Cedar Grove Waldo Risinger 4/0 Imperial Casket Co. 3 bags cement, 
arch
EB bloomers PS, bringing remains from 
Columbia, death notice
$136.25 5/26/1945 $136.25 b. 12-11-1940;  parents = B.W. & Effie Ell ian (Epting) 
Risinger;  died at Columbia Hospital
234 Risinger Theron Festus M W 60-9-27 Jim Crosson 8/28/1943 8/29/1943 Cedar Grove Cedar Grove Church Cemetery Maras Risinger 6/3  #28 Imperial Casket Co. 2 bags cement, 
arch
EB, DB suit, 
underwear, 
hose
Yes PS $170.00 9/9/1943 $170.00 b. 10-10-1882;  wife = Laura Addy;  parents = Ervin & 
Willa (Davis) Risinger
151 Roof Bessie L., Mrs. F W Bradenton, FL 60 - - [Bradenton, FL] 8/26/1941 8/28/1941 Leesvil le Cemetery Yes PS; bringing remains from 
Columbia
$40.00 8/29/1941 $40.00 husband = D.R. Roof;  died in Bradenton, FL
361 Roof D.R., Rev. M Imperial Casket Co. Yes $35.00 12/29/1947 $35.00
111 Root Barbara Ann 
Ball ington, Mrs.
F W Leesvil le, SC 86-5-5 Methodist K.L. Able 9/21/1940 9/22/1940 House Miss Ann Roof 42D3 Palmetto Casket Co Vault EB, DB PS; DS $250.00 12/31/1941 $250.00 b. 4-16-1854;  widow of Rev. Will iam Roof;  parents = J. 
& Harriett (Wingard)  Ball ington
265 Rose ` M W 50-1-24 D.S. Keisler 4/27/1944 4/28/1944 Grave Leesvil le Cemetery J.E. Kaminer 6/6  #55 H/C Imperial Casket Co. Vault; 6 bags 
cement, arch
EB, DB tie, 
underwear, 
hose
Yes $235.00 7/6/1944 $235.00 b. 3-3-1894;  parents = Alonzo & Florence Amanda 
(Quattlebaum) Rose
244 Rose Joe Cephus M W 63-9-27 D.S. Keisler 10/21/1943 10/22/1943 Grave Leesvil le Cemetery Walter Rose 6/3  #28 H/C Imperial Casket Co. Yes 5 bags cement, 
arch
EB, DB suit, 
underwear
Yes PS $172.00 10/23/1943 $172.00 b. 12-24-1879;  parents = Alonzo & Florence Amanda 
(Quattlebaum) Rose
365 Rose Walter Alexander M W 67-1-23 Methodist W.W. King 1/24/1948 1/30/1948 Leesvil le Methodist Church wife 6/6  F75  H/C Imperial Casket Co. EB, DB underwear Yes PS $595.00 1/31/1948 $595.00 b. 12-1-1880;  wife = Nell ie Rose;  parents = Alonzo & 
Florence Amanda (Quattlebaum) Rose;  died at Leesvil le 
fire station
425 Rowe Will ie Mae F C 4-8-5 K.L. Able 8/26/1949 8/27/1949 Tabernacle Cemetery M.C. Watson Imperial Casket Co. $32.00 12/5/1949 $32.00 b. 12-1-1944;  parents = Will ie & Mary (Cannon) Rowe
282 Rush Amanda Snelgrove F W Leesvil le, SC 81-10-17 W.W. King 1/24/1945 1/26/1945 Nazareth Methodist Church Nazareth Methodist Church 
Cemetery
Charlie Snelgrove 6/3  #33 H/C Imperial Casket Co. EB hose Yes LD PS, boards $195.00 1/25/1945 $195.00 b. 2-7-1863;  husband = John Rush;  parents = J. Wash & 
Julia Ann (Snelgrove) Smith
61 Schumpert Mary Helen F W 0-0-18 R.B. Durham 10/14/1939 10/14/1939 St. John Lutheran Church 1/9 Palmetto Casket Co $10.00 10/14/1939 $10.00 b. 10-1-1939;  parents = C.C. & Magdalene (Roaland) 
Schumpert
271 Schumpert Will iam Clarence M W Leesvil le, SC 46-6-11 [Baptist Hospital] 10/24/1944 10/26/1944 Leesvil le Baptist Church Leesvil le Cemetery wife 6/3  S33  1/2 Shr. Imperial Casket Co. Yes 6 bags cement, 
arch




FC Yes PS; A; bringing  remains from 
Columbia
$231.00 10/31/1944 $231.00 b. 4-13-1898;  wife = Lula Mae Anderson;  parents = Ira 
& Mamie (Berry) Schumpert
100 Sease Clyde E. M W Leesvil le, SC 0-7-22 O.C. Holley 6/10/1940 6/11/1940 Union Church Union Church Cemetery father 2/6, 1L1 Palmetto Casket Co $15.00 7/6/1940 $15.00 b. 10-18-1939;  parents = W.L. & Ruth (Holley) Sease
130 Sease Infant W Leesvil le, SC 0-0-3 K.L. Able 3/4/1941 3/4/1941 Risinger Cemetery father 1/9, white Imperial Casket Co $8.00 5/25/1943 $8.00 b. 3-1-1941; parents = Almon & Alberta (Hall) Sease
141 Sease Infant W Leesvil le, SC 0-0-14 O.C. Holley 6/1/1941 6/2/1941 Union Church Cemetery father 1/9 No 11 H/T Imperial Casket Co Yes $9.00 5/18/1943 $9.00 b. 5-17-1941; parents = W.L. & Ruth (Holly) Sease
145 Sease Will l iam Francis M W 0-0-17 O.C. Holley 6/21/1941 6/22/1941 Union Church Union Church Cemetery W.L. Sease 1/9 Imperial Casket Co $9.00 9/3/1941 $9.00 b. 6-4-1941; parents = Leroy & Mary (Sease) Shehorn
358 Seigler Dora Ruth, Mrs. F W 46-10-18 O.C. Holley 12/8/1947 12/10/1947 Old Lexington Baptist Church Old Lexington Baptist Church 
Cemetery
Mr. W.E. Seigler 6/6  S55  1/2 couch Imperial Casket Co. Arch, 2 bags 
cement
EB dress PS $385.00 4/30/1949 $300.00 b. 1-20-1901;  husband = W.E. Seigler;  parents = C.T. & 
Rebecca (Shirey) Koon
51 Senn Gary Duman M W 57-2-26 D.S. Keisler 6/15/1939 6/16/1939 Providence Church, Leesvil le Providence Church  Cemetery Mrs. Senn Palmetto Casket Co Yes EB, DB suit, 
underwear, 
hose
Yes LD, LG flowers $135.00 7/31/1939 $135.00 b. 3-26-1882;  parents = Daniel & Sophia (Clamp) Senn
249 Senn Harold Marion M W 10-4-12 K.L. Able 12/3/1943 12/5/1943 Providence Providence George Senn 4/6  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Wood 3 bags cement, 
arch
EB, DB PS, death notice $165.00 12/23/1943 $165.00 b. 7-21-1933;  parents = George & Nova (Smith) Senn;   
place of death = "Buck Smith on high way"
149 Senn Lessie Evelyn, 
Miss




$180.00 8/23/1941 $180.00 b. 4-27-1923; parents = G.D. & Elizabeth (McCullen) 
Senn
353 Senn Rufus Talley M W 71-3-5 Baptist [Columbia 
Hospital]
10/6/1947 10/7/1947 Leesvil le Baptist Church Union Lutheran Church 6/6  S55  1/2 couch Imperial Casket Co. Wilbert Vault EB, DB shirt, tie, 
underwear, 
hose
Yes PS; remains from Columbia 
Hospital
$500.00 10/13/1947 $500.00 b. 7-1-1876;  wife = Emma Holley;  parents = Daniel & 
Sophie (Clamp) Senn
414 Shapiro Fannie Kronstadt, 
Mrs.
F W 43-1-19 W.W. King 6/6/1949 6/7/1949 Sipple Mortuary, Savannah Bonaventrue Cemetery, Savannah 6/3  #31  H/C Imperial Casket Co. taking remains to Savannah, 
Georgia
$300.00 6/15/1949 $300.00 b. 3-17-1906;  husband = Alex Shapiro;  parents = Alex 
& Esther (Greenberg) Kronstadt [both born in Russia]
245 Shealy Ballard Walter M W Batesburg, SC 39-6-8 W.W. King 11/5/1943 11/7/1943 Union Lutheran Church Union Church Cemetery Mrs. Sam Shealy Imperial Casket Co. Wilbert Vault EB, DB underwear Yes PS $360.00 12/10/1943 $360.00 b. 4-27-1904;  parents = Sam & Laura H. (Caughman) 
Shealy
28 Shealy Daniel Brona M W 60-5-14 Lutheran O.C. Holley 11/23/1938 11/24/1938 Cedar Grove Cemetery Cedar Grove Cemetery Estate Palmetto Casket Co Wyandot Vault DB suit, 
underwear, 
hose
Folding chairs $200.00 12/2/1939 $200.00 b. 6-9-1878;  wife = Bessie Snelgrave;  parents = J. 
Walter & Mary J, (Caughman) Shealy;  cotton as part of 
payment ($149.40)
214 Shealy Ellen Lucinda F W Leesvil le, SC 83-10-6 Lutheran James Crosson 1/7/1943 1/8/1943 Cedar Grove Church Cedar Grove Church Cemetery F.P. Shealy [pd in 
cotton]
6/3  #31-39  H/C Imperial Casket Co. 5 bags cement, 
arch
EB, DB PS $242.15 1/11/1943 $242.15 b. 3-1-1859;  husband = F.P. Shealy;  parents = Levy & 
Barbara (Eargle) Shealy
318 Shealy Elmetta Martha 
Ann Fulmer, Mrs.
F W 88-7-22 O.C. Holley 7/25/1946 7/28/1946 Cedar Grove Cedar Grove Cemetery J.R. Shealy 6/3  #319  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Clark Vault EB, DB Yes LG PS $425.00 7/26/1946 $425.00 b. 12-3-1857;  parents = Harriett (Sites) & George 
Fulmer
112 Shealy Infant W 3 hours J.S. Liverman 10/11/1940 10/12/1940 P.R. Shealy 1/9 Palmetto Casket Co Yes Yes $6.50 10/12/1940 $6.50 b. 10-11-1940;  parents =  Heyward & Jeneva (Keisler) 
Shealy
226 Shealy James Edward M W Leesvil le, SC 93-2-23 Lutheran O.C. Holley 5/17/1943 5/19/1943 Mt Hebron Lutheran Church Mt Hebron Cemetery Mrs. Lessie Shealy 6/3  #31-39 Imperial Casket Co. Wilbert Vault EB, DB shirt, tie, 
underwear
PS, telephone $363.00 4/27/1944 $363.00 b. 2-24-1850; wife = Fannie Lindler;  parents = Will iam 
Reley & Rocelia (Snelgrove) Shealy
402 Shealy James Rufus M W 67-1-29 W.W. King 1/12/1949 1/14/1949 Cedar Grove Lutheran Church Cedar Grove Cemetery 6/6  F75  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Clark Vault EB, DB underwear Yes $600.00 1/28/1949 $600.00 b. 11-13-1881;  wife = Nettie Oxner;  parents = Andrew & 
Elmetta (Fulmer) Shealy





Yes PS; ambulance, door spray, 
death notice
$175.00 3/4/1941 $175.00 b. 3-23-1876; wife = Maggie Sligh Shealy;  parents = 
Carwile & Nancy (Crouch) Shealy
54 Shealy L. Leopold M W 47-11-21 Lutheran W.W. King 7/21/1939 7/23/1939 Summit Summit Cemetery  wife Palmetto Casket Co Yes 5 bags cement/ 
arch
EB, DB suit, 
underwear, 
hose
PS; death notice, ambulance, 
door spray
$200.00 8/5/1939 $200.00 b. 7-30-1891;  wife = Lena Taylor Shealy;  parents = 
Jason S. & Lula (Davis) Shealy;  died at Leesvil le 
Infirmary
250 Shealy Louise Alice F W Leesvil le, SC 81-8-17 Lutheran O.C. Holley 12/29/1943 12/30/1943 Union Church Union Church Cemetery Picken Sheal & Joe A. 
Derrick
6/6  #55 H/C Imperial Casket Co. Yes PS, death notice $195.00 12/29/1943 $195.00 b. 4-12-1862;  husband = Emanuel Shealy;  parents = 
Adam & Sarah Shealy
327 Shealy Lula Craps, Mrs. F W 60-10-2 Lutheran W.W. King 11/16/1946 11/18/1946 Cedar Grove Cedar Grove Cemetery H.L. Shealy 6/6 #44  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Clark Vault EB dress Yes PS $465.00 11/30/1946 $465.00 b. 1-14-1886;  parents = Albert E. & Lura Evelene 
(Shealy) Craps;  husband = Ernest B. Shealy
434 Shealy Mark Manchester M W 60-10-6 Lutheran W.W. King 12/16/1949 12/17/1949 Wittenburg Lutheran Church Leesvil le Cemetery Mrs. M.M. Shealy 6/6  #44  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Clark Vault EB Yes PS $550.00 1/31/1950 $550.00 b. 2-10-1889;  wife = Elizabeth Whittle;  parents = W.K. 
& Addie (Padgett) Shealy  































Date Paid  Amount Misc
208 Shealy Mary Etta F W Leesvil le, SC 83-4-6 Lutheran O.C. Holley 12/7/1942 12/8/1942 Mt Hebron Lutheran Church Mt Hebron Cemetery H.S. Shealy 6/3  #33 H/C Imperial Casket Co. LD, LG Ambulance, door spray, tent 
rental
$140.00 1/20/1943 $140.00 b. 8-1-1859;  parents = Abraham & Kisiah Shealy
288 Shealy Matthew Harold M W 51-5-22 O.C. Holley 4/24/1945 4/25/1945 Union Lutheran Church Union Church Cemetery M.H. Shealy, Jr. 6/3  #44 H/C Imperial Casket Co. Wilbert Vault EB Yes PS, bringing remains from home, 
death notice
$430.00 5/19/1945 $430.00 b. 11-2-1893;  wife = Debian Snelgrove;  parents = 
Luther C. & Nezzie (Nicholas) Shealy
22 Shealy Memmie Ellen, 
Miss
F W Leesvil le, SC 81-3-20 Lutheran O.C. Holley 8/24/1938 Mt. Hebron Mt. Hebron Cemetery Miss Mary Shealy Palmetto Casket Co wood A, door spray $125.00 9/22/1938 $125.00 b. 5-4-1857; parents = Abraham & Kisiah Shealy




LD PS $490.00 12/3/1949 $490.00 b. 3-14-1891;  wife = Ola Taylor Shealy;  parents =  
Samuel Levi & Ida (Keisler) Shealy
409 Shealy Ulysses Grant, Lt. M W 23-6-21 [WW II] 9/27/1944 3/13/1949 Old Lexington Baptist Church Old Lexington Baptist Church 
Cemetery
[Govt.] $75.00 3/26/1949 $75.00 b. 3-6-1921;  parents = Will l iam & Pearle (Shirey) 
Shealy;  "Kil led in Italy "
216 Shealy Walter K. M W Leesvil le, SC 81-3-22 Lutheran G.H. Bunch 1/9/1943 1/10/1943 Lutheran Cemetery Lutheran Cemetery check #44  H/C  Rival 901 Silver 
Grey P&L set put in Handles 
7579 (3+1)
Imperial Casket Co. Pine 5 bags cement, 
arch
EB, DB PS $249.00 2/6/1943 $249.00 b. 9-17-1861;  wife = Flora Belle Ell iott;  parents = Mark 
W. & Caroline (Long) Shealy;  died at Columbia Hospital 
258 Shealy Will iam Morgan M W 85-7-26 O.C. Holley 1/30/1944 2/1/1944 Mt Hebron Lutheran Church Mt Hebron Cemetery Jacob L. & J.W. Shealy 6/6  #5-49 H/C Imperial Casket Co. Wilbert Vault EB, DB pressing 
suit
Yes PS, flowers $15.00 $400.00 7/19/1944 $400.00 b. 6-4-1858;  wife = Mary C. McCartha;  parents = 
Richard & Mary Ann (Corley) Shealy
101 Smith Adrian M W 31-6-1 [Denver, CO] 6/27/1940 7/1/1940 Enon Lutheran Church Enon Lutheran Church Cemetery  wife 5 bags cement, 
arch
PS, bring remains from 
Columbia
$30.00 11/20/1940 $30.00 b. 12-25-1908;  wife = Vera L. Smith;  parents = Bennie 
O. & Pearl (Hutto) Smith
423 Smith Ava Quattlebaum 
Rankin, Mrs.
F W 68-6-16 W.T. Gibson 8/10/1949 8/10/1949 Graveside G.D. Rankin, Augusta, 
GA
6/6  #49  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Vault Yes $475.00 2/22/1951 $475.00 b. 1-24-1881;  widow of T.J. Smith;  parents = A.S. & 
Jannie (Woodard) Quattlebaum
142 Smith Bennie Oneal M W 53-1-24 Lutheran W.T. Gibson 6/2/1941 6/3/1941 Enon Lutheran Church Enon Cemetery R.Z. Smith & Carl C. 
Avenhamer, Jr.
6/3  E28 H/C, Med Steel Emb. 
Doe
Imperial Casket Co Yes 5 bags cement, 
arch
EB, DB suit, 
underwear, 
hose
PS; door spray, tarpaulin $150.00 9/8/1941 $150.00 b. 4-8-1888;  wives = Pearl Hutto & Esther Davis;  
parents = John & Adline Smith
371 Smith Carrie Mattie, 
Mrs.
F W 63-5-12 J.R. Howell 4/7/1948 4/8/1948 Enon Lutheran Church Enon Lutheran Church Cemetery Will iam J. Smith 6/6  S55 Imperial Casket Co. wood 5 bags cement, 
arch
EB PS; bringing remains from Aiken 
Hospital
$400.00 5/6/1948 $400.00 b. 10-25-1884;  parents = Walter & Lane (Keisler) Smith
298 Smith Charley Wingard M W 76-7-9 V.A. Long 11/1/1945 11/3/1945 Bethel of White Rock Bethel of White Rock Cemetery Robert W. Smith Imperial Casket Co. Wilbert Vault EB, DB shirt, tie, 
underwear, 
hose
PS, dry cleaning suit $440.00 11/3/1945 $440.00 b. 3-22-1869;  wife = Carrie Long Smith;  parents = 
Samuel Luther & Mary Frances (Harmon) Smith  
340 Smith Corrie Long, Mrs. F W 79-8-13 W.T. Gibson 4/6/1947 4/8/1947 Bethel at White Rock White Rock Cemetery Robert Smith 6/3  #S319  1/2 shr. Imperial Casket Co. Wilbert Vault EB $465.00 4/11/1947 $465.00 b. 7-23-1867;  widow of C.W. Smith;  parents = Adam & 
Emeline (Fulmer) Long
67 Smith Foster, Mrs. F W 34 - - 11/17/1939 11/17/1939 Foster Smith, husband Yes $110.00 12/7/1939 $110.00 husband = Foster Smith





FC Yes PS, door spray $200.00 5/12/1941 $200.00 b. 7-1-1874;  wife = Annie Smith;  parents = John W. & 
Mary Catherine Smith
223 Smith Infant W 4 1/2 hrs W.W. King 4/25/1943 4/25/1943 Grace Lutheran Church Grace Lutheran Church Cemetery father 1/9 Imperial Casket Co. $10.00 12/31/1943 $10.00 b. 4-25-1943;  parents = Columbus & Verna (Hallman) 
Smith
237 Smith Infant W Leesvil le, SC 6 hrs. W.T. Gibson 9/21/1943 9/22/1943 St James Church Cemetery father 1/9 Imperial Casket Co. Yes $10.00 10/16/1943 $10.00 b. 9-20-1943;  parents = Foster & Eloise (Wingard) 
Smith
335 Smith infant W 0-0-7 Jim Crosson 2/1/1947 2/1/1947 St Matthews St Matthews Cemetery T.B. Fellow 1/9 Imperial Casket Co. $11.00 2/2/1947 $11.00 b. 1-24-1947;  parents = Quitman & Lula Effie Smith
372 Smith James Arthur M W 68-7-8 Lutheran 4/22/1948 4/24/1948 Enon Lutheran Church Enon Lutheran Church Cemetery 6/6  Logan  1/2 couch  #2248 Imperial Casket Co. U.S. Vault; 633 
bricks, 4 bags 
cement
EB, DB underwear Yes PS; bringing remains from 
Providence Hospital
$795.52 6/7/1948 $750.00 b. 8-14-1879;  wife = Carrie Ann Smith;  parents = 
Anderson & Eizzie (Shealy) Smith
6 Smith Jane Missouri 
Miller, Mrs.
F W Leesvil le, SC 70-4-27 Lutheran James Crosson 2/5/1938 2/7/1938 Enon Lutheran Church Enon Lutheran Church Cemetery husband 6-3, 146#2B3 Palmetto Casket Co Protection Vault DB dress, 
sl ippers
Yes LD/M A, PS, BP, death notice $275.00 2/7/1938 $275.00 b. 9-8-1867; husband = Elmore Smith; parents = Jessi & 
Harriett (Smith) Miller
220 Smith Jeannette F W Leesvil le, SC 1-4-4 1/28/1943 1/29/1943 Enon Lutheran Church Enon Church Cemetery father 2/6 Imperial Casket Co. cement DB hose PS; bringing remains from 
Columbia, rental of tent
$43.00 3/11/1946 $10.00 b. 9-24-1941;  parents = Walter & Ann Smith;  died at 
Columbia Hospital
221 Smith John Felder M W Lutheran James 
Quattlebaum
2/23/1943 Enon Lutheran Church Enon Church Cemetery Mrs. Felder Smith 6/3  S33   1/2 Shr. Imperial Casket Co. Wilbert EB, DB shirt, tie PS; bringing remains from 
Columbia, door spray
$320.70 2/27/1943 $320.00 parents = Samuel Elmore & Jane Missouri (Miller) 
Smith;  died at Columbia Hospital
94 Smith Lala May F W near Gilbert, 
SC
0-9-9 Liverman 5/29/1940 5/29/1940 St. Matthews St. Matthews Cemetery father 3/0, 1L1 Palmetto Casket Co $15.00 5/29/1940 $15.00 b. 8-20-1939;  child of Albert & Essie Mae (Aldrich) 
Smith
247 Smith Mamie Ellen 
Warren
F W Leesvil le, SC 63-5-3 O.C. Holley 11/30/1943 12/2/1943 Leesvil le Cemetery A.W. Whittle 6/3  #28  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Yes 5 bags cement, 
arch
EB, DB Yes PS, death notice $165.00 10/11/1944 $165.00 b. 6-27-1880;  husband = Hampton Smith;  parents = S.J. 
& Leanna Warren
314 Smith Newborn W Jones 
Hospital
6 hrs. W.W. King 5/26/1946 5/26/1946 Grace Lutheran Church J.C. Smith casket $12.00 5/26/1946 $12.00 b. 5-25-1946;  parents = J.C. & Verna (Hollman) Smith;  
died at Jones Hospital
267 Smith Rufus Drayton M W 72-0-7 D.S. Keisler 5/27/1944 5/28/1944 Clark Cemetery Clark Cemetery check 6/6  #75 Imperial Casket Co. Wilbert Vault EB, DB Yes PS, death notice $525.00 6/3/1944 $525.00 b. 5-18-1872;  parents = John Thomas & Mary Ann 
Katherine (Clark) Smith
87 Smith Sally, Mrs. F W 85-0-2 Lutheran W.T. Gibson 4/17/1940 4/18/1940 Bethlehem Church Bethlehem Church Cemetery Estate 6/3, 52BB2 Palmetto Casket Co Vault, 815 brick 
$11.00, 4 bags 
cement $3.00, 1 
bag l ime $0.50
DB dress & 
underwear 
$29.00
Limo PS, door spray, hauling bricks 
$1.00, flowers $10.00, phone 
$0.25, J.M. Davis $9.00, grave 
help $2.75, stamps $0.30
$347.75 6/29/1940 $347.75 b. 4-15-1855;  widow of Henry A. Smith, Sr.;  parents = 
Geo. & Polly Smith
20 Smith Samuel Elmore M W 72-7-17 Lutheran 7/12/1938 7/13/1938 Mt. Enon Mt. Enon Cemetery Estate 6-3, 146#2B3, gray Palmetto Casket Co Yes DB suit, 
underwear, 
hose
PS, burial permit, death notice, 
door spray
$275.00 7/14/1938 $275.00 b. 11-25-1865; wife = Jane Missouri Miller Smith; 
parents = John W. & Mary Smith
154 Smith Stil lborn W 0-0-0 9/30/1941 father 10.00 $10.00 10/11/1941 $10.00 father = E.R. Smith
49 Smith Will ie Lawrence M W 53-11-3 Methodist D.S. Keisler 6/9/1939 6/11/1939 M.E. Church Leesvil le Cemetery Estate 352, BB3 Palmetto Casket Co Vault EB, DB FC PS; door spray, folding chairs, 
tarpauline, ambulance
$325.00 6/23/1939 $325.00 b. 7-6-1886;  wife = Essie Lee Smith;  parents = Frank B. 
& Mattie (Holston) Smith
157 Snelgrove Annie Malissa 
Shealy, Mrs.
F W 80-2-12 Lutheran O.C. Holley 10/19/1941 10/20/1941 Mt. Hebron Lutheran Church Mt. Hebron Cemetery Ben & Allen Snelgrove 6/3  S33  1/2 shr. Imperial Casket Co PS $130.00 10/20/1941 $130.00 b. 8-7-1861;  husband = John E. Snelgrove;  parents = A. 
& Jamima Shealy;  died at home of Mrs. Bessie Shealy
294 Snelgrove George Til lman M W 90-5-0 O.C. Holley 8/6/1945 8/7/1945 Enon Lutheran Church Union Church Cemetery Mrs. Mary Riley 6/3 #280 H/C Imperial Casket Co. EB PS, death notice $150.00 8/6/1945 $150.00 b. 3-6-1855;  parents = Chelsie & Rose Ann (Crout) 
Snelgrove
397 Snelgrove John B., Sgt M W [WW II] 4/15/1944 12/11/1948 Mt Hebron Lutheran Church Govt Casket Yes LD, LG PS $75.00 12/13/1948 $75.00 parents = S.A. & Effie (Oxner) Snelgrove;  ki l led in action 
in Southern Italy
187 Snelgrove John Carry M W 84-3-25 Lutheran O.C. Holley 6/1/1942 6/2/1942 Mt. Hebron Lutheran Church Mt Hebron Cemetery Allen & Ben Snelgrove S33  1/2 Shr. Imperial Casket Co. Yes PS; death notice $140.00 6/1/1942 $140.00 b.2-6-1858;  wife : Annie Malissia Shealy;   parents = 
Chelsey & Rosana (Crout) Snelgrove
275 Snelgrove Morris Edward M W 0-4-13 O.C. Holley 12/22/1944 12/23/1944 Union Union Church Cemetery father 2/6  #13 1/2  H/T Imperial Casket Co. $25.00 12/22/1944 $25.00 b. 8-9-1944;  parents = Grady E. & Thelma (Price) 
Snelgrove
222 Sollee Clinton Ward M W 82-3-6 W.T. Gibson 2/24/1943 2/25/1943 Grave Batesburg Cemetery C.W. Sollee, Jr. 6/3 #319  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Wilbert EB, DB Yes PS; door spray $378.00 4/29/1943 $378.00 b. 11-18-1860;  wife = Lil l ian Perry;  parents = Frederick 
& Malinda (Ward) Sollee
70 Spann John Clarence M W Charleston, 
SC
72 - - [State Hospital] 12/1/1939 12/1/1939 Funeral Home Mrs. J.H. Warren, 
Charleston
yes Palmetto Casket Co Vault DB shirt, tie Ambulance, door spray, trip to 
Columbia
$200.00 2/2/1940 $200.00 b. 11-8-1867
329 Spann Will iam H. M W 68-8-28 [Waynesboro, GA] 12/7/1946 12/9/1946 Grave Concord Cemetery George Spann Imperial Casket Co. Vault Yes $120.00 12/23/1946 $120.00 parents = Henry A. & Lina (Cunningham) Spann;  died in 
Waynesboro, GA
48 Steadman J.M., Mrs. F W Ridge Spring, 
SC
72-1-9 Methodist [Emory, GA] 6/7/1939 6/8/1939 Ridge Spring M.E. Church Batesburg Cemetery W.W. Steadman Palmetto Casket Co vault FC Yes LD, LG PS; door spray, folding chairs, 
tarpaulin, bringing remains 
from Decatur, GA 
$285.00 7/1/1939 $285.00 b. 4-28-1867;  husband = Rev. J.M. Steadman;  parents = 
Dr. John A.C. & Myra (Watson)Kennerly
33 Steadman Lucius Patrick M W Leesvil le, SC 80-5-6 1/5/1939 1/7/1939 Home Leesvil le Cemetery wife, & Mr. B.A. 
Steadman
Palmetto Casket Co cement, arch EB, DB Yes LD, LG PS; death notice, door spray $215.00 1/16/1943 $215.00 b. 7-30-1858;  wife = Mrs. L.P. Steadman;  parents = 
Johnson & Lavisa (Creed) Steadman
261 Steadman Mazouria Victoria 
Weimortz
F W 83-5-15 W.W. King 3/25/1944 3/27/1944 Home Leesvil le Cemetery Estate 6/3  #319 H/C Imperial Casket Co. Wilbert Vault EB, DB Yes LD PS, death notice $380.00 5/5/1944 $380.00 b. 10-10-1860;  husband = L.P. Steadman;  parents = 


































Date Paid  Amount Misc
436 Steele Eddie Crosson M W 52-8-23 W.T. Gibson 12/30/1949 12/31/1949 Sardis Baptist Church Henry Steele, Gilbert, 
SC
6/3  #31  H/C Imperial Casket Co. U.S. Vault EB, DB suit, 
underwear, 
hose
Yes $500.00 P&L: 1966 b. 4-7-1897;  wife = Ethel Story;  parents = James & 
Marrie (Shealy) Steele;  died at home near Leesvil le
213 Steele George Calvin M W 72-7-13 Lutheran K.L. Able 12/21/1942 12/22/1942 Home Leesvil le Cemetery Mrs. George Steele 6/6  #5-49 Imperial Casket Co. EB, DB suit Yes PS; telephone $374.29 1/7/1943 $374.29 b. 5-8-1870;  wife = Alma Long;  parents = Noah & 
Georgianna (Shealy) Steele
210 Steele George, Jr. M W Leesvil le, SC 2-6-0 D.S. Keisler 12/16/1942 12/16/1942 Oswalt & Risinger Cemetery father 3/0 Imperial Casket Co. DB remains to home from Jones 
Hospital, Batesburg
$18.00 6/16/1943 $18.00 b. 6-16-1940; parents = George & Erlene (Risinger) 
Steele;  died at Jones Hospital
260 Steele Mary Malinda F W 0-1-15 W.W. King 3/22/1944 3/23/1944 Pleasant Hil l  Cemetery cash 2/0  #11 H/T Imperial Casket Co. $12.50 3/22/1944 $12.50 b. 2-7-1944;  parents = J.P. & Rosa Keturah (Jumper) 
Steele
205 Steele Troy M W 12 hrs D.S. Keisler 11/17/1942 11/18/1942 Oswalt & Risinger Cemetery cash 1/9 Imperial Casket Co. $10.00 11/18/1942 $10.00 b. 11-17-1942;  parents = George & Erlene (Risinger) 
Steele;  died at Jones Hospital
330 Stewart sti l lborn C 0-0-0 W.T. Gibson 12/22/1946 12/23/1946 St Martin St Martin Cemetery C.L. Stewart 2/0 Imperial Casket Co. $12.50 2/14/1947 $5.00 parents = C.L & Lessie (Wise) Stewart;  P&L 12-31-1948
368 Storey Malachi M W 74-8- Brunson 2/23/1948 2/24/1948 Mt Pleasant Baptist Church Mt Pleasant Cemetery Richard Kneece, Telie S. 
Bodie, Miss Azilee 
Storey
6/6  M49  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Yes arch, 5 bags 
cement
EB, DB suit, hose, 
underwear
Yes PS $340.00 3/27/1948 $340.01 b. May 1873;  parents = Wesley & Lucinda (Kirkland) 
Storey
92 Strother George James M W Ridge Spring, 
SC
71-9-21 W.E. McCuerry 5/9/1940 5/10/1940 House Walhalla, SC Mrs. George J. Strother 6/3, 352BB3 Palmetto Casket Co U.S. Vault EB, DB PS,  taking remains to Walhalla, 
SC, flowers
$400.00 6/21/1940 $400.00 b. 7-18-1868;  wife = Sall ie Lou Watson Strother;  
parents = R.C. & Frances (Michler) Strother
307 Strother Sall ie Lou Watson, 
Mrs
F W 60-3-13 Methodist P.A. Brunson 2/16/1946 2/19/1946 Home Walhalla, SC Mrs. Arley DuBose, Jr, 
Chatanooga, TN
6/6  #44  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Perfection 
President
EB, DB $500.00 3/6/1946 $500.00 b. 11-3-1884; parents = John Calhoun & Elizabeth 
(Nicholson) Watson, Sr.
308 Stuart Minnie Beatrice F C 0-1-1 Jim Crosson 3/29/1946 3/30/1946 St Marks St Marks Cemetery Collin Stuart 1/9 Imperial Casket Co. $11.00 10/31/1946 $11.00 b. 2-28-1946; parents = Matthew & Minnie Beatrice 
(Stuart) Davenport
110 Summen Stil lborn W Leesvil le, SC 0-0-0 W.T. Gibson 9/17/1940 9/18/1940 Cedar Grove Church Cemetery father 1/9 Palmetto Casket Co Yes $8.00 10/30/1940 $8.00 b. 9-17-1940;  parents = Will iam E. & Fannie (Kneece)  
Summen
274 Summers Infant W Leesvil le, SC 11 hrs W.W. King 12/17/1944 12/18/1944 Cedar Grove Cedar Grove Cemetery father 1/9 Imperial Casket Co. $10.00 12/18/1944 $10.00 b.12-16-1944;  parents = Wilbur E. & Fannie (Kneece) 
Summers;  died at Jones Hospital
105 Swygert Charles Franklin M W Leesvil le, SC 0-0-8 O.C. Holley 7/31/1940 8/1/1940  father 1/9 Palmetto Casket Co Yes socks $0.15 $10.15 8/9/1940 $10.15 b. 7-23-1940;  parents = Albert & Vera (Shealy) Swygert
427 Swygert Dantzler Zedo M W 63-2-12 [Baptist Hospital] 9/23/1949 9/24/1949 Leesvil le Cemetery Mae Swygert 6/6 Roturn  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Vault EB, DB suit, 
underwear, 
hose
Yes PS $725.00 9/26/1949 $725.00 b. 7-11-1886;  wife = Winnie Craps Swygert;  parents = 
J.C. & Seavenia (Rineheart) Swygert
180 Swygert Essie Etheredge, 
Mrs.
F W 57-11-28 Lutheran Budove 4/3/1942 4/4/1942 Grave Leesvil le Cemetery husband 6/6  #49  H/C Imperial Casket Co. US Burial Vault EB Yes PS $300.00 5/23/1942 $300.00 b. 4-5-1884;  husband = C.M. Swygert;  parents = George 
& Mary (Hare) Etheredge
168 Swygert Sophenia Anne 
Rhinehart, Mrs.
F W 78-11-4 Lutheran James Crosson 1/16/1942 1/18/1942 Home Leesvil le Cemetery 6/6  #65 HC Imperial Casket Co. Vault EB, DB dress Yes PS $285.00 9/15/1942 $285.00 b. 2-12-1863;  husband = J.C. Swygert;  parents = 
Churchwell & Georgiana Rhinehart;  died at Jones 
Hospital
169 Taylor Annie Elizabeth 
Langford, Mrs.
F W Leesvil le, SC 71-3-28 D.S. Keisler 1/29/1942 1/30/1942 Pisgah Church Pisgah Church Cemetery W.L. Taylor 6/3  S28 Imperial Casket Co. Vault EB, DB Yes PS $240.00 1/31/1942 $240.00 b. 10-1-1870;  husband = W.L. Taylor;  parents = Louis J. 
& Louisa (Banks) Langford
349 Taylor Cornelia 
Etheredge, Mrs.
F W 73-2-27 Methodist W.W. King 9/14/1947 9/16/1947 Home Leesvil le Cemetery 6/6 S55 Imperial Casket Co. Clark Vault EB, DB Yes PS $425.00 9/15/1947 $425.00 b. 6-17-1874;  husband = G.R. Taylor;  parents = Joel & 
Eudor (Whittle) Etheredge
405 Taylor David Earl M W 27½ hrs J.S. Liverman 2/2/1949 2/3/1949 Cedar Grove Cemetery H.G. Taylor 2/0  #11  H/T Imperial Casket Co. $14.00 3/11/1949 $14.00 b. 2-1-1949;  parents = Earl G. & Alice (Waters) Taylor
179 Taylor Emmie Anne 
Rodella Hite, Mrs.
F W Leesvil le, SC 71-1-3 O.C. Holley 3/27/1942 3/29/1942 Cedar Grove Cedar Grove Cemetery W.F. & Henry Taylor 6/3  S33  1/2 shr. Imperial Casket Co. EB, DB dress, hose PS $185.00 3/18/1944 $185.00 b. 2-24-1871;  husband = W.F. Taylor;  parents = Joseph 
& Martha (Oxner) Hite
426 Taylor James Moses M W 71-7-29 8/30/1949 9/1/1949 Cedar Grove Lutheran Church Cedar Grove Lutheran Church 
Cemetery
6/6  F75  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Clark Vault EB, DB suit, 
underwear, 
hose
Yes PS $600.00 9/10/1949 $600.00 b. 1-1-1878;  parents = Jacob & Georgianna (Price) 
Taylor
96 Taylor Janes M., Mrs. F W Leesvil le, SC 83-0-17 Methodist D.S. Keisler 6/3/1940 6/3/1940 Ebenezer Ebenezer Cemetery T.B. Fellow Palmetto Casket Co Yes cement, arch DB PS, , flowers $110.00 6/13/1940 $110.00 b. 5-16-1867;  parenta = Geo. & Polly (Shealy) Smith
317 Taylor Janette Il ine F W 0-0-0 James Crosson 6/9/1946 6/9/1946 Grace Lutheran Church Cemetery 2/0  #18 Imperial Casket Co. $33.00 6/9/1946 $33.00 father = Jalmar Taylor
300 Taylor Laura Jane Crout, 
Mrs
F W 90-9-11 W.W. King 11/20/1945 11/21/1945 St Pauls Lutheran Church St Paul Cemetery Mr. J.J. Taylor 6/3  #28  H/C Imperial Casket Co. wood Yes PS $140.00 11/24/1945 $140.00 b. 3-9-1855;  widow of H. Frank Taylor;  parents = 
Jeremiah & Martha (Price) Crout
242 Taylor Marietta Hallman F W 84-6-20 O.C. Holley 10/14/1943 10/16/1943 Summit Church Taylor Cemetery, nr Leesvil le Lil la E. Taylor 6/3  S33  1/2 Shr. Imperial Casket Co. Yes EB, DB dress PS $188.00 10/15/1943 $188.00 b. 3-24-1859;  parents = Edward R. & Juriah (Caughman) 
Hallman
116 Taylor Neda Jean F W 0-0-5 D.S. Keisler 11/11/1940 11/11/1940 Cedar Grove Cemetery W.N. Taylor 2/0 Palmetto Casket Co $9.25 11/11/1940 $9.25 b. 11-6-1940;  parents = W.N. & Gertrude (Leaphart) 
Taylor
59 Taylor Nettie Bell, Mrs. F W 47-9-24 9/16/1939 9/17/1939 Pleasant Hil l Pleasant Hil l  Cemetery Limo $5.00 9/17/1939 $5.00 b. 12-22-1891;  husband = Eddie Taylor;  parents Zak & 
Nealy (Shealy) Taylor
7 Taylor Willow Estelle, 
Mrs.
F W Gilbert, SC 36-9-20 Baptist 2/28/1938 3/1/1938 Pleasant Hil l  Baptist Church Pleasant Hil l  Baptist Church 
Cemetery
husband 6-3, 141D3 Palmetto Casket Co wood DB dress, 
sl ippers
FC Yes LD A, PS, BP, death notice, door 
spray
$95.00 3/5/1938 $95.00 b. 5-8-1901; husband = Lawrence L. Taylor; parents = 
Henry & Julia (Gable) Monts
164 Thomas Stil lborn W Leesvil le, SC 0-0-0 D.S. Keisler 1/11/1942 1/12/1942 St. James Cemetery Norman L. Thomas, D.N. 
Senn
1/9 Imperial Casket Co ambulance $20.00 2/20/1942 $20.00 stil lborn;  parents = Norman Lee & Enoree (Senn) 
Thomas
232 Thomas Stil lborn W Leesvil le, SC 0-0-0 7/15/1943 7/16/1943 St James Church Cemetery father 1/9 Imperial Casket Co. Yes bringing remains from Columbia $20.00 7/16/1943 $20.00 parents = Norman L. & Enoree (Senn) Thomas
50 Thompson Blanche M., Mrs. F W 60-2-13 Lutheran W.W. King 6/12/1939 6/15/1939 Lutheran Church, Leesvil le  Leesvil le, SC Francis Thompson Palmetto Casket Co Yes EB, HD, DB Yes LD, LG Gloves ($1.50), tarpaulin, 
flowers
$175.00 6-10-139 $175.00 b. 3-29-1879;  parents = C. Newton & Sara (Seay) Kyzer; 
died at Leesvil le Infirmary
79 Timmerman Robert Watson M W Winthrop 
College, Rock 
Hil l , SC
51-3-21 [State Hospital] 2/3/1940 2/4/1940 grave Ridge Spring Cemetery Mrs. R.W. Timmerman, 
Winthrop College, Rock 
Hil l
149 Palmetto Casket Co Yes 5 bags cement/ 
arch
DB suit PS, ambulance, grave, door 
spray, trip to Columbia
$200.00 3/23/1940 $200.00 b. 10-12-1888;  parents = P.N. & Bessie (Watson) 
Timmerman;  died at State Hospital
240 Trotter Alma Elizabeth 
Hunter
F W 77-4-8 Lutheran W.T. Gibson 10/10/1943 10/11/1943 Home Spann Cemetery @ Ward Mr & Mrs John Derrick 6/3  #31 H/C Imperial Casket Co. yes 5 bags cement, 
arch
EB, DB Yes PS $257.00 10/13/1943 $257.00 b.6-12-1866;  husband = Dr. G.L. Trotter;  parents = 
Thomas T. & J. Juriah (Fellers) Hunter
350 Umbarger infant W 12 hrs W.T. Gibson Imperial Casket Co. 
367 Unger Jacob Reuben M W 69-10-9 Methodist 2/1/1948 2/3/1948 Residence Batesburg Cemetery 6/6  York  sealer oval glass Imperial Casket Co. Yes Clark Vault EB, DB Yes PS; bringing remains from 
Columbia Hospital
$985.00 2/21/1948 $985.00 b. 3-23-1878;  wife - Edith Jonse Unger; parents = H. 
Eugene & Ann (Bouknight) Unger
167 VOIDED PAGE
430 Warner Preston Brooks M W 90-1-11 10/31/1949 11/1/1949 Providence Lutheran Church Providence Lutheran Church 
Cemetery
J.E. Warner 6/6  F75  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Clark Vault EB, DB Yes $650.00 12/27/1949 $650.00 b. 9-20-1859;  widow of Alice Derrick;  parents = 
Thomas J. & Sellna (Meetz) Warner;  died at home of .K. 
Taylor
341 Waters Joseph M W 74-10-7 James Crosson 4/10/1947 4/12/1947 Providence Baptist Church Providence Cemetery wife 6/6  #44  H/C Imperial Casket Co. wood EB, DB suit, 
underwer, 
hose
PS $350.00 4/14/1947 $350.00 b. 6-3-1872;  wife = Lena Cockerell;  parents = James & 
Louise (Kneece) Waters
118 Watkins Mary Louise, Miss F W near 
Leesvil le, SC
89-5-11 Methodist K.L. Able 12/22/1940 12/23/1940 Nazareth Church Nazareth Church Cemetery S.D. Myers 6/3, S33 Palmetto Casket Co EB, DB dress, hose, 
underwear
FC Yes LD, LG $190.00 1/10/1941 $190.00 b. 7-11-1851;  parents = Geo. & Elizabeth (Coley) 
Watkins
417 Watson Cora L., Miss F W 77-6-0 B.G. Pitts 6/19/1949 6/20/1949 Ridge Spring Methodist 
Church
Ridge Spring Cemetery M.B. Watson & H.M. 
Watkins
6/6  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Clark Vault EB, DB Yes LD bringing remains from 
Darlington, SC
$525.00 8/19/1949 $525.00 b. 12-19-1871;  parents = John R. & Sall ie P. Watson; 
died at home of Dr. B.G. Pitts, Darlington, SC
71 Watson Elizabeth 
Nicholson, Mrs.
F W Ridge Spring, 
SC
80-1-14 W.E. McCuerry 12/15/1939 12/16/1939 House Ridge Spring Cemetery J.C. Watson 352 Palmetto Casket Co 6 bags cement, 
arch
PS, ambulance, grave, door 
spray
$250.00 2/26/1940 $250.00 b. 10-31-1859;  widow of Joseph C. Watson;  parents = 
John T. & Sarah (Boatwright) Nicholson
177 Watson Ether Lee F C 0-3-17 W.T. Gibson 3/14/1942 3/15/1942 St. Marks Baptist Church St. Marks Cemetery E.C. Mitchell 1/9 Imperial Casket Co. $10.00 11/16/1942 $10.00 b. 11-27-1941;  parents = Will  & Ralph Etta (Stewart) 
Watson
270 Watson Manchester 
Boyington, Jr, LT
M W 23-2-26 [WW II] 12/3/1944 3/27/1948 graveside Ridge Spring Cemetery wife Govt Casket 6 bags cement, 
arch
Yes PS $75.00 5/11/1948 $75.00 b. 9-7-1921;  wife = Erin Will iams Watson, Bessemer, 
Alabama;  parents = Manchester B. & Ruby (Frontis) 
Watson;  ki l led in action, Wuhn, China; funeral notice 
taped to page
199 Watson Stil lborn 0-0-0 W.W. King 10/23/1942 10/23/1942 Mt Ebel Cemetery father 1/9 Imperial Casket Co. $10.00 10/23/1942 $10.00 parents = H.E. & Eunice (Fallon) Watson
139 Weaver George M W Saxenburg, 
PA
40 - - [Saxenburg, PA] 5/6/1941 5/10/1941 Leesvil le Cemetery 5 bags cement, 
arch
Yes PS $25.00 5/19/1941 $25.00 wife = Lil l ie Mae Gunter;  "crushed body due to slate 
fall  in mine", Saxenburg, PA
270 Wessinger Lee 10/25/1944 Gilbert Imperial Casket Co. L PS $16.00 10/25/1944 $16.00  































Date Paid  Amount Misc
295 Whittle Elizabeth 
Etheredge, Mrs
F W 87-8-5 Methodist K.L. Able 8/10/1945 8/12/1945 Grave Leesvil le Cemetery 6/3  #319  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Wilbert Vault EB, DB dress Yes LD PS $375.00 8/14/1945 $375.00 b. 12-5-1857;  parents = Joel & Eliza (Iniabet) Etheredge;  
died at Jones Hospital
115 Will iams Mae F C Leesvil le, SC 30 - - 11/3/1940 11/10/1940 church Kenneth & Nerda 
Hartley
Limo PS $15.00 1/31/1941 $15.00
406 Will is Will iam A., Pvt. M W 34-9-14 [WW II] 11/9/1944 2/12/1949 Convent Baptist Church Convent Baptist Church Cemetery Walter H. Will l is [Govt.] Yes PS $75.00 2/12/1949 $75.00 b. 1-15-1910;  "Kil led in World War 2"; "France"
286 Wingard Josephine 
Anderson
F W Leesvil le, SC 65-2-1 [Baptist Hospital] 3/14/1945 3/15/1945 Providence Baptist Church Providence Baptist Church 
Cemetery
Silas & "X" Anderson County Casket Yes EB, DB LG, LD PS, bringing remains from 
Columbia
$75.00 3/22/1945 $53.70 b. 1-13-1880;  husband = Kil l ian Wingard;  parents = 
Bil l  & Elizabeth (Miller) Anderson
143 Wise Alice, Miss F W Leesvil le, SC 78-6-12 Lutheran Jim Crosson 6/2/1941 6/2/1941 Grave Leesvil le Cemetery Mrs. Annie Kinard 6/3 E28 H/C Imperial Casket Co 5 bags cement, 
arch
DB Yes PS $120.00 b. 11-20-1862
321 Wise Nanie Lake, Mrs. F W 46-5-1 Lutheran A.F. Burnside 8/31/1946 9/2/1946 Lutheran Church, Leesvil le Little Mountain Cemetery Harold Lake Wise 6/6  #49  H/C Imperial Casket Co. Clark Vault EB, DB Yes LD, LG PS; A; death notice $500.00 9/10/1946 $500.00 b. 3-30-1899;  parents = Mary Elizabeth (Campbell) & 
Kemper D. Lake;  died at Columbia Hospital
193 Wise Will iam Roland M W 4 1/2 hrs W.W. King 8/18/1942 8/18/1942 Providence Providence Cemetery F.H. Hendrix 1/9 Imperial Casket Co. Yes Yes $17.50 9/5/1942 $17.50 b. 8-17-1942;  parents = W.L. Jr. & Katherine (Ward) 
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